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Summary

Pretrial discovery procedures are designed to encourage an exchange of information that will help narrow the issues being litigated, eliminate surprise at trial, and achieve substantial justice. But, in recent years, claims have been made that the societal shift from paper documents to electronically stored information (ESI) has led to sharper increases in discovery costs than in the overall cost of litigation.

In response, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure have been amended several times in the past five years, and most states have adopted or amended rules of procedure or evidence to address a range of challenges posed by e-discovery. This evolution in the rules is ongoing: The federal Advisory Committee on Civil Rules is currently exploring issues related to the costs of discovery and may well be on track to propose further amendments to the federal civil rules. Few other issues about the civil justice system in recent years have so focused the attention of policymakers and stakeholders.

Study Purpose and Approach

We hope this monograph will help inform the debate by addressing the following research questions:

• What are the costs associated with different phases of e-discovery production?
• How are these costs distributed across internal and external sources of labor, resources, and services?
• How can these costs be reduced without compromising the quality of the discovery process?
• What do litigants perceive to be the key challenges of preserving electronic information?

We chose a case-study method that identified eight very large companies that were willing, with our assurances of confidentiality, to provide in-depth information about e-discovery production expenses. The companies consisted of one each from the communications, electronics, energy, household care products, and insurance fields, and three from the pharmaceutical/biotechnology/medical device field. We asked participants to choose a minimum of five cases in which they produced data and electronic documents to another party as part of an e-discovery request. In the end, we received at least some reliable e-discovery production cost data for 57 cases, including traditional lawsuits and regulatory investigations.

We also collected information from extensive interviews with key legal personnel from these companies. Our interviews focused on how each company responds to new requests for
e-discovery, what steps it takes in anticipation of those requests, the nature and size of the company’s information technology (IT) infrastructure, its document-retention policies and disaster-recovery and archiving practices, its litigation pressure and the types of cases in which it is involved, and what it finds to be the key challenges in this evolving e-discovery environment.

Our analysis is also informed by an extensive review of the legal and technical literature on e-discovery, with emphasis on the intersection of information-retrieval science and the law. We supplemented our data collection with additional interviews with representatives of participating companies, focusing on issues related to the preservation of information in anticipation of discovery demands in current or potential litigation.

Because the participating companies and cases do not constitute a representative sample of corporations and litigation, we cannot draw generalizations from our findings that apply to all corporate litigants or all discovery productions. However, the case-study approach provides a richly detailed account of the resources required by a diverse set of very large companies operating in different industries to comply with what they described as typical e-discovery requests. In what follows, we highlight our key findings.

**Costs of Producing Electronic Documents**

We organized the cost data we received into three tasks:

- **Collection** consists of locating potential sources of ESI following the receipt of a demand to produce electronic documents and data, and gathering ESI for further use in the e-discovery process, such as processing or review.
- **Processing** is reducing the volume of collected ESI through automated processing techniques, modifying it if necessary to forms more suitable for review, analysis, and other tasks.
- **Review** is evaluating digital information to identify relevant and responsive documents to produce, and privileged documents or confidential or sensitive information to withhold.

There were, of course, some gaps in the data. But the data were sufficiently complete to provide interesting insights about relative costs and level of effort across tasks. Figure S.1, for example, shows that the major cost component in our cases was the review of documents for relevance, responsiveness, and privilege (typically about 73 percent). Collection, an area on which policymakers have focused intensely in the past, consumed about 8 percent of expenditures for the cases in our study, while processing costs consumed about 19 percent in typical cases.

We also examined the costs of collection, processing, and review in terms of their sources: internal, such as law department counsel and IT department staff; vendors; and outside counsel. As might be expected because of their historical role in the review process, expenditures for the services of outside counsel consumed about 70 percent of total e-discovery production costs. Internal expenditures, even with adjustments made for underreporting, were generally around 4 percent of the total, while vendor expenditures were around 26 percent (Figure S.1). As Table S.1 shows, vendors played the dominant role in collection and processing, while review was largely the domain of outside counsel. The zero counts for internal processing and review do not mean that corporate resources were not consumed for these tasks, only that none of the
cases reporting complete information had internal expenditures for such activities that were greater than those for external entities, such as vendors or outside counsel.

The task breakdown in the table, however, appears likely to change in the future. Most of the companies whose representatives we interviewed expressed a commitment to taking on more e-discovery tasks themselves and outsourcing those that could be “commoditized.” Collection is a good example of this trend. Two of the eight companies were in the process of implementing an automated, cross-network collection tool in order to perform such services without the need for outside vendors, and others were anticipating moving in that direction. Although we found little evidence that the review process was moving in-house, the legal departments in the companies from which we interviewed representatives were taking greater control over at least the “first-pass” review to confirm relevance and responsiveness of documents, choosing vendors and specialized legal service law firms to perform such functions that were formerly delegated to outside counsel.

### Table S.1
Case Counts by the Primary Source of Expenditures for E-Discovery Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Outside Counsel</th>
<th>Total Cases Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reducing the Cost of Review

With more than half of our cases reporting that review consumed at least 70 percent of the total costs of document production, this single area is an obvious target for reducing e-discovery expenditures. We believe that many stakeholder complaints would diminish if expenditures for review were no more burdensome than those for either the collection or processing phase. Because review consumes about $0.73 of every dollar spent on ESI production, while collection and processing consume about $0.08 and $0.19, respectively, review costs would have to be reduced by about three-quarters in order to make those costs comparable to processing, the next most costly component of production. Choosing a 75-percent reduction in review expenditures as the desired target is an admittedly arbitrary decision, but more-modest cost savings are not likely to end criticisms from some quarters that the advent of e-discovery has caused an unacceptable increase in the costs of resolving large-scale disputes. To explore possible ways of achieving this target, we synthesized the methods that research on this topic has identified as promising for cutting review costs, both for the traditional approach of an “eyes-on” review of each document and for moving to a new paradigm that relies on computer-categorized review technology to examine documents for relevance, responsiveness, or privilege. We also summarize the literature on the relative quality of traditional review practices and computerized approaches to assess whether moving away from human review would compromise the quality of the process.

Significant Reduction in Current Labor Costs Is Unlikely

Companies are trying a variety of alternatives to the traditional use of outside law firms for most review tasks. In order to reduce the cost of review-related labor, they may hire temporary attorneys or use legal process outsourcing (LPO) companies with stables of contract attorneys. However, the rates currently paid to such project attorneys during large-scale reviews in the United States may well have bottomed out, with further reductions of any significant size unlikely. Another option that has been explored is the use of English-speaking local lawyers in such countries as India and the Philippines. Although such foreign outsourcing uses local attorneys who will work for much less than U.S. counsel, issues related to information security, oversight, maintaining attorney-client privilege, and logistics may limit the utility of offshore approaches for most litigation.

Increasing the Rate of Review Has Its Limits

The most-expansive claims regarding review speed is about 100 documents per hour, and this number assumes that reviewers have the strongest motivations and experience and are examining documents simple enough that a decision on relevance, responsiveness, privilege, or confidential information could be made in an average of 36 seconds. A trained “speed reader” can skim written materials at roughly 1,000 words per minute with about 50-percent comprehension. Therefore, even allocating zero time for bringing up a new document on the screen and zero time for contemplating a decision or the act of clicking the appropriate button to indicate a choice, a maximum of 600 words (about a page and a half) can be read in 36 seconds. Given the trade-off between reading speed and comprehension, especially in light of the complexity of documents subject to discovery in large-scale litigation, it is unrealistic to expect much room for improvement in the rates of unassisted human review.
Techniques for Grouping Documents Are Not the Answer

We describe three techniques that are increasingly used to organize documents—and, in some cases, “bulk-code” like documents—to streamline the review process:

• *Near-duplicate detection* groups together documents that contain mostly identical blocks of text or other information but that nevertheless differ in some minor way (any truly duplicate documents should have been removed during the processing phase).

• *Clustering* identifies the keywords and concepts in each document then groups documents by the degree to which they share keywords or concepts so that documents can be organized by topic rather than in random order to streamline the review.

• *Email threading* groups individual emails into single “conversations,” sorting chronologically, and eliminating duplicate material.

These techniques organize material rather than reducing the number of documents in the review set. Commercial vendors of these services claim they can increase the rate of review to 200, 300, or even 500 documents per hour. However, given the physical limitations of reading and comprehension, better organization of the corpus of documents is not likely to account for such astonishing review rates unless decisions about individual documents can be applied to dozens or hundreds of similar items on a routine basis. Although some document sets may lend themselves to bulk coding in this manner, it is unlikely that these techniques would foster sufficiently dramatic improvements in review speed for most large-scale reviews.

Human Reviewers Are Highly Inconsistent

Just how accurate is the traditional approach in these days of computerized review tools flashing documents on screen before a first-year associate or contract lawyer at rates exceeding 50 documents per hour? Some rigorous studies addressing this issue found that human reviewers often disagree with one another when they review the same set of documents for relevance and responsiveness in large-scale reviews. In one study, for example, seven teams of attorneys, all trained in a similar manner and given the same instructions, examined 28,000 documents, clustered into 12,000 families involving similar topics, to judge whether the families were responsive to the facts of the case.1 The seven teams differed significantly on the percentage of families determined to be responsive, ranging from a low of 23 percent to a high of 54 percent. As indicated by other studies discussed in this monograph, the high level of disagreement, corroborated by other studies discussed in the main text, is caused by human error in applying the criteria for inclusion, not a lack of clarity in the document’s meaning or ambiguity in how the scope of the production demand should be interpreted.

Is Predictive Coding an Answer?

We believe that one way to achieve substantial savings in producing massive amounts of electronic information would be to let computers do the heavy lifting for review. Predictive coding is a type of computer-categorized review application that classifies documents according to how well they match the concepts and terms in sample documents. Such machine-learning techniques continually refine the computer’s classifications with input from users, just as spam filters self-correct to increase the reliability of their future decisions about new email mes-

1 Barnett and Godjevac, 2011.
sages, until the ambiguous ratings disappear. With predictive coding, humans (i.e., attorneys) initially examine samples of documents from the review set and make determinations about whether they are relevant, responsive, or privileged. Using those decisions, the software assigns scores to each document in the review set representing the probability that a document matches the desired characteristics. Additional samples of these new decisions are drawn and examined by the attorney reviewers, and the application refines the templates it uses to assign scores. The results of this iterative process are eventually stabilized. At that point, disagreement between the software’s decisions and those of human reviewers should be minimized.

Because this is nascent technology, there is little research on how the accuracy of predictive coding compares with that of human review. The few studies that exist, however, generally suggest that predictive coding identifies at least as many documents of interest as traditional eyes-on review with about the same level of inconsistency, and there is some evidence to suggest that it can do better than that.

Not surprisingly, costs of predictive coding, even with the use of relatively experienced counsel for machine-learning tasks, are likely to be substantially lower than the costs of human review. It should be kept in mind that attorney review is still very much in play with predictive coding, but generally only for the smaller subset of documents that the application has judged to be potentially relevant, responsive, or privileged.2 Because there is scant research on the issue, it is too early to confidently estimate the magnitude of any savings. Evidence, however, suggests the reduction in person-hours required to review a large-scale document production could be considerable. One study, for example, which did not report on cost savings but did report time savings, suggested that predictive coding of a document set previously reviewed in the traditional way would have saved about 80 percent in attorney review hours.3 Although this estimate did not include the costs of the vendor’s services, and the potential reduction in hours would be strongly influenced by the threshold probability scores used for determining potential matches, the savings are still likely to be considerable and meet the goal we set of a three-quarter reduction in review expenditures.

Barriers to the Use of Computer-Categorized Document Review

With such potential to reduce the costs of review without compromising quality, why is it that predictive coding and other computer-categorized document review techniques are not being embraced by litigants? None of the companies in our sample was using predictive coding for review purposes; at the end of 2011, we could find no evidence in the published record that any vendor, law firm, or litigant had used predictive coding in a publicized case that named the parties and court jurisdiction.

Some concerns are likely to pose barriers to the use of predictive coding, including whether it performs well in any of the following:

- identifying all potentially responsive documents while avoiding any overproduction

---

2 For example, one potential approach to computer-categorized document review would have the application identify documents likely to be relevant and responsive and then have attorneys examine only the identified set to confirm the decisions and to determine whether those documents contain privileged communications or sensitive information.

3 Equivio, 2009a.
• identifying privileged or confidential information
• flagging “smoking guns” and other crucial documents
• classifying highly technical documents
• reviewing relatively small document sets.

Another barrier to widespread use could well be resistance to the idea from outside counsel, who would stand to lose a historical revenue stream. Outside counsel may also be reluctant to expose their clients to the risks of adopting an evolving technology. But perhaps most important is the absence of judicial guidance on the matter. At the time we conducted this study, there were simply no judicial decisions that squarely approved or disapproved of the use of predictive coding or similar computer-categorized techniques for review purposes. It is also true that many attorneys would be uncomfortable with the idea of being an early adopter when the potential downside risks appear to be so large. Few lawyers would want to be placed in the uncomfortable position of having to argue that a predictive-coding strategy reflects reasonable precautions taken to prevent inadvertent disclosure, overproduction, or underproduction, especially when no one else seems to be using it.

We propose that the best way to overcome these barriers and bring predictive coding into the mainstream is for innovative, public-spirited litigants to take bold steps by using this technology for large-scale e-discovery efforts and to proclaim its use in an open and transparent manner. The motivation for conducting successful public demonstrations of this promising technology would be to win judicial approvals in a variety of jurisdictions, which, in turn, could lead to the routine use of various computer-categorized techniques in large-scale reviews along with long-term cost savings for the civil justice system as a whole. Without organizational litigants making a contribution in this manner, many millions of dollars in litigation expenditures will be wasted each year until legal tradition catches up with modern technology.

Challenges of Preservation

Some important generalizations emerged from our inquiry into what corporate counsel consider to be the main challenges of preserving electronic information in anticipation of litigation.

Companies Are Not Tracking the Costs of Preservation

Most interviewees did not hesitate to confess that their preservation costs had not been systematically tracked in any way and that they were unclear as to how such tracking might be accomplished, though collecting useful metrics was generally asserted as an important future goal for the company.

Preservation Expenditures Are Said to Be Significant

All interviewees reported that preservation had evolved into a significant portion of their companies’ total e-discovery expenditures. Some of them believed that preserving information was now costing them more than producing e-discovery in the aggregate. The way in which organizations perceive the size of preservation expenditures relative to that of production appears to be related to steps taken (or not taken) to move away from ad hoc preservation strategies, the nature of their caseloads, and ongoing impacts on computing services and business practices.
There Are Complaints About the Absence of Clear Legal Authority

A key concern voiced by the interviewees was their uncertainty about what strategies are defensible ones for preservation duties. Determining the reasonable scope for a legal hold in terms of custodians, data locations, and volume was said to be a murky process at best, with strong incentives to overpreserve in the face of the risk for significant sanctions. Similar concerns were voiced about the process itself, with few concrete guideposts said to be available to provide litigants with a level of comfort when deciding not only what to preserve, but how.

The cause for such worries is the absence of controlling legal authority in this area. Although judicial decisions have addressed preservation scope and process, they act as legally binding precedent in only specific jurisdictions, or conflict with decisions rendered by other courts on the same issues. As a result, litigants reported that they were greatly concerned about not making defensible decisions involving preservation and about the looming potential of serious sanctions.

Recommendations

We propose three recommendations to address the complaints of excessive costs and uncertainty that emerged from our interviews.

Adopt Computer Categorization to Reduce the Costs of Review in Large-Scale E-Discovery Efforts

The increasing volume of digital records makes predictive coding and other computer-categorized review techniques not only a cost-effective option to help conduct review but the only reasonable way to handle large-scale production. Despite efforts to cull data as much as possible during processing, review sets in some cases may be impossible to examine thoroughly using humans, at least not in time frames that make sense during ongoing litigation. New court rules might move the process forward, but the best catalyst for more-widespread use of predictive coding would be well-publicized documentation of cases in which judges examined the results of actual computer-categorized reviews. It will be up to forward-thinking litigants to make that happen.

It should be noted that we believe that computer-categorized review techniques, such as predictive coding, have their greatest utility with production volumes that are at least as large as the cases in our sample.

Improve Tracking of Costs of Production and Preservation

There are many reasons to track discovery costs. Without such data, companies cannot develop strategies for dealing with massive data volumes, such as investing in automated legal-hold–compliance systems or advanced analytic software for early case assessment. A litigant also needs to be able to present a credible argument to a judge that a proposed discovery plan or request will result in unreasonably large expenditures. Finally, the need for better records may be strongest in the context of preservation, in which the absence of publicly reported data in this area frustrates rule-making efforts intended to address litigant complaints.
Bring Certainty to Legal Authority Concerning Preservation

Steps must be taken soon to address litigant concerns about complying with preservation duties. The absence of clear, unambiguous, and transjurisdictional legal authority is thwarting thoughtful preservation efforts, potentially leading to overpreservation at considerable cost; and creating uncertainty about proper scope, defensible processes, and sanctionable behavior.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Background

The process by which a party in a civil lawsuit can demand that an opponent produce documents, answer written questions under oath, give sworn testimony, and even submit to a medical examination is one of the defining features of the U.S. civil justice system. Such pretrial discovery procedures, often conducted with little supervision from the judge overseeing the litigation, are designed to help narrow the issues, eliminate surprise at trial, and achieve substantial justice. But, although various issues related to the discovery process have been long been the subject of discussion and debate by lawyers, judges, policymakers, and academics, the most-vocal criticism now seems to have focused on one specific area: costs.

In recent years, some critics have claimed that discovery-related expenditures are so far out of control that they are preventing parties from litigating legitimate disputes. Moreover, claims have been made that the costs associated with discovery constitute “a significant litigation expense, and are likely partially responsible for the disproportionately large amount of litigation spending associated with the U.S. legal system.” Although not all of those participating in the civil justice arena call for wholesale discovery reform, there does seem to be general consensus that discovery has become unnecessarily expensive. And, according to some observers, the problem with discovery costs is not a static one, with expenditures said to be ever-increasing in size, with the upward trend variously described as “skyrocketing,” “exploding,” “runaway,” and “spiraling.”

What has triggered these claims of exponential growth in the costs of conducting pretrial discovery? The answer is likely to be found in the brave new world of identifying, preserving, examining, processing, and exchanging documents and other information maintained digitally instead of in the traditional paper form. Demands for data and documents in electronic form are now the prime suspect in what is characterized as a disproportional increase in discovery costs compared with the overall expense of litigation. As a result, issues related to what

2 Lawyers for Civil Justice, Civil Justice Reform Group, and U.S. Chamber Institute for Legal Reform, 2010, p. 15.
3 Though a recent survey of attorneys in the American Bar Association (ABA) Section of Litigation reported that only a slight majority of respondents disagreed with the statement that “current discovery mechanisms work well,” 82 percent of the respondents agreed that discovery was too expensive (ABA, 2009b, Tables 6.1 and 11.5).
5 ABA, 2009b, Table 7.4. Three-quarters of respondents in that survey agreed with the statement, “Discovery costs, as a share of total litigation costs, have increased disproportionately due to the advent of e-discovery.”
has become known as electronic discovery (e-discovery) of electronically stored information (ESI) have “renewed and amplified” discussions of whether federal and state court rules, procedures, and judicial guidance surrounding the pretrial discovery process are in any need of revision.\(^6\) To deal with the many challenges posed by electronic discovery, rule-makers extensively amended existing Rules 26 and 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) in 2006; a new Rule 502 of the Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE) was enacted in 2008;\(^7\) and, by early 2011, 37 states had adopted or amended rules of procedure or evidence that addressed various issues related to e-discovery.\(^8\) And the evolution in the rules does not appear to be over: At the request of the Judicial Conference of the United States’ Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure, the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules sponsored a conference at Duke University School of Law in May 2010 to “explore the current costs of civil litigation, particularly discovery, and to discuss possible solutions.”\(^9\) As a result of the Duke Conference, as well as follow-on work, the advisory committee may well be on track to propose additional amendments to the federal civil rules.\(^10\) Few other issues in the civil justice arena in recent years have so completely captured the attention of policymakers and stakeholders.\(^11\)

Although the most–widely circulated critiques of the current state of e-discovery seem to originate with advocacy groups representing corporate interests or attorneys with predominantly defense or corporate (in-house) counsel practices, similar concerns have been voiced by some lawyers who primarily represent plaintiffs. Some recent attorney surveys suggest that at least a portion of the plaintiffs’ bar also perceives e-discovery as a factor driving the cost of resolving disputes. For example, a survey of members of an organization made up primarily of attorneys representing workers in labor, employment, and civil rights disputes reported that 61 percent of respondents agreed with the statement that e-discovery increases the costs of litigation.\(^12\) And noted plaintiffs’ attorneys have acknowledged that, because “ESI is different

---

6 According to the Judicial Conference of the United States, 2010b, p. 1,

[T]he litigation landscape has changed with astonishing rapidity, largely reflecting the revolution in information technology. The advent and wide use of electronic discovery renewed and amplified the complaints that the existing rules and practices are inadequate to achieve the promise of Rule 1: a just, speedy, and inexpensive resolution to every civil action in the federal courts.

7 FRCP 26 describes a litigant’s duty to make an early disclosure of various types of information and sets forth general provisions about discovery. FRCP 34 controls discovery related to the production of documents, electronically stored information, and other tangible things. FRE 502 addresses issues related to the attorney-client privilege and work-product protection.

8 See Allman, 2011a, p. 1.


10 Allman, 2011b.

11 Intuitively, the move from paper-based recordkeeping to more-efficient electronic processes presumably should have reduced the costs of pretrial information exchange. Although this may hold true for document productions of modest size (and certainly the expenses associated with a delivery of a single data CD will be far less than those for a delivery of thousands of bankers’ boxes filled with an equivalent volume of information in paper documents), the financial impact of discovery on producing parties is said to have increased

because the sheer volume of records that are identifiable and producible is greater with electronic processes, potentially relevant information that might never have been recorded previously is now being routinely retained, and because the requesting attorneys are aggressive in seeking out such information. (Dertouzos, Pace, and Anderson, 2008, pp. 2–3)

in nature from paper-based documents, e-discovery does raise new concerns and problems for which solutions need to be found.”

It is against this background that the RAND Institute for Civil Justice (ICJ) initiated a study to examine the costs that are at the heart of much of the criticism in recent years, specifically those for producing information primarily stored in electronic form in response to requests under federal and state discovery rules. The ICJ has a lengthy history of conducting empirical studies of civil litigation, with special emphasis on describing the expenses associated with the pretrial process. In addition, issues surrounding the development of e-discovery have been an integral part of the recent ICJ research agenda, so it made sense to take another look at litigation costs but, in this instance, concentrate on those related to requests for ESI production.

**Goals of the Research**

This research addresses several research questions:

- What are the costs associated with different phases of e-discovery production?
- How are these costs distributed across internal and external sources of labor, resources, and services?
- How can these costs be reduced without compromising the quality of the discovery process?
- What do litigants perceive to be the key challenges of preserving electronic information?

**Approach**

**Challenges of Conducting Empirical Research on Electronic Discovery**

Although every empirical data-collection effort that examines the costs of the civil justice system faces unique challenges, research on pretrial processes, such as discovery, are especially problematic. A repeated lament in the academic and legal literature is that “there has been little or no research into the costs imposed on the larger judicial system by the discovery process,” other than studies focusing on the impact on costs wrought by certain discovery-rule changes or arising out of research conducted many decades ago. There has been some recent

---

13 Milberg LLC and Hausfeld LLC, 2010, p. 11.
15 See, e.g., Dertouzos, Pace, and Anderson, 2008.
16 See, e.g., Hensler, 1995 (discussing the fact that most information about costs is in the hands of private parties); Kritzer, 1983 (discussing the lack of institutional memory among organizational litigants); and McKenna and Wiggins, 1998, pp. 797–799 (discussing the challenges faced in studies of the pretrial process).
17 Kessler and Rubinfeld, 2007, p. 380. Examples of studies that were able to obtain case-level data on the costs of discovery include Willging, Stienstra, and Shapard, 1998; and Kakalik, Hensler, et al., 1998. In addition, information about discovery expenditures was reported in early studies, such as Trubek et al., 1983, pp. 90–91; and Glaser, 1968, pp. 162–188.
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scholarship in response to renewed clamors for discovery reform; however, for the most part, the “actual costs of discovery have rarely been quantified in empirical studies.”

The reasons for the scarcity of research on this subject are many:

- **Information about pretrial expenditures is almost always in the exclusive control of litigants and their attorneys.** Outside of very narrow circumstances, parties in the United States are under no obligation to publicly report the amounts they have spent in preparation for trial or in relation to the discovery process.

- **Researchers must collect data from multiple sources—not just outside counsel, who have traditionally handled the bulk of the pretrial discovery process. Organizational litigants are increasingly taking greater direct control over aspects of the discovery process, and detailed information about those activities and their associated costs may be unknown to outside attorneys.**

- **Although closed cases are the most-promising candidates for collecting data on costs, information about them can be difficult to locate.** Memories can fade, files may have been sent to deep storage or culled of all but summary information, or the staff most closely associated with the case may have retired or left for positions elsewhere. It may not always be possible to accurately reconstruct what took place during litigation completed months or years previously.

- **It may be time-consuming or costly for litigants and their attorneys to retrieve relevant data about discovery-related costs.** Unless the information is easily and inexpensively available, there is a good chance that litigants and their attorneys will decline an outsider’s request to provide cost data.

- **Staff in corporate departments, such as those in legal and information technology (IT), are unlikely to track their own litigation-related time expenditures.** Data regarding such activities as those associated with a specific discovery production are even less likely to be tracked.

- **Most importantly, organizations may be reluctant to share information about their legal expenditures.** Even when pressured to do so by regulators, “companies are often skittish about disclosing lawsuit costs.” Disclosure of information about a lawsuit, including costs incurred, is felt by some corporate defendants and their counsel to run the risk of permitting “plaintiffs to learn or reverse engineer defendants’ litigation assessments and strategies.” Attorney bills, for example, have been characterized as potentially revealing “the motive of the client in seeking representation, litigation strategy, privileged communications or the specific nature of the services provided by attorneys, such as research into particular areas of the law. . . .”

---


19 Kolker, 2011.

20 Harrington et al., 2008, p. 11. Even information about fee arrangements has been asserted as potentially revealing litigation strategy and tactics; see, e.g., Shaikin, 2005.

21 In Re Grand Jury Witness (Salas, Waxman), 695 F.2d 359 at 362 (9th Cir. 1982).
Case-Study Methodology

In light of these challenges, we decided to address our research needs primarily through a case-study methodology. Given the perceived sensitivity of the data and the complexity of the information sought, a large-scale distribution of questionnaires was not likely to yield useful information about litigation-related expenditures in actual cases. Instead, a case-study approach would allow us to reach out directly to potential participants and adequately address their concerns about how the data would be collected, safeguarded, and utilized. Our plan was to persuade a group of companies to provide extensive background on their e-discovery approaches and the challenges they have faced, with a focus on their recent experiences producing electronic documents.

To supplement the case studies, we conducted an extensive literature review of the legal press, law review articles, academic studies, and case law related to e-discovery in the United States, with an emphasis on expenditure information, technical issues, history, organizational responses, and likely trends. Much of that review informed our discussion of the current costs of examining documents for relevance, responsiveness, and privilege, as well as the potential for new technologies to offer cost savings in document reviews (Chapters Four, Five, and Six).

Finally, we conducted interviews with company representatives who were part of our original case studies to assess whether their companies track the costs of preservation, learn how those costs are believed to compare with those associated with production, and better understand what concerns companies have about their responsibility to preserve information for potential litigation, not just for the cases in our study sample but for matters that may never be the subject of a complaint or reach the discovery stage.

In the next section, we describe how we selected the corporations for our study and the lawsuits for our data collection, how we organized our data collection by category and source, and how we conducted our analysis of data preservation.

Selection of Companies and Cases

In identifying potential companies for our study, our primary requirements were that the participants be large corporations with a history of recent litigation and that they be willing to cooperate in the data collection. We sought relatively large entities because we wanted to work with organizations that were addressing e-discovery issues on a regular basis, whose resources permitted a measured and thoughtful response to production demands, and whose corporate staff would have the time available to work closely with us in the data-collection process.

This type of purposive sampling technique relies on the researcher’s judgment to select the individual units of the population to be studied; in this particular exercise, our interest was in how organizations with significant assets and litigation exposures have responded to the challenges of e-discovery production. Because we do not use a random sample, we make no claim that the experiences of the companies included in the data collection are generalizable to all large corporations, let alone all corporate litigants.

To locate a set of companies that met these criteria, we drew on contacts we had developed during previous ICJ research in the “e-discovery community,” the loose network of attorneys, vendors, judges, corporate legal department staff, IT professionals, and academics who regularly participate in e-discovery-related conferences and seminars, the Sedona Confer-

22 Dertouzos, Pace, and Anderson, 2008.
ence’s working groups related to e-discovery and information management (IM), and public comment opportunities offered by policymaking bodies considering procedural rule changes. We reached out to various members of that network for suggestions of companies that might be interested in providing in-depth information about e-discovery production expenses. Following up with suggested leads, we contacted companies in a variety of industries, with the hoped-for goal of finding ten participating companies to produce about 60 example cases (given a targeted average of six cases per corporation).

We focused our efforts on corporations that were likely to have been litigants in cases or other legal processes in which they had produced ESI, contacted a member of the legal department in each identified company, explained the nature of our work and the need for detailed cost data, and requested the company’s participation in the confidential data collection. As is not uncommon in such research efforts, most of these attempts were unsuccessful, but we eventually located eight companies willing to participate. They consisted of one each from the communications, electronics, energy, household care products, and insurance fields and three from the pharmaceutical/biotechnology/medical device field. All but one of these companies had annual revenues that would have made them eligible for inclusion within the top 200 in recent Fortune 1000 listings; one would have been ranked in the 600s. We provided each participating company with a statement that outlined our policy of confidentiality, in which we assured the companies that we would not publish, disseminate, or otherwise disclose such information without having aggregated or modified it in such a way as to reasonably protect against association of the identity of the company with the project or with any particular case discussed in the monograph.

After the organization agreed to participate, we conducted a series of discussions with key legal personnel to better understand how the company responds to new requests for e-discovery, learn what steps have been taken in anticipation of those requests, gain insight into the nature and size of the company’s IT infrastructure, understand its document-retention policies and disaster-recovery and archiving practices, get a sense of its litigation pressure and the type of cases in which it is involved, and hear what the key challenges in this evolving e-discovery environment were felt to be.

At the outset, we also asked participants to choose a minimum of five cases in which they produced data and electronic documents to another party as part of an e-discovery request. It should be noted that the term case as used here covers more than just formally filed suits at law in civil courts and that e-discovery covers more than just activities conducted under the FRCP or their state equivalents. Electronic documents can also be produced as part of regulatory inquiries, such as audits or investigations. There can be important differences in the dynamics of electronic-document production when the demanding party is a regulatory agency wielding a civil investigative subpoena rather than a litigation opponent operating under FRCP 34. However, from a technological and logistical standpoint, the process is very similar. Although we were primarily interested in ESI production as part of traditional litigation, we felt that it would be useful to include examples of how companies have responded to the demands of government investigators. Also eligible for inclusion would be binding commercial arbitrations, in

which the dispute was never a part of a formally filed lawsuit but instead proceeded directly into arbitration as provided for in the language of a contract or other agreement.\footnote{The rules covering discovery in such situations are a complex mix of contractual language, state arbitration act provisions (if applicable), and the rules of the arbitration provider. As would be true with regulatory investigations, the scope of allowable discovery in arbitrations may well be quite different from the scope of traditional litigation, but the process of collecting and preparing digital information for submission to another party is essentially the same.}

As was true with the manner in which we enlisted companies to participate in the research, the selection process for the study cases was not a random one. We requested that each participating company self-select cases that its representative believed to be “recent and representative” of the challenges faced in responding to production demands. Though we had the final say in deciding whether to include any suggested case, there are, of course, selection-bias issues that arise when the subjects of research are given such considerable latitude in shaping the scope and nature of the investigation. We strongly suggested that the cases submitted be closed cases in order to encourage frank and open discussion of what had taken place; that there had not been more than a minimal amount of motion practice related to the discovery event; that no sanctions, spoliation claims, or adverse-inference instructions had been involved; and that the volume of data and the costs incurred could be considered fairly typical of litigation or actions with similar stakes for the participating company. Nevertheless, the initial choice was up to our contacts; in some instances, the characteristics of those cases did not exactly match our suggestions. For example, two cases included in the analysis had discovery-related sanctions, and a few others were being actively litigated at the time we collected ESI production information (and, in fact, remain unresolved as of this writing).

In the end, we received at least some reliable e-discovery production cost data for 57 cases. Forty-five of the cases involved litigation arising from a formally filed lawsuit, one involved a contractual dispute that went directly into binding commercial arbitration, and the remaining 11 were the result of a regulatory investigation. Despite the common association of e-discovery producers as parties on the right-hand side of the “versus” in case titles, a participating company was a plaintiff in 15 cases (in the remainder, the company was a defendant or the target of a civil investigative demand). Some cases included multiple and diverse allegations and defenses, but the primary subject matters of the ones included in the analysis are described in Table 1.1.

The forum within which the discovery was conducted was usually a federal court (36 cases), with nine cases in a state court, 11 cases part of a regulatory investigation, and one handled by commercial arbitrators. The reported stakes in the cases in which we were able to obtain such information ranged from one estimated to be worth $2 million to another estimated at $400 million, though some of the regulatory subpoenas involved potential mergers, product defects, or marketing investigations in which the potential monetary impact to the company was likely to be considerably greater. For about half the cases, the bulk of e-discovery activity occurred in 2008; most other cases had e-discovery primarily taking place in 2007 or 2009.

We do not claim that the cases included in our analysis constitute a representative sample of litigations, regulatory enforcements, or commercial arbitrations that involved electronic production by very large corporations. The subjectivity and non–probability-based nature of the selection process counsels against overgeneralizing the results. However, the cases do provide
concrete examples of the resources required to comply with what participating companies of considerable size characterized to us as typical e-discovery requests.

In most instances, once the cases were identified, we held discussions with one or more in-house counsel who were closely associated with the selected litigation for background information on the dispute, the nature of the information or documents sought, the steps taken to respond to the production demand, and the role, if any, that discovery played in the ultimate outcome of the dispute. Personnel from IT departments were often a part of these discussions, as were paralegals: In some instances, the e-discovery production was essentially managed by corporate employees other than attorneys, and, in other instances, such staff had more firsthand knowledge of what had been done. For some of our selected cases, the company had already collected detailed cost data as part of its own independent inquiry into e-discovery expenditures; accordingly, we worked with our contacts to understand the way they had tracked such costs, to fill in any gaps in reporting, and to conform their models for expenditures to what we were using in other example cases.

As we had expected, we encountered informational gaps of one type or another in most of the selected cases. For example, the amount of the data collected or reviewed was sometimes available only when there had been an active effort to track and record such information at the time the case was proceeding. Outside counsel fees specific to activity related to a particular ESI production were often estimated as a percentage of the overall total spent for legal services. Calculating personnel time expenditures within the company itself was a common area of difficulty. When we were given an estimate of IT staff time in terms of days, for example, we had to use Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) figures for the average annual salaries for network administrators in the nearest metropolitan area to calculate a daily rate, and then adjusted that rate using other BLS data to reflect total compensation including benefits. A similar approach was taken when we had information only on in-house lawyer time rather than actual compensation. An issue that is discussed in greater detail later involves the potential underreporting of internal expenditures, especially in those cases in which it was asserted (or the data we received

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory investigation</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair trade practices</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
suggested) that time spent on the production by staff in the legal or IT departments was negligible. We addressed this issue by testing various scenarios about internal contributions to see how the results might vary. And, in some instances, reported costs might be combined, such as those charged by a single vendor for both collection and processing tasks. If possible, we tried to allocate those expenses based on data provided to us by the company as to the typical break-out of such costs in other cases it had litigated. If it was not possible to make such estimates, then we identified the costs as “unallocated,” which meant that they would continue to be a component of the total e-discovery spend even though we could not link them to a specific task or source.

**Allocation of Expenditures Across Tasks**

The steps involved in responding to a discovery demand for electronic documents may appear to be straightforward (i.e., the request is received, the information requested is assembled, and, ultimately, the data are turned over to the opposing party). However, in actuality, the process is far more complicated. Figure 1.1 represents what is known as the Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM), a conceptual framework for the e-discovery process developed by a group consisting of vendors, attorneys, litigants, and academics involved in e-discovery.25 The model represents what might be thought of as the nine main stages (or nodes) involved in e-discovery preparation, production, and use and was designed to provide standards for the development, evaluation, and use of e-discovery products and services.

---

25 For more information on the EDRM group, see EDRM, undated (d).
The following summary provides a brief description of each of the nine nodes of the EDRM:

- **Information management** is managing ESI and IT systems to mitigate risk and expenses in e-discovery, covering the entire process, starting with the creation of ESI through its final disposition. Document-retention and document-destruction policies are prime examples of information governance efforts.

- **Identification** is locating potential sources of ESI and determining its scope, breadth, and depth. This task often involves identifying the “custodians” of potentially relevant information (i.e., people who have the most direct control over the data), “key players” (individuals who are most likely to be associated with documents of interest), and locations (such as specific servers or a set of disaster-recovery backup tapes).

- **Preservation** is ensuring that potentially important ESI is protected against inappropriate alteration or destruction. Steps must be taken to prevent electronic documents that might contain relevant evidence from being significantly altered, lost, or destroyed, regardless of whether such changes would be made intentionally, inadvertently, or in the normal course of business. Preservation duties normally attach when a lawsuit has been initiated or when there is a reasonable anticipation that a lawsuit will be commenced. One common approach to dealing with preservation responsibilities is the issuance of internal legal holds, communications to individuals and units within the organization requiring them to take steps to avoid inadvertent or intentional deletion or alteration. Such communications might, for example, inform the recipient to move copies of all emails received or sent between specific dates to a secured network repository; tell key employees to follow a “print-and-retain” policy in which hard copies of emails falling into specific subject-matter categories are created; require the IT department to suspend the routine destruction or overwriting of backup or archiving systems; request that “autopurge” functions for deleting emails of a certain age left in inboxes be turned off; order a vendor to make mirror-image copies of data on specific desktops or servers; require the IT department to change the files’ administrative permissions (such actions are sometimes referred to as a hold in place or a preserve in place); or request that the security department physically seize specific laptops. Auditing the distribution of the notices and the subsequent level of compliance with the requests is extremely important. Enterprise-level applications have been developed to manage the issuance of legal holds and, in some instances, secure data across multiple platforms and networks. Complicating the preservation process is that the same data can be the subject of multiple legal holds and that certain individuals and types of data can be essentially under what amounts to a “permanent,” “open,” or “rotating” legal hold.

---

26 See EDRM, undated (e).

27 See EDRM, 2010a.

28 See EDRM, undated (g).


30 For a description of the various approaches taken by organizational litigants to implement legal holds, see Compliance, Governance and Oversight Council and Huron Consulting Group, 2008.
• **Collection** is gathering ESI for further use in the e-discovery process, such as processing or review.\(^{31}\) Key requirements of the collection process are that it does not inappropriately alter the targeted electronic documents and data, important ESI is not overlooked or missed, and the data’s authenticity and chain of custody can be documented. Files are often collected in their “native format” (such as a spreadsheet file created in Microsoft Excel) as a means of maintaining the integrity of “metadata,” internal application information (such as the sender’s name in an email header or the creation date of the document) stored within a file but apart from a document’s primary contents (e.g., the words in the body of an email), as well as external information (such as file size or a description of the subject matter of an image file) stored separately by the application that created the file or the operating system. Collection is accomplished in a variety of ways, such as employing applications to make “forensic-quality” copies (exact bit-by-bit duplication of electronic storage media in a form suitable for presentation in a court of law), using centralized tools that can gather data across different platforms and networks, or through “self-collection,” in which the custodians themselves copy targeted ESI to secure repositories or portable devices.

• **Processing** is reducing the volume of ESI and converting it, if necessary, to forms more suitable for review, analysis, and other tasks.\(^{32}\) Common processing tasks can involve deduplication (eliminating multiple copies of essentially the same ESI), dropping administrative and operating-system file types that are known to not contain user-created data, creating versions of the data to be viewed by attorneys and others (e.g., separating attachments from emails, “unzipping” multiple files from compressed versions, subjecting imaged text files to optical character recognition [OCR]), culling (zeroing in on the documents that are most likely to be responsive to the demand), reorganizing the document sets in order to increase efficiency during review, or creating indexes (by subject matter or various metadata elements). **Hosting** is the secure storage and management of data after collection. Thus, such tasks as culling or deduplication are performed on hosted data. Hosting also relates to storage services provided postprocessing in conjunction with the use of review tools, platforms used during the review phase of the cycle that allow attorneys to view ESI on monitors rather than as individual printouts.

• **Review** is evaluating ESI to identify responsive documents to produce and privileged documents to withhold, gaining a greater understanding of the factual issues in a case, and developing legal strategies based on the type of information that is found in the collection of documents.\(^{33}\) Traditional practice calls for attorneys to review ESI after collection and processing to confirm that the documents are responsive to the scope of the request in the original demand and relevant to any of the claims and defenses in the case. Review would also take place to identify whether otherwise-producible documents are privileged or protected under statute or common law (such as attorney-client communications or materials or other work product prepared by an attorney in anticipation of litigation or trial) and could therefore be withheld from the production. Reviewers might also look for trade secrets or other highly sensitive information, which might lead to seeking a pro-
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\(^{31}\) See EDRM, undated (a).

\(^{32}\) See EDRM, undated (h).

\(^{33}\) See EDRM, 2010d.
tective order from the court to place the materials under seal and prevent release to the general public. In instances in which documents or sections of documents are identified as privileged or withheld for some other reason, a privilege log is created, a type of index describing each item withheld or redacted and the basis for the privilege, protection, or confidentiality claim being asserted. Review can also be done for the purpose of issue coding (classifying documents by subject matter or other criteria) or for flagging hot documents or smoking guns (i.e., documents with the strongest probative value or containing the most-crucial information) to bring to the attention of lead counsel. Reviews are often split into multiple phases; for example, there might be a “first-pass” (or “first-level”) review to drop documents that are not both responsive and relevant, and later a “second-pass” (or “second-level”) review done by other counsel on the resulting set to identify documents with privileged communications or sensitive information.

• Analysis is evaluating one’s own ESI for content and context, including the identification of key patterns, topics, people, or discussions. Analytic methodologies may be used for reducing data volume, zeroing in on documents of interest, understanding what the data contain to assist in the producer’s own strategic decisions, gauging the productivity of reviewers, helping in identifying other potential sources of responsive ESI, and documenting what took place during collection and processing.

• Production is delivering ESI to opposing parties in appropriate forms, using appropriate delivery mechanisms, and in compliance with agreed production specifications and timelines. The exact mechanisms and protocols used for delivering reviewed documents are often the subject of negotiation between the parties in the early stages of discovery, but often the documents are electronically marked with sequential numbers (in a manner similar to traditional Bates numbering) and a separate load file is provided (a type of index used by electronic case-management tools popular with many law firms and legal departments).

• Presentation is displaying ESI at depositions, hearings, and trials. Both the demanding and producing parties may have the need to present electronic documents and other information to judges, juries, arbitrators, witnesses, and opposing counsel.

In the early stages of our study, we were urged by experts in the field to organize our data collection to conform to all nine phases of the EDRM. However, initial contacts with corporate counsel to review data availability suggested that, for many law departments, costs associated with case-related e-discovery are conceptualized as essentially falling into just three broad areas: collection, processing, and review. It is not that the activities described in the full model do not take place in routine electronic document productions; it is that these three tasks are the ones most often executed by outside entities, such as law firms, vendors, or consultants, and therefore the areas in which expenses have historically been tracked. The distinctions between the formal EDRM and how some corporate counsel view their e-discovery activities may simply be definitional. For example, our background research suggested that, for the litigants we would be contacting, deciding which custodians or databases in the organization...
might have relevant information is often immediately followed by retrieving data from those same sources, both tasks performed by the same individual, department, or outside entity. For such organizations, identification of data sources is essentially perceived as a key component of the collection process, not as a separate, indivisible step. Although the EDRM provides an extremely nuanced and thoughtful way to understand the overall process, a simpler conceptualization was needed for the type of data collection we hoped to conduct.

The categories of collection, processing, and review we ultimately used to collect cost data are essentially an amalgam of the EDRM’s definitions for six of the nine nodes:

- **collection**
  - locating potential sources of ESI and determining its scope, breadth, and depth following the receipt of a demand to produce electronic documents and data
  - once custodians, key players, and data locations have been identified, gathering ESI for further use in the e-discovery process, such as processing or review, while maintaining data integrity and chain of custody
- **processing**
  - reducing the volume of collected ESI through automated processing techniques to increase the percentage of documents in the resulting set that are unique, relevant, responsive, and not privileged
  - converting ESI or copying it, if necessary, to forms more suitable for review, analysis, and other tasks
  - hosting the data for performing processing tasks, as well as for use in computerized review applications
  - evaluating and grouping one’s own ESI for content and context, including the identification of key patterns, topics, people, or discussions
  - following the completion of the review process, delivering ESI to opposing parties in appropriate forms, using appropriate delivery mechanisms, and in compliance with agreed production specifications and timelines
- **review**
  - evaluating ESI to identify relevant and responsive documents to produce and privileged documents or information to withhold
  - documenting the review process in order to inform opposing counsel about decisions made regarding privilege, or highly sensitive information
  - Additional goals of the review process are to gain a greater understanding of the factual issues in a case, identify the key documents residing in ESI, and develop legal strategies based on the type of information that is found in the collection of documents.

There are some aspects of e-discovery that we did not include in our study. First, we did not consider IM in our case-specific cost data collection. Allocating organizational expenditures for enterprise-wide IM activities to specific production requests would present significant methodological challenges. Second, presentation was excluded as well. The presentation of ESI

---

37 In some instances, we assigned expenditures for hosting services associated solely with online review to the review category when the task could be determined to be completely separate from processing duties. In actuality, vendors do not always make such distinctions in the services they offer to their clients, and our assumption is that treating all hosting activities as a type of processing would have a negligible effect on aggregate review costs.
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at trials and hearings takes place after production and was therefore beyond the scope of this study. Third, we considered efforts to analyze and evaluate data as part of collection, processing, and review rather than a stand-alone activity for which reliable expenditure data could be collected. And fourth, although we discuss possible cost issues related to preservation in a separate chapter, we were unable to collect case-specific information about preservation expenditures in our sample cases.

Finally, an issue of terminology: Throughout this document, we use the term production in the broad sense used in FRCP 34 when it refers to a “Request for Production of Electronically Stored Information.” Production in this sense means all the steps taken to respond to an e-discovery demand, from initial identification of ESI sources to final delivery of the processed and reviewed documents to opposing parties; it is not limited to the final preparations undertaken just before complying with the original request—the definition used in the EDRM framework.

Allocation of Expenditures Across Sources

Following early discussions with participating companies, we felt that it would be most practical to allocate e-discovery expenditures to one of three main sources: outside counsel, vendors and other service providers, and internal corporate staff, including direct expenditures for technology. Each is described in this section.

- **Outside counsel** includes any attorney or law firm retained by the organization to represent its interests (other than its own employees). E-discovery expenses for outside counsel would include hourly billings or other fee arrangements; expenditures managed or controlled by outside counsel, such as those for expert fees, photocopying expenses, and identifiable charges; the use of the firm’s IT infrastructure for hosting data; and use of the firm’s review-tool platform, travel, and other costs of litigation. One common outside counsel expense involved the law firm’s use of contract attorneys (presumably retained only for the specific e-discovery production); we considered such activities to be just another part of the firm’s inventory of potential legal services available to its organizational clients. However, it was our preference that expenses only “passing through” outside counsel (such as for the use of offshore discovery services billed to the organization as part of the law firm’s invoices) be treated separately (in this example, as a vendor), although this request may not have always been followed. It should be noted that, to the extent possible, we have attempted to exclude outside counsel expenditures related to ancillary proceedings associated with e-discovery generally but not the specific document production of interest. Thus, the costs associated with attendance at an FRCP 26(f) conference to agree to a plan for conducting discovery would not be included in our analysis.

- **Vendors** include companies and individual consultants who offer one or more e-discovery–related services. Such vendors may be selected and managed by outside counsel, in-house counsel, other staff within the organization, or other vendors. One issue that came up was how to classify companies that offer teams of attorneys to provide document review. In one sense, such services parallel those provided by outside counsel because, ultimately, the same legal and ethical relationship exists between the organization and the vendor’s legal professional employees as between the organization and temporary attorneys hired either by outside counsel or directly by the corporate legal department. However, such companies are increasingly offering a wide panoply of discovery services in addition to
review, including forensic collection and ESI processing, and offer themselves out as a multifaceted service provider rather than a traditional law firm. As such, we treat such companies as a type of vendor.

- **Internal expenditures** ideally include salaries and benefits paid to the organization’s employees, including attorneys, paralegals, and support staff in corporate law departments, as well as members of IT departments and other business units in which effort is expended to comply with e-discovery production requests. Costs associated with contract attorneys directly hired by the corporate legal departments would also be classified as internal expenditures. In addition, purchase costs or licensing fees paid for computer applications and hardware primarily intended to assist in discovery requirements would be included.

**Inquiry into Preservation Issues**

In the context of e-discovery, preservation involves the legal obligation of organizations and individuals to take steps to prevent the alteration, loss, or destruction of electronic documents that may contain relevant evidence. This duty is not limited to instances in which a formal demand for production has been received but is triggered whenever litigation is reasonably anticipated. To explore the possible cost ramifications of preservation, we held discussions with our main contacts at each company to address issues related to procedures in place to preserve potentially discoverable information, listen to what they felt to be the direct and indirect impacts of preservation, and learn about their concerns in this area. These discussions took place between October 2010 and June 2011.

Our approach here was qualitative in nature because it was clear that gauging the magnitude of preservation expenses in individual cases would present some daunting hurdles. First, the cases already included as part of our inquiry into e-discovery expenditures were all required to have an actual document production, a selection criterion that might provide unrepresentative examples of the many different circumstances in which preservation responsibilities can be in play. Second, even when clearly connected to actual litigation, preservation is a duty that can extend across multiple cases involving the same custodians, files, or data locations, which would make identifying the costs directly related to a specific case speculative at best when the information was subject to a series of cascading and overlapping legal holds. Finally, many organizations do not track their preservation-related expenditures in any systematic way, and we would likely obtain little useful information with the approach we used for production costs, regardless of how cooperative our participants might be. All of these issues suggested that, at least for this phase of our research agenda into e-discovery, our efforts would be best spent understanding litigant behavior and perceptions and the reasons behind their decisions and beliefs rather than attempting to accurately measure preservation costs.

Although we recognize that this approach captures the experiences and opinions of staff at only eight very large organizations, we have no evidence that the main preservation challenges faced by these companies are markedly different from those faced by other companies, large or small. This is not to say that all corporations of this magnitude approach preservation requirements in the same way (indeed, there is considerable divergence in preservation practices across our participating companies), but the underlying concerns about preservation and legal holds should be fairly similar.

---

38 A recent survey of attorneys suggests that demands for the production of ESI are made in less than half of cases with any discovery at all (Lee and Willging, 2009, p. 1).
**Study Limitations**

It should be noted that this inquiry does not consider the costs that can be incurred by the parties propounding e-discovery requests. Nor did we attempt to contact the lawyers and litigants opposing the participating companies in the sample cases for an alternative perspective on e-discovery costs and issues for the productions in question. We also did not try to measure the per-case costs that are indirectly associated with e-discovery production, perhaps most notably those connected with preservation duties. We also exclude from our inquiry costs that may arise from adapting or shaping organizational practices in light of current e-discovery realities (for example, productivity losses resulting from a decision to not provide employees with instant-messaging capabilities because of preservation concerns). Discovery events of relatively modest size were generally not included. The organizational litigants participating in the study include some of the largest corporations in the United States, so the experiences of relatively small companies were not included. And finally, the approach we have taken also ignores the benefits of discovery in the search for truth, in helping to narrow issues in anticipation of trial, and in providing sufficient information to both sides of a dispute in order for the parties to realistically assess their respective chances before a trier of fact.

**Organization of This Monograph**

In the rest of this monograph, we present the results of our analysis of the four research questions. In Chapter Two, we describe the costs of collecting, processing, and reviewing electronic information. In Chapter Three, we break down those costs by the source of expenditure: internal organizational resources, vendors, and outside counsel. In the subsequent two chapters, we explore several approaches to reducing the costs of review, the most expensive task in producing electronic documents. Chapter Four discusses limits within the current model of review on reducing the cost of labor or increasing the speed with which lawyers review documents. We also summarize the evidence from studies assessing the quality of traditional review approaches. Chapter Five examines the savings that can be achieved by moving beyond traditional review to adopt processes by which a computer, rather than an attorney, determines whether documents are relevant, responsive, or privileged and describes what we know about how the quality of such approaches compares with that in traditional review. Chapter Six identifies the barriers to adopting such computerized methodologies and offers some ideas for surmounting those barriers. Chapter Seven describes what we learned from our interviews about the costs of preservation, the uncertainty surrounding preservation duties, and the need for clearer guidance about how preservation should be conducted. In the final chapter, we summarize our findings and make several recommendations to address the main issues identified in the analysis.

Additional material can be found in the appendixes. Appendix A contains additional tables presenting the findings on e-discovery production costs found in Chapters Two and Three. Appendix B provides explanatory material for important statistical measures used in many information-retrieval studies.

---

39 More than half of all cases with some information on volume involved either the collection, processing, or review of at least 100 gigabytes of data.
In this chapter, we examine how production costs in our sample cases break out by collection, processing, and review.

**Total Costs of Production**

Though it is not possible to assess the extent to which the cases included in our data collection actually reflect typical e-discovery production in the participating companies as we had requested, total expenditures do range from a seemingly modest $17,000 (in an intellectual property matter) to $27 million (in a product-liability case), with a median value of $1.8 million (see Table 2.1). Note that we were able to calculate total spend for ESI production in only 45 of the 57 cases for which we sought cost data. As is apparent in the tables and figures in this chapter, there were gaps in the information available to us that prevented applying the same set of metrics to all 57 cases. Some of the 12 cases missing from Table 2.1 might not, for example,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Total Cost ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>17,183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>22,810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>38,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>76,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>82,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>147,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>186,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>187,979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>252,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>275,394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>307,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>328,405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>334,372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Matter</td>
<td>Total Cost ($)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>432,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>573,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>708,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>718,083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>788,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>1,173,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>1,266,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>1,324,597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>1,329,891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>1,770,715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>1,969,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>2,031,138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>2,076,257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>2,150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>2,169,189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>2,198,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>2,210,724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>2,489,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>2,541,383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>2,623,693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>3,007,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>3,186,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>3,208,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>3,426,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>4,042,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>4,418,022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>5,133,422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>6,974,027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>7,803,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>8,367,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>21,007,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>27,118,520</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
have complete information about the costs of review or for all expenses associated with vendors, so we could not calculate the total spend for responding to requests for production.

Most of the cases included in our data collection involved discovery expenditures that were much larger than what a recent Federal Judicial Center (FJC) survey reported as the median total litigation expenditures of producing parties in a sample of federal cases.\(^1\) The cost data presented in this monograph should be considered in light of the fact that the scope of production was atypical compared with that of the “average” case described in the FJC study. But total expenditures in and of themselves mean little in interpreting whether the costs of production were justified by the unique circumstances of the case, such as monetary claims made by the plaintiffs, the probative value of the information produced, or particular challenges faced during collection, processing, or review. We did attempt to collect information about stakes, but the results were judged to be unacceptable due to difficulties in applying a uniform definition for litigation value. For example, the stakes in one case were estimated by our organizational contact to be worth tens of millions of dollars if only the instant litigation were considered, but many hundreds of millions more based on that litigation’s potential to disrupt the company’s other lines of business if resulting media coverage was unfavorable or if a successful outcome for the opposing party spawned a rash of similar claims. The stakes associated with regulatory investigations were particularly difficult to determine. Some of the participating companies’ representatives were quite frank in describing how they approached the problem of balancing e-discovery expenditures against the apparent stakes in a case, reporting that they would not shy away from committing what might seem to be a disproportional amount of resources to comply with an electronic-document demand if they believed that the claims against them were of questionable merit or the damages sought were grossly exaggerated.\(^2\)

Perhaps a more useful way to view these cases is by the costs incurred for each gigabyte (GB) of what was actually turned over to the other side after collection, processing, and review were completed, as shown in Figure 2.1 (for a detailed list of cases presented in that figure, along with their primary subject matters, see Table A.1 in Appendix A). For most cases in our study group, those costs were less than $40,000 per gigabyte, and, for about one-third of the cases, less than $20,000. However, in one instance, the company spent $900,000 to produce an amount of data that would consume less than one-quarter of the available capacity of an ordinary DVD.\(^3\) Arguably, it is not the volume of the production that matters but what it contained in terms of the data’s intrinsic value (for example, the degree to which the data help provide all litigants with mutual knowledge of relevant facts). Such an analysis was beyond the scope of this monograph. Some cases in our collection did reach the trial stage, though the extent to which any e-discovery was transformed into admitted evidence and presented to the trier of fact is unknown.

The numbers are somewhat more consistent across cases when the focus is on the total costs per gigabyte reviewed. Arguably, gigabytes reviewed provides a more useful way of com-
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\(^1\) Lee and Willging, 2009, Tables 4 and 5.

\(^2\) We were confident of both the estimated stakes and total spend in just six instances. In four of those six cases, final production expenditures were 3 percent or less of case value; in a fifth, it was about 16 percent. In the remaining case, e-discovery expenditures were roughly about the same as the apparent monetary stakes in the case, but an adverse outcome in that particular litigation was said to have important implications for other actions in which the company was involved.

\(^3\) The discussion concerns costs per gigabyte of data. In actuality, the case discussed involved a production of about 3.5 gigabytes of data in total, with total e-discovery–related expenditures of about $3.2 million.
paring the e-discovery process across cases because, at least in theory, the review stage is not primarily intended as a tool to reduce volume. Documents may be excluded from production because of concerns about privilege or a determination that they are not relevant and responsive. However, it is arguable that the “success” of a review is not measured by how many documents or gigabytes of data were ultimately withheld. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the total costs per gigabyte reviewed were generally around $18,000, with the first and third quartiles in the 35 cases with complete information at $12,000 and $30,000, respectively.\(^4\) There was one instance in which total costs for each gigabyte of data reviewed was $358,000; it appears that this case was subjected to an especially vigorous review effort using both outside counsel and offshore vendors, resulting in a final production that was just 40 percent of the volume of the reviewed data.

**Costs of Collection**

As the e-discovery world began to mature in the 1990s and early 2000s, many of the leading opinions and rule-making efforts during that period focused on issues of collection. Locating specific emails on disaster-recovery backup tapes that may not be in reasonably accessible formats, pulling files off inactive servers, accessing legacy computer systems, and sifting through metadata dominated the fact patterns of important court rulings and stakeholder complaints. But, in more-recent times, as represented by Figure 2.3, collection generally consumes less than 10 percent of total e-discovery expenditures.\(^5\) There are exceptions, as can be seen in the right

---

\(^4\) See also Table A.2 in Appendix A.

\(^5\) See also Table A.3 in Appendix A.
side of Figure 2.3, in which four of the 44 cases with complete information in this regard have collection costs constituting nearly one-fourth of total spend. However, in most instances, collection was not the primary consumer of e-discovery costs.

Discussions with the representatives of the participating companies suggest that organizations generally have the fewest problems (in other words, incur the smallest expense-to-volume
ratio) when the target of their collection efforts consists of what was described as “active” data created and modified in the ordinary course of business and stored on fixed resources. These would include end user–controlled application files on an office desktop, such as documents created using Corel WordPerfect or Microsoft Word, or emails centrally stored on a networked server. It would also include business record–oriented information, which was described as perhaps the most-accessible data of all because the source databases, unlike unstructured or dispersed data, such as emails, are usually well-defined structures with good indexes and documentation and singular locations. Collection of active data was done either through physically accessing the device (e.g., visiting the office where the computer is located and connecting a portable drive) or through centralized collection tools that can reach across a network and copy data across connected devices. More difficult to access, at least in the experience of most of our contacts, would be active data stored outside the direct control of the organization, such as on portable laptop computers or smart phones. These require coordinating the collection with the employee assigned to the device, which presented particularly difficult challenges in one of the sample cases because of scheduling conflicts and reluctance on the employees’ part to separate themselves from their primary tools for conducting business for a day or more. The level of expenses incurred was said to ramp up considerably in instances in which the ESI sought was data other than active business files (for example, deleted information or hidden files) because doing so required specialized forensic tools and expertise that most participating companies did not possess at the time of our research.

In a few of our cases, considerable expense was incurred for collecting from archival sources—in one instance, requiring a forensic-level search of backup tapes for possibly deleted emails, with tens of thousands of tapes pulled out of rotation. Such archiving systems were described to us by one participant as “business efficient, not litigation efficient,” primarily designed for emergencies rather than searching and retrieving specific files, a process characterized as “neither fast nor cheap.” But legacy systems appear to have presented the greatest challenges. It is common in organizations of the size included in our study to have merged or absorbed other corporate entities over time, sometimes resulting in significant computer-system compatibility issues and the inability to effectively work with proprietary applications that were designed or operated by staff who are no longer available. Converting legacy information into a form that can be examined on the current systems available to the company also increases costs. In one case reported to us, despite extensive use of third-party consultants to read a system once used by a company that was no longer in existence, the legacy computer application was of such an outmoded design that it was essentially impossible to produce native-file versions of the information stored; ultimately, the only solution was to print out millions of hard-copy documents. Even with such issues, however, collection costs were no more than 14 percent of the total electronic document production spend.

The relatively low proportion of total spend for collection in most cases is intriguing because, at the time discovery was conducted in our sample cases, for the most part, participant companies were not employing centralized collection tools. These tools are quite powerful, providing an automated collection process across the company’s internal network without directly interrupting work being performed by a targeted custodian or data location, but they require a fairly significant up-front investment of money and labor (one estimate given to us for a participating company’s impending adoption of a popular collection tool was about $500,000 for the initial purchase and an anticipated $500,000 for labor costs for training and
use) and are only now becoming standard in large enterprises. In most of the cases shown in Figure 2.3, the companies approached the problem of collection in more-traditional ways, such as collecting data from each computer or server individually. This would be especially true in situations in which central email services might contain a maximum of only 100 megabytes or so of current messages for each employee, with all archived messages residing in each employee’s assigned computer. The precise manner in which information was collected varied both across companies and across cases within the companies. In some instances, hard drives were imaged using forensic copying tools; in others, the collection was far more straightforward, with the use of commands, such as “robocopy,” that simply make copies of active files without necessarily preserving all metadata. In many instances, the employees themselves were responsible for self-collection, “dragging and dropping” identified files and folders into a centralized repository. The specific decision to employ one method or another appears to be dependent on the seriousness of the case (however defined), the number of potential custodians or locations, the potential for challenges to the manner in which the data were preserved, and what was described to us as the “reasonableness” of opposing counsel.

Though many of the cases involved collection from specific locations rather than from individual custodians, it may be helpful to look at collection costs on a per-custodian basis. The spread from the first quartile to the third was about $700 to $3,700 in the 35 cases with reported data, with the median at about $1,500 (see Figure 2.4).

Costs of Processing

Reducing the volume of ESI through such techniques as deduplication, hosting the data on servers, or putting the information in a form that assists in subsequent review or analysis can be a major cost driver for e-discovery expenditures—especially when that effort is increased in the face of potentially large review costs. However, in three-fourths of the 44 cases reporting, processing costs were 26 percent or less of total spend (see Figure 2.5). There were, however, seven instances in which the percentage was 40 percent or more and ten cases in which it was less than 10 percent. The leftmost case in Figure 2.5 (the first listed in Table A.5 in Appendix A) was reported to us as having negligible processing costs, which may be a function of the manner in which the data were originally collected, resulting in a narrowly targeted set of documents at the outset of the production cycle.

6 Costs are only one consideration in deciding whether to adopt an automated, enterprise-level collection tool. How computing resources are distributed across a company and the diversity of various platforms used by employees may work against finding a cost-effective solution using such tools. One company now using such a tool reported that the process, although automated, can be much slower than a manual approach because generally the collecting tool examines every file and database in a system, which may not be as efficient as simply asking employees to self-collect documents of a particular topic or type. Another participating company reported that, because of European privacy laws, it could not always use its networked tool when collecting from its overseas operations.

7 It should also be noted that, for the period when discovery was being conducted in our sample cases, none of the companies reported that it was using computing resources distributed over the Internet (cloud computing) for managing its email requirements, an approach that was claimed by one participant as a potential means of reducing company costs of both collection and preservation. One participating company was in the process of moving in that direction.

8 See also Table A.4 in Appendix A.

9 See also Table A.5 in Appendix A.
Processing appears to be a category of tasks that the participants in our data collection were traditionally reluctant to bring in-house. A typical description of how it was accomplished involved outside counsel recommending one or more vendors to handle processing-related chores, even if collection had been performed mostly using internal resources. Vendors might
also be used for hosting data on a platform for the purposes of review, though generally the actual review would be done by others. The specific approaches such vendors might have used to perform deduplication, cull, extract metadata, or other tasks in the study cases are unknown.

**Costs of Review**

As Figure 2.6 illustrates, the major cost driver in our cases was the review for relevance, responsiveness, and privilege. Although there were cases in which review constituted less than half of the total spend, more than half of the 44 cases with sufficient information had the review percentage at 70 percent or more.

It should be noted that it was not always clear whether hosting and online review platform services were inadvertently included in the expenditures reported for review. Our approach sought to classify such expenses as a type of processing task, but there were instances in which fees and expenses paid to outside counsel may have covered such services to some unknown degree. In most cases, the distinction was straightforward because the vendor performing processing tasks was also responsible for hosting and provision of an online review tool.

Generally, our participating companies reported that the review was split into a first pass to confirm the relevance and responsiveness of the processed ESI and a second pass through the confirmed set in order to identify whether the documents might be privileged (and therefore could be withheld) or contained sensitive information (and therefore might have needed redaction of passages or protective orders). Approaches varied, both across companies and across cases within companies, in terms of who might be responsible for each pass. One reported

---

10 See also Table A.6 in Appendix A.
practice involved using two different law firms. One company described its preferred firm for first-pass review as one having “a stable of contract attorneys with a relatively cheap rate,” with a higher-priced firm used for the second pass on the assumption that the volume of ESI would have been reduced dramatically by that point and a more experienced eye needed. Rates reported for these two species of firms varied, but they usually were between $110 and $175 per hour for the less expensive first-pass attorneys and between $225 and $300 (but sometimes more) for the second-pass lawyers.

The standard method at another participating company was to conduct the first-pass review in-house using contract attorneys hired and managed directly by the company. It was reported that the hourly costs for such temporary lawyers could be as low as $40 to $50 once the process of maintaining a cadre of contract attorneys was integrated into the company’s normal course of business. A related approach was used by companies that sent ESI to vendors that offer first-pass attorney review services, either through contract attorneys managed by the vendor or through permanent staff attorneys. When the attorneys used by the vendors were based in the United States, costs for such services were usually estimated at around $50 to $70 per hour. The use of offshore attorneys by such vendors, however, can drop that per-hour rate by about half, though some offshore providers had reportedly moved to a per-document pricing structure.

Still another approach involved the use of the legal department’s own staff attorneys for the first pass (and an outside firm for the second) when the subject of the collected ESI involved particularly sensitive topics or senior custodians; doing so was said to avoid the potential risks of disclosing business-critical or highly strategic information to temporary contract attorneys, external vendors, or low-level law firm associates, though the costs of such an approach can be considerable: “When you get 60 to 70 custodians with up to 30 gigs [gigabytes] of email, it takes a lot of time for senior management to review each message.” One company reported that it generally uses a single law firm for all review tasks in a case but that, because of the nature of its caseload and its particular approach to preservation and collection, the proportion of nonrelevant or nonresponsive documents sent to outside counsel would be quite small. And finally, in one instance, it was reported that, because the unique circumstances of the case warranted the most streamlined approach possible, an eyes-on approach to the first-pass review was discarded in favor of one that exclusively used search terms to identify potentially relevant and responsive documents that were not clearly privileged, which were then subject to a formal review for privileged communications or sensitive information.

The variations in approaches taken here reflect participants’ concerns about what are felt to be the very high costs of review, compared with the other aspects of the e-discovery production cycle, which several of our interviewees believed to have diminished in cost in recent years. As one company representative put it, “It’s the second-line review that kills us, the one for privilege; some firms try to charge us $320 per hour for using third-year associates for this sort of work.” Another company was moving toward a three-tiered solution, one in which advanced search and data-mining techniques will be used identify the files that are the most likely to be relevant, responsive, and nonprivileged; a second pass by relatively inexpensive paralegals used to cull the data to a minimum; and a third pass to be done by outside counsel (none of the cases in our sample appears to have been subjected to such a process). Ultimately, the decision as to how to approach review has a great effect on total e-discovery production expenditures, but the decision is not always one based solely on economics. One participant explained that the company’s discovery costs are not necessarily tied to size or volume of the case; a small
matter in terms of data to be reviewed might have substantive issues that require a very thorough examination of each document with the highest quality of reviewer available, while there are other cases that the company would “just throw offshore” because the low potential for risk and exposure does not justify significant expense.

**Volume Produced Compared with Volume Collected**

A natural question that arises is how much of an effect tasks associated with processing and review had on the mass of information collected at the outset of the production cycle. Although the answer may seem quite straightforward, measuring such changes does present methodological challenges. Electronic information often undergoes transformation to new forms and new formats in different steps of the process and may even expand as additional files are created to present information in a manner more amenable to manipulation or searching. A file containing an imaged version of the text of an email, for example, may be much larger than the original file. Data volume could also increase from point to point if much of the collected ESI was originally in a compressed format. Perhaps a more useful way to discuss the winnowing of ESI from one stage to another would be in terms of documents or individual pages (or images), but data volume in terms of bytes appears to be the most commonly tracked metric of the amount of “work” required or performed.

In the 36 cases in which we were able to obtain information on both the volume collected and the volume ultimately produced, the median reduction in volume was 34 percent, with the lower and upper quartiles at 9 percent and 78 percent, respectively. But much of what was observed here may be a function of the scope of collection rather than of the manner in which data volume is reduced through processing or review. An aggressive effort to identify the minimum number of custodians, data locations, or file types most likely to control or contain relevant and responsive data could conceivably result in a relatively low reduction from collection volume to production volume. In contrast, a company might err heavily on the side of caution by choosing to overcollect, or collect more data than it actually expects to need, with greater reliance on the processing methodologies to significantly cull the collected data. Concerns about preservation requirements and the potential for sanctions for failure to prevent loss of data that may be relevant to current or future litigation may also increase the volume of data at the front end of the process. In such instances, the reduction percentage would be higher, even though the amount of data actually produced could be about the same in both examples.11

**Unit Costs for Production Tasks**

Table 2.2 illustrates how costs for various stages in the e-discovery production cycle can vary, even when adjusted for the amount of data subjected to a particular task. On a per-gigabyte

---

11 An example of such a relatively conservative approach to the initial stages of the production cycle comes from a corporation publicly reporting that the average case it litigates involves 48,431,250 pages of preserved data, 12,915,000 pages of data collected and processed, 645,750 pages reviewed, and 141,450 pages actually produced (Howard, Palmer, and Banks, 2011, p. 5). The average reduction from pages collected and processed to pages produced would be 99 percent. To the extent that the page metric translates into a uniform volume of data in terms of bytes, the 99-percent value would be at the upper extreme in the spread of data reductions observed in the 36 cases in our study with such information.
basis, costs for collection ranged from $125 to $6,700, from $600 to $6,000 for processing, and from $1,800 to $210,000 for review. The differences between the first and third quartiles for these values, one way to look at the spread in possible costs, reflect a high degree of variation. For collection, the third-quartile measure for per-gigabyte costs was slightly more than four times the size of the first quartile; for processing and review, the multipliers were just under three and two, respectively. Though gathering information on volume at various stages of the production cycle proved difficult, especially for the amount of data subject to processing (with just nine cases reported with per-gigabyte processing costs, the distributions for the amounts reported are highly suspect), the limited results available do suggest that costs at every stage are anything but uniform across cases.

It should be kept in mind that there are certainly guidelines routinely used by e-discovery vendors to estimate their potential costs for proposed efforts on behalf of clients based on the number of custodians, documents, emails, or file sizes for whatever task they have been asked to bid.12 Such estimations, however, presumably reflect the vendors’ experiences, the methods intended to be employed in the proposed work, and the specific characteristics of the data requiring outside services. A vendor’s rough estimate for the costs of collecting 10 GB of data each from ten custodians at a single company, for example, might differ markedly for a subsequent collection effort, even for the same company, the same number of custodians, and the same assumed collection size. As such, it does not seem to be possible to speak of e-discovery costs in a way that would allow reliable predictions of total expenditures for any particular production demand using a one-size-fits-all model. The companies with whose representatives we spoke differed markedly in their IT structures, corporate organizations, e-discovery approaches, hold policies, vendor choices, relationships with outside counsel, and many other aspects that all seemed to play a role in driving what the final cost numbers looked like. Just as it is true that there is not one uniform case processing speed in courts across the nation because local legal culture varies from location to location, there does not seem to be a uniform relationship between data volume and final costs, varying instead by the unique aspects of opposing counsel’s demand and the capabilities, practices, and risk-related judgments of the producing party. Thus, it would be unwise for a judge, for example, to presume that the costs

---

12 See, e.g., Orange Legal Technologies, undated.
of production in a case before the court would reflect the same relationship to data volume or custodians as was observed in other litigation.

It would, however, be misleading to imply that data volume and production costs are completely unrelated. Figure 2.7 plots total production expenses by the number of gigabytes of data collected at the outset of the cycle for the 29 cases for which both types of information were reported. Generally, as collection size increases, so does the final total for production. However, as can be more easily seen in Figure 2.8, the trend flattens somewhat for a set of cases in which 250 to 500 gigabytes were collected.

Another commonly used predictor of total costs is the number of custodians included in the original collection effort (Figure 2.9). Though the obvious relationship presented in Figure 2.8 for collected volume and final costs is not repeated in Figure 2.9, custodian count does appear to play a role. It should be noted that, for the sake of clarity, Figure 2.9 excludes two cases with much-larger final production costs or custodian counts than others with complete information. One involved 544 custodians with a final spend of about $27 million, while the other case, with 640 custodians, resulted in a far more modest $1.3 million in total estimated e-discovery production costs.

Not surprisingly given the dominance of the review process in terms of total e-discovery spend (see Figure 2.6), there certainly appears to be a relationship between the volume of data subject to review and final costs. Both Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 illustrate how review volume and total expenditures are correlated, with the top three cases in terms of review volume excluded in Figure 2.11 in order to better present the relationship when the volume was less than 300 GB.

Figure 2.7
How the Volume of Data Collected Is Related to the Total Cost of Production, 29 Cases
Figure 2.8
How the Volume of Data Collected Is Related to the Total Cost of Production, Largest-Volume Cases Excluded, 26 Cases

Figure 2.9
How the Number of Custodians Included Is Related to the Total Cost of Production, Largest-Custodian-Count Cases Excluded, 33 Cases
Figure 2.10
How the Volume of Data Reviewed Is Related to the Total Cost of Production, 35 Cases

Figure 2.11
How the Volume of Data Reviewed Is Related to the Total Cost of Production, Largest-Volume Cases Excluded, 32 Cases
In this chapter, we present our findings on the costs of producing e-discovery by the source of expenditure, such as internal organizational resources, vendors, or outside counsel. At the end of the chapter, we explore the roles these sources may play in performing various e-discovery tasks and discuss how the current relationships may change in the future.

**Internal Expenditures**

Though we took steps to help participating companies describe the extent to which internal resources, such as law department counsel and IT department staff members, played a role in the e-discovery production cycle, we were frequently told that the organization’s employees’ contributions to the process were “negligible” or “minor.” The cases identified in this way were generally ones in which outside vendors were used for collection-related tasks, presumably because the organization lacked the capability to collect ESI in a forensically sound and defensible manner, because it was felt that vendor services would be more cost-effective or efficient than using in-house resources, or because the use of a vendor would provide for more-persuasive testimony about the collection process should it be questioned subsequently. We believe that, even in such situations, organizations would be undervaluing the efforts expended by in-house counsel and technology-support staff, efforts that might have consisted of little more than acting in a supervisory or liaison capacity between the organization and the selected collection vendors but nevertheless should be included in a measure of total e-discovery spend. Based on our discussions with the representatives of participating companies, it is unlikely that there would ever be a situation in which absolutely no time was spent by organizational employees in responding to a request for production of the organizations’ own electronic documents and data, even if the key steps of collection, processing, and review were actually performed and managed by outside counsel or vendors.

Such an assumption is supported by evidence that organizational litigants are taking greater direct control over aspects of their own discovery productions.¹ For example, an informal canvassing of 276 corporate counsel in the United States in 2009 suggested that about half of the companies represented have performed at least some of the tasks required for the production of ESI in response to discovery requests, tasks that traditionally have been under

¹ According to the Association of Corporate Counsel, 2007, “Gone are the days when in-house counsel send out major projects to outside counsel, pay vague bills ‘for services rendered,’ and remain uninvolved while outside counsel determine what is necessary. . . .”
the control of outside counsel. Though fees paid to law firms and vendors may continue to dominate the total spend for the foreseeable future, there is little question that many litigants are increasingly responsible for at least some portion of the costs and effort associated with pre-trial discovery through direct expenditures of internal staff time, purchasing and implementation of discovery-related technology and hardware, and managing contracts with third-party vendors and consultants. At a minimum, in-house counsel (or perhaps company paralegals or IT personnel) would spend at least some time assisting in the coordination of e-discovery tasks involving their companies’ own information systems.

In order to account for possible underreporting of internal expenditures, we adjusted reported values slightly to prevent zero values for the contributions of company personnel. The adjustment is a very conservative one, essentially adding in a small amount of time for in-house counsel and IT support working in an ancillary capacity to the main work performed in the production process. We roughly estimated what two weeks of services from one law department attorney and one IT department technical-support member would “cost” the organization, initially using BLS *Occupational Employment Statistics* mean annual wage estimates for lawyers and network and computer system administrators in North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) Sector 55 (management of companies and enterprises). The wage estimates were then used as the basis for calculating total compensation for these staff members, using BLS *Employer Costs for Employee Compensation* tables for the “Management, Professional, and Related” private industry occupation group. Rounding the result to the nearest $1,000, we estimate that such services would require a total of $13,000 in compensation for the two positions over a two-week period.

Notwithstanding the addition of $13,000 to existing amounts for internal expenditures, such costs remain a fairly minor portion of the total. Three-quarters of the 41 cases for which we have data on this aspect have adjusted internal costs of less than 10 percent (see Figure 3.1). There were some cases in which internal costs were 25 percent or more, but those were generally instances in which total expenditures were relatively modest, between $30,000 and $150,000.

**Vendor Expenditures**

In order to provide consistency in the manner in which we examine expenditures by source (i.e., internal, vendors, and outside counsel), we continue to assume an additional $13,000 in internal costs beyond those reported to us (so $13,000 would be added to the total e-discovery production spend). As can be seen in Figure 3.2, about three-fourths of the 41 cases with

---


3 The president of an in-house counsel bar association explained,

The primary driver of legal costs is outside legal spending, which is roughly double the spending on in-house counsel; however, during the past several years the ratio has shifted in favor of law departments, reflecting more legal work being done in-house. (Association of Corporate Counsel, 2007)

4 BLS, 2011b. The annual wage estimates for lawyers and network/system administrators were $158,340 and $73,630, respectively.

5 BLS, 2011a. For this group, wages and salaries were reported to make up 70.8 percent of total compensation, while total benefits were 20.2 percent.

6 See also Table A.7 in Appendix A.
usable information in this regard reported that the proportion of vendor-related costs were between 11 percent and 34 percent, with a median of 26 percent.\footnote{See Table A.8 in Appendix A.}
Outside Counsel Expenditures

Even including the adjustment we made to internal expenditures, outside counsel expenditures continue to make up the overwhelming majority of e-discovery costs in most of our sample cases. As shown in Figure 3.3, three-quarters of the 41 cases with usable information had outside counsel fees and expenses constituting 53 percent or more of the total spend, half were at 72 percent or more, and one-quarter were at 84 percent or more.8

Traditionally, when civil justice researchers have looked at the costs of litigation, a commonly employed assumption has been that outside counsel fees and expenses constituted all or nearly all of a litigant’s legal transaction costs, suggesting that “legal fees” could be used “as a reasonable proxy for total monetary cost.”9 Counsel costs do appear to represent the bulk of expenditures for e-discovery production overall, but it is clear that there are cases in which counsel costs represented less than half of total spend. In three of the 41 cases we examined, essentially all e-discovery tasks were handled by the organizational litigant or vendors under its control. As such, future research into litigation costs will have to acknowledge the need to include in the analysis the monetary value of litigant time, as well as sometimes-significant ancillary expenses, such as those for vendor services.

Interestingly, our contact at one of the participating companies suggested that, when the demands for ESI arise out of regulatory investigations and other administrative actions, outside counsel has little to do other than the review. Table A.9 in Appendix A illustrates that, in fact, government subpoena–related cases have some of the lowest percentages for outside counsel services for document production. But, in e-discovery generally, the interests of in-house

Figure 3.3
Distribution of Cases by Percentage of Total Costs Consumed by Outside Counsel Expenditures, $13,000 Added to All Reported Internal Expenditures, 41 Cases

8 See also Table A.9 in Appendix A.
9 Trubek et al., 1983, p. 92.
counsel and their external law firm colleagues may not always be in precise alignment, with the potential for billing opportunities for review resulting in the law firms, at least according to one in-house contact, viewing the company’s litigation demands as lucrative “cash cows,” with each new e-discovery demand seen as “a bird’s nest on the ground.” It was asserted that, without close supervision of outside counsel’s discovery-related decisions, “the whole thing can become a runaway train wreck.”

**Primary Sources for Different Production Phases**

At least for the cases included in our sample, vendors play the largest role in collection and processing, while review is largely the domain of outside counsel (see Table 3.1). We have usable data for the source of collection expenditures for 42 cases. In 31 of those cases, the costs for vendor services exceeded those for either internal resources or outside counsel. Expenditures for vendors in the context of processing tasks were nearly always (42 of 44 cases) more than what was reported for other sources. It should be noted that the zero counts for internal processing do not mean that corporate resources were not consumed for processing, only that none of the cases reporting complete information had internal expenditures for such activities greater than its expenditures for external entities, such as vendors or outside counsel. In addition, two participating companies had brought many processing tasks in-house, and it is likely that additional cases in our study would have fallen into the “internal” cell for processing had data limitations regarding other aspects of the discovery process not prevented some of their cases from being included in Table 3.1. Outside counsel took the lead in handling review tasks in 45 of 59 cases, with vendors (such as offshore reviewers directly controlled by the corporate legal department) accounting for the other four cases.

It should also be noted that the case counts in Table 3.1 were not adjusted for potentially missing information regarding internal resource expenditures. Although we believe that it is most helpful to examine the relative contribution of the three key sources (internal resources, vendor services, and outside counsel representation) after a minor increase for internal expenditures is included, presenting the results contained in Table 3.1 in a similar way would require allocating the adjustment value across collection, processing, and review in some defensible way. Although we strongly suspect that internal corporate contributions to the e-discovery process are routinely underestimated, it is not possible to comfortably generalize about what tasks such organizational resources actually performed.10

---

10 We did test applying the $13,000 adjustment to the internal resource expenditures in cases in our data under three scenarios: (1) all to collection expenses, (2) all to processing expenses, and (3) all to review expenses. The results do not meaningfully change with such adjustments; most cases in our data continue to report vendor expenses related to collection or processing exceeding those for internal resources or outside counsel and continue to report outside counsel expenses related to review exceeding those for vendors or internal resources. The one significant difference was that the number of cases in which the majority of collection expenses were for internal resources increased from six to 13, with a corresponding drop in cases in which vendor services predominated from 31 to 24 cases. But, even under such a scenario, vendors remained the top category of expenditure for collections in just more than half of the cases.
What did seem clear from our discussions is that the distribution of e-discovery tasks across internal resources, vendors, and outside counsel, as represented in Table 3.1, is likely to change in the near future. One company’s representative summed up the attitude of many of our interviewees when he indicated that his company’s future model will be to “double down” on the e-discovery tasks that it does best, try to insource as much of those tasks as possible, and then outsource everything else that can be “commoditized.” Another company outlined its evolving philosophy as one in which “bringing the outside work inside and handling it with enterprise-class processes is the best approach.” Collections are a good example of this likely trend, with discussions with our participating companies suggesting that the frequency in which organizational litigants take a primary role in conducting their own discovery data collection is on the rise. Two of the eight companies were in the process of implementing an automated, cross-network collection tool, and others were in the early planning stages. The results shown in Table 3.1 might therefore have differed had cases concluded in 2011 or 2012 been included.

Table 3.1 does suggest that, at least at the present time, vendors are the preferred choice for handling processing and hosting. One very large organization explained that, despite its considerable revenues and positive technological reputation within its own industry, it continued to lack any in-house capability to search through data, deduplicate, host for online review, preserve metadata, or produce in whatever form is required. But another company representative expressed considerable displeasure with that company’s current approach of allowing outside counsel to choose the vendor for processing services. In that representative’s experience, counsel-selected vendors simply do not do a good enough job of culling and other data-reduction tasks, choosing instead to convert larger-than-necessary amounts of data into image files and then send the product to outside counsel for an expensive, eyes-on review. This view was echoed to some degree by another participant, who indicated feeling that having a law firm handle most of the key production decisions and arrangements is not the most cost-effective approach. Although preferring to work collaboratively with outside law firms, that company now has its own set of preferred vendors for different parts of the process and different types of engagements. As was true for collection, the situation is somewhat in flux because some of the participating companies reported that they were in the middle of bringing some key processing tasks in-house, in part because of expanded capabilities of new collection tools (such as deduplication features) that they had or intended to purchase in the near future.

It is important to keep in mind that Table 3.1 reports only on the basis of estimated expenditures, not the number of hours of effort involved. For example, some cases that had been reported to us as having the bulk of their review costs arising from the services provided by outside counsel had actually had vendors perform a first-pass review on a much larger
Sources of Expenditures

volume of data than was provided to the external law firm. Unlike what we were told about collection and processing, there does not seem to be a wholesale movement toward bringing the review process in-house, at least not insofar as having permanent employees of the organizational litigant take on more of the review for relevance, responsiveness, or privilege. What does seem likely is that legal departments, at least in the companies with whose representatives we spoke, will take greater control over how the first-pass review will be conducted, choosing vendors and specialized legal service law firms to perform functions formally within the purview of traditional outside counsel. Increased use of contract attorneys directly controlled by the organizational litigant does not seem to be the most attractive option, however; indeed, one participating company has significantly scaled back the core of contract attorneys that it maintains in-house, choosing instead to rely mostly on less expensive vendors for first-pass review. Some contacts, it should also be noted, reported that recent economic conditions had resulted in significant changes in their financial relationships with outside counsel. Pressure to reduce costs was said to have led to alternative billing arrangements and increased use by law firms of less expensive resources (such as contract attorneys and vendors) for review tasks. These developments were unlikely to have taken place during the discovery phases of most of the cases in our data collection. Internal resources may play a somewhat different role in the review process as well, even if the task continues to be left to the discretion of outside counsel or outsourced to vendors. In one participating company, the focus is now on permanently flagging data in its systems as privileged or not privileged whenever the data have been fully reviewed by outside counsel, by vendors, or by the law department. In this way, data deemed relevant and responsive (by whatever means) in an instant case will not require a new privilege review if those data have already been put through the process previously. The company reported that there were significant technological challenges to flagging documents in this way but that the effort needed to implement such a system was felt to be justified by potential cost savings.
In this chapter, we describe two possibilities for reducing the costs of traditional review practices—reducing the cost of labor and increasing the speed at which lawyers can review documents—and we estimate the maximum savings that can be achieved through these means. We conclude the chapter by addressing the quality of review conducted by attorneys, which is currently considered the gold standard for assessing relevance, responsiveness, and privilege.

**Introduction**

With more than half of our cases reporting that review consumed at least 70 percent of the total costs of document production, this single area, described by one participant in our study as the “black hole” of the entire process, is an obvious target for reducing e-discovery expenditures. Neither collection nor processing elicited interviewee complaints as strident as those directed toward review challenges and expenditures. If organizational litigants are to make significant reductions in their e-discovery production costs for large-scale efforts similar to those included in our data, it will have to come in the area of review.

What would constitute a “significant reduction”? Obviously, such a determination would be a subjective one. However, for the review component of electronic-information production to be perceived by lawyers and their clients as a tolerable inconvenience in most instances, it would arguably have to involve expenses that are no more burdensome than either the collection or processing phase. Because expenses reported in our data collection roughly suggest that review consumes about $0.73 of every dollar spent on ESI production, while collection and processing consume about $0.08 and $0.19, respectively (Figure 4.1), traditional review costs would have to be reduced by about three-quarters in order to make it no more expensive than processing, the next most costly component of production in large-scale e-discovery. Choosing a 75-percent reduction in review expenditures as the desired target is an admittedly arbitrary decision, but more-modest cost savings are not likely to end criticisms from some quarters that the advent of e-discovery has caused an unacceptable increase in the costs of resolving large-scale disputes.

Are such dramatic savings possible? Answering that question requires consideration of the two key components of review: the volume of information and the types of reviewers. Some participants in this study reported that review costs were relatively predictable at the point at which collected information has been processed. They claimed to have a good sense of how much money a review would require (absent unforeseen problems) based on the number of megabytes or document pages that are ready for review, once they decided on the final mix of law firms, vendors, in-house counsel, or contract attorneys who would be used. The complex-
ity of the documents and specific needs of the case undoubtedly play a role in driving costs as well, but large-scale review is a process that has become commoditized, at least for the participants in our data collection. Figure 4.2 shows the relationship between the volume of reviewable documents and the total costs of the review. Though there are obvious exceptions in the distribution (and it should be noted that the data points in Figure 4.2 reflect a wide variety of approaches used to deal with review needs), the relationship between final costs and ESI volume is essentially a directly proportional one ($14,000 per gigabyte reviewed would be a good guideline here for most cases), with some decrease in the costs per gigabyte to review as volume increases.¹

The cases represented in Figure 4.2 involved what might be thought of as traditional or linear reviews, in which attorneys are tasked with the job of looking at a document; making a decision about whether it is relevant, responsive, or privileged; and then moving to the next document in the queue. Often, the same group of attorneys handled all aspects of the review, but there were variations in approach. In some instances, the process was divided into distinct phases, with one team of reviewers examining the documents for relevance and responsiveness and a second team interested only in the privilege aspects of documents that had been flagged as relevant and responsive. In others, the set of documents was divided into various groups by subject matter or other criteria, with each group reviewed by a different law firm. But no matter how the process was structured, there was still a visual inspection of each document—in other words, an eyes-on review.

What we observed in our sample cases appears to be somewhat on the low side compared with publicly available review estimates by vendors, attorneys, and others for similar volumes of ESI. Table 4.1 presents some published estimates for the costs of reviewing ESI. Depend-

¹ Figure 4.2 excludes the three cases with the greatest review volume in order to better present the relationship between volume and total review costs.
Reducing the Cost of Traditional Eyes-On Review

On the assumptions used for the hourly rates of reviewing counsel, the predicted productivity in the review process in terms of the average number of documents (or pages or bytes) examined per hour, and the average number of documents or pages in each gigabyte of data to be reviewed, estimates for pricing out this task range from $6,000 to $64,000 for every 10,000 documents examined. Because the overall size of the set of reviewable documents is a function of the collection and processing stages, Table 4.1 suggests that, if the costs of eyes-on review are to be reduced to a level similar to those incurred for processing, there would have to be significant reductions in the current per-hour charges for attorneys or significant increases in the average volume of ESI that can currently be reviewed each hour. In the discussion that follows, we explore whether it is realistic to expect that such changes in the legal landscape can take place.

What Can Be Done About Attorney Rates?

As Table 4.1 suggests, there is great variation in the hourly rate charged by different types of attorneys. Although one reported national average for U.S. lawyers was $284 per hour in 2009, experience, location, firm size, and position in the firm all play a role in setting the market for billing rates. One description of “typical” hourly rates for those involved in e-discovery reports that senior law firm partners bill at $450 per hour, junior partners at $350 per hour, associates

---

2 One commonly employed assumption is that 10,000 documents is the equivalent of about 1 GB of data. But see Tredennick, 2011.

at $250 per hour, paralegals at $150 per hour, and contract attorneys at $75 per hour. It should be kept in mind that these are rates billed to clients, not what the staff members actually earn. Although there may well be instances in which partners, senior or otherwise, are used for document review, we assume that this happens in rare situations involving very small volumes of documents requiring especially sophisticated legal analysis or involving highly sensitive information. But even “ordinary” associates can bill out at rates of more than $200 per hour, and law firms have, on occasion, sought reimbursement at only slightly less expensive

---

**Table 4.1**

Examples of Review Cost Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Volume and Productivity Assumptions</th>
<th>Reviewer Rate Assumptions ($ per hour)</th>
<th>Review Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carlson, 2006</td>
<td>87.5 documents reviewed per hour</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$5,714/10,000 documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutchman, 2007</td>
<td>7,800 documents per gigabyte, 100 documents reviewed per hour</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>$5,850/GB, $7,500/10,000 documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin, 2011</td>
<td>18,750 documents per gigabyte, 50 documents reviewed per hour</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$18,750/GB, $10,000/10,000 documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul and Baron, 2007</td>
<td>50 emails (and attachments) reviewed per hour</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$20,000/10,000 emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedona Conference, 2007</td>
<td>8,000 documents per gigabyte, 50 documents reviewed per hour</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$32,000/GB, $40,000/10,000 documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skamser, 2008</td>
<td>75,000 pages per gigabyte, 300 pages reviewed per hour</td>
<td>Offshore: 40; onshore: 150</td>
<td>$10,000/GB (offshore) to $37,500/GB (onshore)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egan and Homer, 2008</td>
<td>10,000 documents per gigabyte, 50 (“linear review”) to 200 (“conceptual review”) documents reviewed per hour</td>
<td>Offshore vendor: 28; contract attorney: 65; outside counsel: 200</td>
<td>$1,400/GB (conceptual review with offshore vendor, $1,400/10,000 documents) to $40,000/GB (linear review with outside counsel, $40,000/10,000 documents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearwell Systems, 2010</td>
<td>50–75 documents reviewed per hour</td>
<td>200–300</td>
<td>$26,667/10,000 documents (high review rate at low hourly fee) to $60,000/10,000 documents (low review rate at high hourly fee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruckman, 2008</td>
<td>31.25 documents reviewed per hour</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$64,000/10,000 documents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Review costs per gigabyte or 10,000 documents have been interpreted from the discussion in the source document. References to “document decisions per hour” have been treated as the equivalent of documents reviewed per hour. The table does not include costs of hosting for review if those were described in the source document. Reviewer rate assumptions reflect the amounts paid by the litigant, not the wages earned by the reviewer.
Reducing the Cost of Traditional Eyes-On Review

rates for discovery-related services performed by their paralegals. It is not likely, however, that clients will continue to accept the notion that paralegals or newly hired associates assigned to routine discovery tasks should bill their services at the same rates used for their trial appearances or appellate-brief writing. For example, one of our participants reported that a law firm used only infrequently had attempted to bill the company $350 per hour for review services provided by a junior associate; perhaps not surprisingly, the firm no longer receives any of the company’s e-discovery business. Because organizational litigants are increasingly resistant to quietly acquiescing to whatever decisions their outside counsel make regarding review, law firms are offering deeply discounted services to their cost-conscious clients, and vendors are providing new alternatives to traditional hired counsel. The main approaches employed today consist of using contract attorneys, domestic legal process outsourcers, or foreign attorneys to conduct review.

Contract Attorneys and Domestic Legal Process Outsourcing

Contract attorneys have become a popular way to cut review costs, earning hourly wages greater than those for a law firm’s full-time paralegals but without the additional costs of providing benefits and other forms of compensation. A law firm might, for example, directly hire relatively inexpensive lawyers to work on specific projects or for a specific period of time. Alternatively, the firm might bring in temporary attorneys who are located, hired, and paid by legal staffing agencies. Either approach creates a third tier of lawyers within a firm, ones who would not be on the same partnership track as associates and who could be paid a much lower salary with reduced benefits, or perhaps no benefits at all. Another involves the use of legal process outsourcing (LPO) companies operating in the United States that have the ability to quickly ramp up for large-scale reviews using either temporary lawyers they hire on a project basis or permanent staff attorneys who are presumably being paid about the same as temporary hires at traditional law firms. Note that the hourly wages paid to the contract attorneys or domestic LPO employees, the per-hour fees paid by law firms to LPOs for their services or to legal staffing agencies for providing temporary attorneys, and the hourly rates actually charged to litigants may all be quite different. So costs for eyes-on review using alternatives, such as contract attorneys or domestic LPOs, may be 25–75 percent less than what might be thought of as the traditional approach, in which junior associates are used for such work.

There are risks that must be considered when using contract attorneys or domestic LPOs. Despite approval of the general practice by the ABA, ethical questions can arise from the use of temporary counsel or third-party providers of attorney services, including difficulties regarding potential conflicts of interest, potential waivers of the attorney-client privilege, client disclosure, informed consent to the use of nonstaff attorneys, and justifying the difference between what the contract attorneys or LPOs charge and what is actually billed to the clients. Presumably, large, sophisticated organizational litigants are fully aware of such risks and would much prefer taking them than paying double, triple, or more for traditional law firm document-review services. It should be noted that the use of contract attorneys and LPOs does not elimi

---


nate the need for attorneys closely connected to the case to be involved in the review process. In-house or outside counsel would still have an ethical obligation to manage review activities and supervise the work being conducted on the litigant’s behalf.7

It is not clear, however, whether litigants can count on any future decline in what they must spend for review services using attorneys licensed in the United States, even for those offering their services on a contract basis. Recent economic woes, along with rising numbers of law school graduates, have indeed produced a glut of attorneys, many of whom have found themselves in a situation in which contracted review has become one of the few viable options for maintaining a steady income stream.8 Arguably one of the least glamorous segments of the legal services industry, the use of large numbers of temporary licensed attorneys to perform eyes-on review has blossomed in recent years, with what appears to be a corresponding increase in complaints about pay and working conditions voiced by practitioners who take such positions.9 In New York City, a location known for relatively high costs of living, licensed attorneys working on a contract basis in a large-scale review operation might receive no more than $25 per hour without benefits, be expected to review 80 to 100 documents per hour, have no expectations that the position will last more than a few weeks or months (early terminations of review projects due to settlement are frequent occurrences), and are sometimes required to work in excess of 12 hours per day without overtime pay.10 Although the apparent oversupply of attorneys is likely to last for some time, it is not realistic to expect that hourly rates will continue to plunge indefinitely.11 Even if high-volume document-review projects migrate to areas of the country where wages are more modest (compensation for review attorneys can be $15 or less per hour outside major metropolitan areas), there may not be much additional room for cutting wages.12 Recent law school graduates, who fill many review positions, often incur significant debt arising from tuition, sometimes in excess of $100,000, creating what amounts to a virtual floor for the hourly wages paid to even the most cash-strapped American attorney.13

7 ABA Formal Op. 08-451 (2008) (lawyers must “ensure that tasks are delegated to individuals who are competent to perform them, and then to oversee the execution of the project adequately and appropriately”).
8 Rampell, 2011 (“across the country, there were twice as many people who passed the bar in 2009 [53,508] as there were openings [26,239]”); Clay and Seeger, 2010 (“When asked about other staffing alternatives, firms expressed a growing enthusiasm for contract lawyers”).
10 For examples of recent postings for temporary document-review positions in New York City, see helpme123, undated. See also O’Connell, 2011a, p. B1. It should be noted that $25 per hour appears to be at the lower end of the range for document-review attorneys in the New York metropolitan area ($30–35 is perhaps a more frequently mentioned rate).
11 Indeed, there are indications that some cost savings currently enjoyed by those who employ contract attorneys may be at risk. The practice of denying overtime pay for workdays exceeding eight hours has been the subject of a legal challenge. See O’Connell, 2011b, p. B2. The use of contract attorneys without regard to where they are licensed has been curtailed in at least one jurisdiction (see Schwartz, 2005).
12 For example, job listings posted on the Massachusetts School of Law at Andover website offered document-review positions paying $12 per hour in Attleboro, Massachusetts, and $15 per hour in Wheeling, West Virginia (copy on file with the authors).
13 ABA, 2009a, states, When one adds books and living expenses to tuition, the average public law student borrows $71,436 for law school, while the average private school student borrows $91,506. Many students borrow far more than $100,000, and these numbers do not even include debt that students may still carry from their undergraduate years.
**Foreign Attorneys**

One reason that U.S. contract attorneys are paid such relatively modest hourly rates for review (at least compared with their law firm associate counterparts) is that they now face serious competition from lawyers located in other countries. Some LPOs operate facilities in such countries as India or the Philippines, to take advantage of a large supply of locally licensed attorneys who speak and understand English and who would presumably work for much less than U.S.-barred counsel. It has been reported that junior attorneys in India at such “offshore LPOs” can make about $8,200 per year, a substantial discount from the $77,000 that one organization estimates to be the average starting salary earned by recent U.S. law school graduates in full-time jobs and even compared with the $52,000 that would be paid over the course of a year to a contract attorney receiving $25 per hour.14 It may be misleading to directly compare the wages earned by contract attorneys in the United States with those earned by members of the bar in other countries because the real concern to organizational litigants is not the relative salaries of the reviewers but the total costs per hour (or per document, or per page, or per gigabyte) they must ultimately pay for review services. Such expenditures reflect not only the reviewer’s wages but also the markup imposed on those services by LPOs or outside law firms for managing the review process, attorney training, quality control, review platform implementation, various overhead expenses, and making a profit. Many of these cost factors also apply to instances in which the offshore attorneys work for “captive centers” maintained by large organizational litigants themselves that seek to bypass intermediaries, such as LPOs, or have greater control over their corporate documents and data. In addition, many offshore review offerings are bundled with other e-discovery services or are priced by the unit rather than the reviewer-hour, which can make providing comparable figures somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, there are reports that some offshore LPOs charge $10–25 per hour for “low-end work” (presumably the type of services that would include first-pass document review), with other published examples of offshore rates in about the same general range.15 This represents a substantial savings over U.S. contract attorneys managed by law firms, which might bill out those services at rates two,16 four,17 six,18 or ten times19 what the attorneys were actually paid. Presumably, the markup would be less when the review is conducted by domestic LPOs offering commoditized review services by U.S. attorneys. But even though organizational litigants that routinely employ contract attorneys in the United States directly would have total expenditures even closer to the actual salaries paid to the temporary lawyers, their per-hour costs for review services are still likely to be much more than those charged by offshore LPOs.
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14 Cotts and Kufchock, 2007; National Association for Law Placement, 2011. Assuming 40 hours of work each week for 52 continuous weeks.

15 Cotts and Kufchock, 2007; see also, e.g., Egan and Homer, 2008 ($28 per hour); Stevens, 2011 ($15–20 per hour).

16 Schwartz, 2005.


18 Malan, 2009.

19 O’Connell, 2011b.
Have offshore review fees bottomed out, as we suggest has happened with domestic contract attorney services? Given that there are few technical restrictions on where offshore LPOs might be located in an increasingly networked world and only limited legal environment requirements imposed by U.S. professional organizations,20 expansion beyond the current concentration of offshore review services in India (and, to a lesser extent, the Philippines) is likely. Some vendor advertising touts the advantages of review facilities located in common-law countries where English is the predominant language. However, there are few insurmountable systemic or language barriers to opening up operations in just about any relatively stable nation with an appropriate level of respect for the rule of law. Indeed, the Philippine legal system was based on Spanish civil law, and only about one in nine Indians uses English as a first or second language. China, Sri Lanka, Argentina, and South Korea have all been mentioned as other possibilities for large-scale offshore LPO operations. With a seemingly unlimited global pool of reviewers potentially available to handle review duties for a fraction of the costs of even temporary contract attorneys in the United States, there is a reasonable potential that even the $10-per-hour rate reported for low-cost offshore review will fall in the future.

But despite the obvious attraction of lower review costs, concerns have been voiced about using foreign attorneys for legal services, specifically ones who have not been admitted to the bar in any U.S. jurisdiction. One involves the inapplicability of ethical rules developed to regulate the legal profession in the 50 states and the District of Columbia, most notably in regard to confidentiality protections and conflicts of interest.21 Rather than relying on an existing umbrella of ethical rules in the United States to protect clients in case of error or intentional misconduct, similar safeguards can only be contractually imposed on LPOs and their attorneys, leaving enforcement and relief up to foreign courts and judges. Checking for conflicts of interest can be problematic when offshore LPOs sell services to a wide variety of clients, or when local attorneys move from one operation to another. Review of materials involving certain types of intellectual property can result in the disclosure of sensitive technology to non-U.S. citizens, which may run afoul of International Traffic in Arms Regulations and Export Administration Regulations. Another concern has been about the way reviewers might interpret U.S. English colloquialisms and cultural references, a potential problem when emails and other informal communications are the primary subjects of the document review. Information security breaches are also oft-mentioned risks of using offshore LPOs, as are inadequate professional liability insurance, the lack of in-country regulatory oversight, and possible problems with maintaining the work-product privilege. Though there are no insurmountable ethical hurdles to using offshore LPOs, a key requirement is that a U.S.-licensed attorney exercise “direct supervisory authority” over the lawyers performing the services.22 But such supervision may be made more difficult not only because of distances and cultural differences but also because of local regulation against the unlicensed practice of law by foreign (U.S., in this instance) attorneys ostensibly overseeing the review.23 In response to such concerns, offshore

20 For example, ABA Formal Opinion 08-451, 2008, suggests that any “lack of rigorous training or effective lawyer discipline does not mean that individuals from that nation cannot be engaged to work on a particular project,” only that, under such circumstances, it would be “more important” for the outsourcing attorney to scrutinize the work.

21 Barlyn, 2008.


23 See, e.g., “Writ Petition Filed Against 31 Foreign Law Firms and an LPO,” 2010.
LPOs argue that problems, such as information security and confidentiality, can be minimized through the imposition of various procedural and contractual safeguards and that continued evolution in the collaborative relationship between U.S. counsel and offshore providers will address supervisory issues.24 Nevertheless, there may continue to be resistance to the idea of shifting most document-review operations to overseas providers, thus making offshore LPOs a viable solution for sophisticated organizations comfortable with sending sometimes-sensitive information to third-party vendors located in other countries, but not necessarily the answer for most litigants.25

Increasing Review Speed

The second key factor influencing the variation in review costs is the average volume (however measured) of data that can be reviewed by an attorney over a period of time (see Table 4.1). Although the approach, experience, and motivation of the attorney are of obvious importance, productivity is also closely linked to the nature of the data being reviewed, the goals of the review, and the process by which the review is conducted. For example, the rate for documents reviewed per hour is likely to be higher if most of what is to be reviewed comes in the form of one- or two-paragraph emails rather than multipage technical reports. Rates would also be affected by the review tool’s features and general “user-friendliness”; whether coding for subject matter or other criteria were required as well; whether attachments would need to be routinely opened on examined documents; whether the documents viewed are already organized by topic or in some other way; whether the documents require a detailed reading or just a quick scan; whether additional information about the document would be available to the coder (such as the subject line of an email or the author); and whether the review was intended to be for privilege, for relevance and responsiveness, for sensitive information, for identifying hot documents, or for some combination of the above. Thus, reported review rates have to be viewed as extremely rough benchmarks only, because what is being reviewed and how it is to be accomplished can vary significantly from project to project.

In Table 4.1, reported review rates varied from 31 to 100 documents per hour for traditional review approaches, but it is not clear whether the sources for those values were really describing the same sort of effort. Nevertheless, other published estimates fall roughly in the same range (see Table 4.2).

---

24 Ross, 2011.

25 Another option for litigants and their counsel would be to dispense with using licensed attorneys for the review. The “review of documents for potential relevance or potential privilege” has been characterized as “work that seems to call for little or no application of legal knowledge, training or judgment,” so it is not clear why lawyers must always be used if “the ultimate decision to assert the privilege and produce or not produce the document will be made by someone else” (D.C. Ct. App., Compliance with Rule 49 by ‘Contract’ Lawyers in the District of Columbia, Op. 16-05, June 17, 2005, p. 3). There is nothing revolutionary about such an approach because law office paralegals, secretaries, and interns have participated in many reviews. What would be a significant shift in traditional practices would be to have the bulk of large-scale reviews performed by nonlegal staff, such as college students or other temporary hires. Although there are no insurmountable ethical hurdles in this regard (see ABA Formal Opinion 08-451, 2008), our research suggests that the frequency with which nonlegal staff in the United States are used to perform reviews is trivial compared with the much more common employment of outside counsel, paralegals, contract attorneys, organizational litigant law department staff, domestic LPOs, and offshore LPOs for these purposes.
Despite likely differences in the assumptions underlying these estimates, each presumably reflecting different experiences with attorney types, incentives provided for maximizing output, and the nature of the data, the numbers suggest that there are shared expectations among vendors, litigants, and law firms about how many documents a person can actually be expected to review. The upper bound for reported rates approaches 100 documents per hour, which we assume involves reviewers with the strongest motivations and experience in this area, as well as documents simple enough that a decision on relevance, responsiveness, privilege, or confidential information could be made in an average of 36 seconds. Such a short period of time means that documents must be fairly brief, even under optimal conditions. A trained “speed reader,” for example, can skim written materials at roughly 1,000 words per minute with about 50-percent comprehension, so even allocating zero time for bringing up a new document on the screen, as well as zero time for contemplating a decision or the act of clicking the appropriate button to code a choice, the average number of words in the document could not exceed 600 when skimming at a very high rate. In a document with 250 words per page, 600 words fills about a page and a half of text. Given the trade-off between reading speed and comprehension, especially in light of the complexity of documents subject to discovery in large-scale litigation, it is unrealistic to expect much room for improvement in the rates of unassisted human linear review.

Grouping Documents to Speed Review
In recent years, there has been a concerted effort to rethink how review is conducted, with the goal of moving away from the current paradigm of a reviewer examining every document individually and in whatever order in which the documents fell following the processing phase. Borrowing from the field of semantic analysis, one commonly employed approach groups simi-
lar documents together, so that each “set” shares, for example, common themes, topics, passages, senders, receivers, dates, or other criteria.27

Two potential benefits are said to arise from this technique. First, reviewers can move through the corpus of documents more efficiently because a complete picture of an event, a conversation, a problem, an employee, a project, or whatever the grouping was based on would be available. With fewer “holes” in the story and additional context for what is presented on the review tool’s screen, it would be easier (and presumably faster) to decide on issues, such as relevance or responsiveness. Second, under certain circumstances, the reviewer might need to examine only a single example from each set, and the decision on relevance, responsiveness, or privilege made on that document could be automatically applied to the others.

Three techniques are most commonly used for grouping documents in this fashion:

- **Near-duplicate detection.** This technique groups together documents that contain mostly identical blocks of text or other information while differing in some way (if two or more documents were, in fact, completely identical, all but one should have been dropped during the prior processing phase as part of deduplication efforts). Such differences can include minor amounts of additional or deleted text, altered formats, or variation in file types. One example of a near-duplicate would be a word processing document file and a scan of a printed version of that same document after being subjected to OCR. Another example of near-duplicates would be multiple drafts of the same document, with only slight differences between revisions. When grouped in this way, the reviewer might decide that, for example, because the “master” or “pivot” document in the set (the one that is judged to be most representative of the entire group) appears to be relevant and responsive, it is therefore not necessary to examine the other documents in the same set. Some applications highlight the differences between the master document and the related ones, thus allowing the reviewer to more quickly determine whether others in the group should be coded differently from the first viewed. Whether two documents are near-duplicates is essentially a subjective judgment, and applications allow users to adjust the similarity threshold (sometimes referred to as a likeness threshold or resemblance threshold), the statistical value that determines how close to an exact match the documents must be to be classified as a near-duplicate.

- **Clustering.** Sometimes referred to as topic clustering or concept clustering, this technique first identifies the keywords (often all the nouns, as well as lexical verbs that represent actions, events, and states) in each document. Documents can then be grouped by the degree to which they share such keywords, with greater similarity increasing the probability that the same topic is addressed in the text. The algorithms for calculating similarity depend on the application, as does the manner in which the process takes place. Some clustering tools create such groups automatically; others do so only after human decisions have been made about which keywords are of greatest interest and which can be ignored, while others use documents of known importance as the “seeds” for clusters of similar
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27 An argument can be made that, in many (or perhaps most) reviews, the documents already share many important commonalities. They may have been identified using the same keyword searches, come from the same custodians or data locations, or been created during the same span of time. The grouping described here is far more tightly connected and might involve, for example, just ten documents determined to satisfy a specific grouping criteria out of tens of thousands related to the same product.
files. Though clustering’s primary benefit to the review process may be in the way it organizes documents by topic rather than in random order (thus streamlining the examination), there are tools that can identify a representative document from each cluster, giving the reviewer the option of applying a decision based on the representative document to the entire set.

- **Email threading.** When the set of emails subject to review has been threaded, reviewers are able to look at groups of messages involving similar conversations or discussions, with all forwards, replies, cc’s, and bcc’s listed in chronological order and essentially duplicate materials within the thread eliminated. The groupings can be based on the metadata (e.g., author, date, subject line, or recipient) or on the content of the message body. Grouping by the content in the body of the emails may involve techniques similar to content clustering or near-duplicate detection. Depending on the approach, the differences between the master or “parent” email and the “children” emails in the same set might be highlighted for the reviewer. Threading technology can also include the ability to view the emails within threads in various ways, such as by author or in reverse chronological order.28

Such techniques might be thought of as leveraging analytics, processes intended to enhance existing human reviewer productivity either through greater efficiency in the review or the ability to bulk-code like documents.29 Commercial vendors touting the cost savings of near-duplicate detection, clustering, and threading, sometimes referred to as similarity-detection technologies, assert that effective review rates of 120, 150, 175, 250, 300–500, and even exceeding 1,000 documents per hour are indeed possible.30 One must assume that, at the upper end of these rates, the greatest efficiencies are gained by the ability to bulk-code large blocks of documents in similar ways. Given the limits on how quickly people can read and comprehend written information, an effective review rate of many hundreds of documents per hour could be achieved only if the decisions reviewers make about individual documents can be applied to dozens or hundreds of essentially similar items.31 Increased efficiency through better organization of the corpus of documents would not account for a fivefold increase in review rates.

### The Potential for Cost Savings Through Leveraging Analytics

#### Near-Duplicate Detection.** The key prerequisite for the use of all these techniques is that large numbers of documents must have a level of similarity that would be acceptable to counsel responsible for overseeing the review effort. Vendor estimates of the percentage of documents in reviews that may, in fact, be near-duplicates, for example, include ranges of 20–30 percent.
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28 Far from being the exclusive domain of sophisticated e-discovery vendors, a simple version of email threading is now found in consumer email platforms, such as Google Gmail and Microsoft Outlook 2010, which refer to organizing messages in this way as conversation views.

29 These approaches should not be confused with the more commonly utilized techniques intended to reduce review costs by reducing the volume of documents needing review (such as deduplication or more-refined keyword searches to cull already-collected data). With these techniques, a set of 1 million documents for review continues to consist of 1 million documents after the analytics have been applied, and some eyes-on review would still be very much in the equation.

30 IBM, 2010; Iris Data Services, 2009; kCura, undated; Attenex, undated; Stratify, 2008. See also, e.g., Borden et al., 2011 (“1,131 documents per hour”); and IPRO Tech, undated (“rates up to 1,500 documents per hour”). For additional examples of effective review rates reportedly exceeding 100 documents per hour, see Borden, 2010, pp. 3–4.

31 One would assume that best practice requires that quality-assurance steps be taken to confirm the reliability of such bulk-coding decisions, including the eyes-on inspection of samples of documents in large clusters.
25–50 percent, 30–50 percent, and 30–60 percent. It is not clear, however, whether such numbers would be typical of most e-discovery reviews or whether these reports select only examples of successful vendor projects with unusually high concentrations of near-duplicate documents. Moreover, although the mathematics of calculating document similarity are well established, there is no uniform standard for how close documents must be to qualify as near-duplicates within the context of a legal environment, ones that can be safely categorized in terms of relevance, responsiveness, or privilege based on an examination of just one member of the same set. Lowering that similarity threshold will identify additional documents as acceptably close to at least one other in content, producing fewer groupings but with larger numbers of like documents within each group, and ultimately increasing the cost savings that can be realized from bulk coding. For example, an examination of a publicly available data set often used for research studies and benchmarking in the area of e-discovery reported that setting the threshold at 75-percent similarity resulted in identifying 21 percent of the documents as near-duplicates. However, when the threshold was reduced to 50 percent, the near-duplicate percentage increased to 40 percent. Such an adjustment means that fewer individual items will require inspection, but it also increases the risk that decisions based on a single master document may be incorrectly applied to other documents within the same set. This trade-off between minimizing review expenditures and maximizing confidence in bulk-coding decisions requires difficult choices by attorneys who are traditionally risk averse.

It is unlikely that near-duplicate detection would be the sole answer to the overwhelming costs of large-scale review. The technique does have the potential of reducing those costs by 30 percent (assuming a conservative threshold setting)—a welcome relief for litigants, to be sure, but not one that would drop review expenditures to the levels observed in the processing stage.

**Clustering.** The potential advantages of clustering are similar to near-duplicate detection: Clustering provides an opportunity for bulk coding and a better overview of the story being told by the data. Many of the benefits of clustering touted by vendors relate to enhancing the analysis of large bodies of documents for the purpose of understanding what they contain and identifying items of specific interest. Such capabilities are, no doubt, important for both producing and demanding parties to make sense of hundreds or thousands of gigabytes of data in their possession, but review expenditures are our primary concern here.

Gauging the potential impact of clustering on review costs is more problematic than near-duplicate detection or threading. As we have discussed, estimated percentages of reduction of information by identifying near-duplicates or threading emails have been determined empirically. But the number and size of concept clusters within a body of documents is completely driven by both the content of those documents and the specific choices made by the review
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32 Driver, 2007 (interviewing Warwick Sharp); Equivio, 2009b; HaystackID, 2011; Intelligent Discovery Management, undated.

33 Landauer and Dumais, 1997. Thresholds of 75–80 percent may be a commonly employed value:

Each legal team can specify the threshold value (most likely 75 percent) that controls the grouping of near-duplicate documents. Some technologies use a default threshold of 80% similarity for near-duplicate detection. For larger review teams, it may be beneficial to tune this number down somewhat to reduce the risk of similar documents being assigned across different review resources. Any value of less than 50% is not typically useful for review but could be of benefit in reporting on the scope of a document collection. (Childress, 2009)

34 Equivio, undated, Table 1, p. 5.
managers about which topical keywords are of greatest importance to the litigation at hand or which example documents should be used as seeds for the clustering.\textsuperscript{35} This may be part of the explanation for the dearth of details regarding efficiencies that have been realized from applying clustering techniques. There are numerous vendor claims, no doubt made in good faith, that clustering will save money when applied to documents requiring review, but whether those savings are 5 percent or 50 percent compared with an unclustered review is not obvious from the research literature or vendor advertising. It is also unclear whether such claims are based on clustering’s assistance in bulk coding or on the manner in which documents are organized for review. As such, we assume that clustering may well have a significant downward influence on review costs in some cases, but not in others, and perhaps not in most e-discovery productions.

**Email Threading.** Because of the heavy concentration of emails in many document reviews, threading certainly has the potential for bringing increased efficiency to the process. The ability to look at conversations holistically would reduce any time now spent by reviewers to get up to speed on what email senders and receivers were discussing. But threading may not always be a way to slash review costs to the point at which they approach those for processing or collection. A 2009 survey of vendors offering threading services asked the providers for an estimate of the average cost savings that had been realized by their clients as a result of the technique.\textsuperscript{36} The six vendors responding to the question reported an average of 36 percent in savings, but the wide range of responses provided (10, 20, 25, 30, 58, and 75 percent) suggests that the benefits of the approach are not very predictable, even for those who employ the strategy on a regular basis. A more transparent calculation of potential benefits of threading comes from an examination of the Enron email data set, a digital warehouse of emails sent and received by senior management personnel at the collapsed corporation and subsequently made available to the public by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.\textsuperscript{37} It was estimated that 123,501 (62 percent) of 200,399 emails were part of 30,091 threads containing two or more messages.\textsuperscript{38} Applying threading techniques to this set can be viewed as reducing the number of individual “items” that must be reviewed by about 47 percent (76,898 single emails plus 30,091 multiple-email threads). However, because a reviewer would presumably need to spend more time on the average threaded set of multiple emails than on the average individual email, the savings would be something less than the 47-percent figure would suggest. Indeed, 18 percent of the threads contained five or more individual emails, each of which might have to be examined to determine whether something of interest was present.\textsuperscript{39} Though presumably the general subject matter might hold constant throughout the thread, the individual messages combined into one location are not near-duplicates that can be safely ignored as redundant. If other corporate email collections exhibit similar characteristics, email threading is not likely to result in the collapsing of overwhelming percentages of collected and processed data, at least
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\textsuperscript{35} Although there are approaches that cluster automatically (sometimes referred to as dynamic clustering or unsupervised clustering), a human will eventually be required to decide on the subset of commonly identified keywords that are of greatest interest.

\textsuperscript{36} Kershaw and Howie, 2010a.

\textsuperscript{37} See Cohen, 2009.

\textsuperscript{38} Klimt and Yang, 2004, pp. 224–225.

\textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., Baxter Healthcare Corp. v. Fresenius Medical Care Holding, Inc., 2008 WL 4547190 (N.D. Cal., October 10, 2008) (“Each email is a separate communication, for which a privilege may or may not be applicable. Defendants cannot justify aggregating authors and recipients for all emails in a string and then claiming privilege for the aggregated emails”).
not to the degree reported for grouping of near-duplicate documents. Threaded emails would appear to make the job of review easier, more efficient, and perhaps more accurate, but not necessarily faster on a scale that would significantly reduce the costs of review.

Accuracy of Traditional Review

Before we turn to cost-saving approaches that move beyond traditional review, it is important to assess the quality of eyes-on examination of documents as the benchmark to compare with possible alternatives. Just how accurate is the traditional approach in these days of computerized review tools flashing pages on screen before a first-year associate or contract lawyer at rates exceeding 50 documents per hour? Comments made by current and former review attorneys may be instructive:

For more and more law school graduates, this is the legal life: On a given day, they may plow through a few hundred documents—e-mails, PowerPoint presentations, memos, and anything else on a hard drive. Each document appears on their computer screen. They read it, then click one of the buttons on the screen that says “relevant” or “not relevant,” and then they look at the next document.40

I'm also a former doc review attorney. I remember on my first project, the supervisor said “any document with ‘x’ word in it is relevant” (don’t remember what the word was). So we literally sat there for 12 hours a day (minimum required), 7 days a week, looking for x word. And we had to make sure that we fully expanded native documents, like spreadsheets. Never mind that half the temps there didn’t do it, so as it moved up the food chain, someone higher up would have to do what someone farther down didn’t do. And somehow the temps became the final word on whether something was relevant or not (at the seventh review of the documents). I remember being told that and thinking, you seriously want me to be the final arbiter on whether this document is relevant, even though my entire knowledge of this case is based on the 15 minute conversation you had with all the temps at the beginning of the project?? Is it any wonder that privileged information gets through time and again, when the people who should be the final arbiters are nowhere to be found? I think not.41

These accounts offer a stark contrast to the image of senior counsel thoughtfully and deliberately reading each of his or her client’s documents and bringing to bear years of training and experience as a litigator to the task. But they reflect the new reality of review. The need to conduct review in a highly competitive market can place enormous pressure on litigants and law firms to reduce expenses at every opportunity; in many instances, that pressure is, in turn, transferred to contract attorneys and vendors to offer their services at the lowest rates possible with the highest output. Such an industrialization of the review process would be acceptable if, in fact, the decisions being made were reasonably accurate and able to be replicated by other attorneys of similar experience and familiarity with the subject matter of the litigation. But

---


41 Ronnie, 2011.
there is a body of compelling empirical evidence suggesting that outcomes fall well short of such an ideal.

In what follows, we summarize the findings of studies as evidence that human reviewers often disagree when they review the same set of documents for relevance and responsiveness in large-scale reviews. In one study, a sample of 5,000 documents from an actual production were reviewed by two different teams (A and B) of experienced reviewers supplied by two legal review services vendors, each team tasked with determining whether the documents were responsive to the demand in the original matter. The decisions from the two teams were then compared with those of the attorneys in the original review and with each other. Although some disagreement between decisionmakers is to be expected, the results suggest that traditional review approaches may not be as consistent in decisionmaking as commonly believed. The original reviewers judged 9.8 percent of the documents to be responsive, but the corresponding rates for teams A and B were 24.2 and 28.8 percent, respectively. In other words, team A identified almost 2.5 times as many responsive documents as the original coders, team B identified almost three times as many, and team B identified 19 percent more than team A.

Overall, decisions for both responsiveness and nonresponsiveness made by the original team agreed with those of teams A and B 75.6 percent and 72.0 percent of the time; between teams A and B, the agreement was 70.3 percent. However, because this percentage of overall agreement (one of many ways to measure what might be thought of as “overlap”) is primarily based on the much larger number of documents judged to be nonresponsive, it arguably obscures how inconsistent the teams were on identifying just the specific documents that needed to be produced.

Perhaps a more helpful way to look at this issue is by how often the teams were in agreement on responsive documents only—in other words, the percentage of “specific agreement on positives.” Of the documents judged as responsive either by the original reviewers or by team A, both teams were in agreement on positives 28.0 percent of the time (the ideal is 100 percent). The corresponding rate for the original reviewers and team B was 27.3 percent; for team A and team B, it was 43.8 percent.

A related way of looking at overlap is through the use of Jaccard’s index of similarity, defined as the number of responsive documents identified by both teams divided by the total number of responsive documents identified by any team. The values for the indexes between the original reviewers and team A, the original reviewers and team B, and teams A and B were 16.3 percent, 15.8 percent, and 28.1 percent, respectively. Such results should be viewed in light of the fact that a Jaccard’s index of less than 50 percent implies that two sets of reviewers disagreed more than half the time with each other’s assessment of what was relevant. Though it is not possible to determine which team (original, A, or B) made better decisions, it is quite

---

42 Roitblat, Kershaw, and Oot, 2010.

43 These percentages are calculated by summing the number of documents both teams agreed were responsive and the number of documents both teams agreed were nonresponsive, and then dividing the sum by the total number of documents. Viewed from the opposite perspective, the frequency of disagreement ranged from one in four documents to one in almost three, depending on the coding pair being examined.

44 The formula for calculating specific agreement on positives (here, relevant documents), also referred to as the proportion of specific agreement, is twice the number of instances in which both teams agreed that a document was relevant, divided by the sum of (1) twice the number of agreed relevant documents, (2) the number of documents judged as relevant by team A but not team B, and (3) the number of documents judged as relevant by team B but not team A. See, e.g., Fleiss, Levin, and Cho Paik, 2003, p. 600.
clear that there can be marked variation in review-related decisionmaking even when performed by experienced attorneys.\textsuperscript{45}

The results of another study also suggest great variability in review decisions.\textsuperscript{46} This work came out of the Discovery of Electronically Stored Information (DESI) workshop that focused on large-scale e-discovery at the 2011 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Law (ICAIL). The study examined approximately 28,000 documents using seven teams of attorneys, each team representing a different legal review service provider or law firm. All attorneys tasked with judging whether the documents were responsive to the facts of the case were trained in a similar manner and provided with the same set of instructions. The documents were grouped into slightly more than 12,000 “families,” similar to what might be the result of email threading or clustering techniques discussed previously. A family of two documents might, for example, consist of an email and its one attachment (36 percent of the families had only a single document, 52 percent had two or three, and approximately 1 percent had seven or more). As would be true in many actual document reviews, the rule was that, if any of the documents in a family were judged to be responsive, the entire family was coded as responsive. In the end, the seven teams differed significantly on the percentage of families determined to be responsive, ranging from a low of 23.1 percent to a high of 54.2 percent.\textsuperscript{47} The overall agreement between various pairs of reviewing teams ranged from 65.5 percent to 84.9 percent.\textsuperscript{48}

Somewhat better results were reported in an earlier study that used five different groups of reviewers to examine the same 10,000 emails for responsiveness.\textsuperscript{49} The groups’ assessments of the number of responsive documents within the set ranged from 39.6 percent to 57.7 percent. In other words, one group of reviewers believed they found 46 percent more responsive documents than did another group with similar training and background.

Another telling study emerged from a venue commonly used for presenting empirical research related to discovery issues: the Legal Track of the Text RETrieval Conference (TREC), an initiative led by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST, part of the U.S. Department of Commerce).\textsuperscript{50} The study used second- and third-year law students to conduct reviews for relevance, after being instructed in a process that replicated what they might encounter in an actual discovery review. A prior research project had used much the same data, type of reviewers, and instructions for a similar relevancy review, so the output of that earlier work, coupled with that from this study, could provide a useful means of comparing the decisions made by different sets of reviewers.

\textsuperscript{45} There is some evidence that attorneys produce worse results than nonattorneys in review for relevancy decisions. See Voorhees, 2000, which assessed the performance of information analysts rather than attorneys, all receiving the same training and working under identical conditions. See Wang and Soergel, 2010, pp. 1–2; and Efthimiadis and Hotchkiss, 2008, p. 2, which shows that relevancy determinations are equally accurate (or inaccurate) whether the reviewer has a law background or not.

\textsuperscript{46} Barnett and Godjevac, 2011.

\textsuperscript{47} For two of the teams, 20–30 percent of the documents were judged to be relevant, the percentages ranged between 30 and 40 percent for three teams, and two teams found 50 percent or more of the documents to be relevant.

\textsuperscript{48} Defined as the number of documents both teams agreed were responsive plus the number of documents both teams agreed were nonresponsive, then the sum divided by the total number of documents in the set.

\textsuperscript{49} Barnett et al., 2009.

\textsuperscript{50} Oard, Hedin, et al., 2009.
About ten documents judged to be relevant and about ten judged to be nonrelevant in the prior study were selected in each of 12 different topic categories and shown to the later set of reviewers. Of 116 documents previously coded as relevant in the earlier project, just 62.1 percent were now identified as relevant to some degree (including ones felt to be in a “grey area”). Of 120 previously coded nonrelevant documents, 18.3 percent had now been identified as relevant.

A separate study that employed a somewhat similar approach had assessors judge the relevance of about 50 documents in 40 different categories, of which about half had been found to be relevant by other assessors. The agreement on positives was less than 30 percent for 12 of the 40 topics and less than 70 percent for 31 of the topics. Although one might argue that the use of law students rather than experienced attorneys in the two studies described above to conduct the review tests might play a role in the reduced rate of agreement, it should be kept in mind that many of the contract attorneys used for high-volume review are, in fact, relatively recent law school graduates.

Taken together, this body of research shows that groups of human reviewers exhibit significant inconsistency when examining the same set of documents for responsiveness under conditions similar to those in large-scale reviews. Is the high level of disagreement among reviewers with similar backgrounds and training reported in all of these studies simply a function of the fact that determinations of responsiveness or relevance are so subjective that reasonable and informed people can be expected to disagree on a routine basis? Evidence suggests that this is not the case. Human error in applying the criteria for inclusion, not a lack of clarity in the document’s meaning or ambiguity in how the scope of the production demand should be interpreted, appears to be the primary culprit. In other words, people make mistakes, and, according to the evidence, they make them regularly when it comes to judging relevance and responsiveness.

---

51 An updated description of this study reported essentially similar results. See Hedin et al., 2010, pp. 33–35.
We have shown that it will be difficult to achieve substantial cost savings in review solely by future reductions in the cost of labor or future increases in the rates of review. Litigant expenditures for review are unlikely to decline to levels approaching those incurred for processing if review continues to be based on visual inspection of individual documents. If e-discovery production costs are ever to be addressed in any meaningful way, then the legal community must move beyond its current reliance on eyes-on review.

Our assessment of the published research in this area suggests that computer-categorized document review has the potential to significantly reduce costs without compromising the quality of assessment when compared with large-scale reviews conducted in the traditional way. In this chapter, we draw on the research about one type of computer-categorized review—predictive coding—to describe how it works, how accurate it is, and the degree to which it might reduce the cost of review.

How Predictive Coding Works

Predictive coding, sometimes referred to as suggestive coding, is a process by which the computer does the heavy lifting in deciding whether documents are relevant, responsive, or privileged. This process is not to be confused with keyword-based Boolean searches or the similarity-detection technologies described in Chapter Four. Near-duplication techniques, clustering, and email threading can help provide organizational structure to the corpus of documents requiring review but do not reduce the document set that has to be reviewed by attorneys for specific aspects, such as responsiveness or privilege. Predictive coding, on the other hand, takes the very substantial next step of automatically assigning a rating (or proximity score) to each document to reflect how close it is to the concepts and terms found in examples of documents attorneys have already determined to be relevant, responsive, or privileged. This assignment becomes increasingly accurate as the software continues to learn from human reviewers about what is, and what is not, of interest. This score and the self-learning function are the two key characteristics that set predictive coding apart from less robust analytical techniques.1 It should be noted at the outset that we use the term predictive coding throughout this monograph in a

---

1 Confusion in terminology may arise because many of the methodologies underlying clustering and near-duplicate detection are also employed in some predictive-coding approaches. Some vendors may also use the term in an imprecise manner when describing the suite of services they offer for streamlining review.
generic sense as a type of computer-categorized review tool, rather than to refer to any particular methodology or commercial application.2

Predictive coding software can be trained for the purposes of a document review in several ways. One approach has attorneys select documents from the review set as “seeds” (or exemplars) that they have judged to be clearly fitting, or not fitting, the desired characteristics of various document categories. One category might be represented by a small group of documents highly relevant to the facts of the case and responsive to the discovery request, and another category by a small group of documents in which there is no obvious connection at all. Another approach has the application initially draw random samples from the review set for the attorneys to examine and make a decision on each selected document. Still another involves keyword or concept searches of the review set to identify small numbers of potentially relevant (or not relevant) documents for the attorneys to examine. No matter how these initial exemplars are chosen, the attorney-reviewed documents are then analyzed by the predictive-coding software, which creates a type of template to be used to screen other documents, assigns scores to each document in the review set to reflect the probability that they fit the desired template, and then draws samples of its decisions for human reviewers.3 Attorneys then review the samples and apply their own judgment as to whether the selected documents are relevant, responsive, or privileged. Those decisions are then used by the software to refine its templates, reassess the review set, and then draw new samples. This process continues until the results are stabilized or optimized, at which point disagreement between the software’s decisions and those of human reviewers should be kept to a minimum.4

With the application’s final decisions in hand, those overseeing the review must then decide how to proceed. In the context of a review for relevance and responsiveness, for example, one option might be to assume that all documents with probability scores above a particular percentage threshold can be safely classified as relevant and responsive, all those with scores below a different percentage threshold can be safely classified as not relevant or not responsive, and only those in the middle would require eyes-on review. Another option would be to perform eyes-on review of only those documents exceeding a specific probability score in order to confirm the application’s decisions, while dropping the remainder from all further work. A perhaps unlikely option would be to dispense with human review entirely, selecting a score above which all documents are sent directly to opposing counsel while those below are dropped. Ultimately, it is up to those supervising the review to decide what the appropriate cutoff points might be and where to focus the efforts of human reviewers. Any of these approaches would likely produce significant cost savings for responding litigants.

There are other review-related uses for predictive coding. One would be to use predictive coding primarily as a quality-enhancement process, in which the small number of documents

---

2 In 2011, an e-discovery vendor received a patent for its specific approach to predictive coding, and it appears that the company claims common-law trademark rights to the term (Koblentz, 2011). However, the term appears to be widely used in the e-discovery industry to describe a variety of computer-categorized review techniques. See, e.g., Kershaw and Howie, 2010b, p. 5.

3 For a very useful description of the analytical concepts that underlie such techniques as predictive coding, see Akers, Mason, and Mansmann, 2011.

4 As is true with any large-scale linear review, every predictive-coding effort must draw samples from the final decision sets for the attorneys managing the review to audit the results and provide documentation of the process in the event of a challenge.
with the highest scores are sent to the attorneys most closely connected to the litigation, providing potential trial counsel with the greatest chance of finding a potentially hot document during the review, while those with lower scores might be sent to lower-cost contract attorneys or offshore LPOs. Another way to enhance efficiency would be to conduct eyes-on review on only the documents with the highest scores, initially providing those to opposing counsel as part of a rolling production schedule, and negotiating any need to review the remainder. Still another would be to conduct the review in a traditional manner but display the scores to the reviewer as the documents are viewed, thus supplying what amounts to an instant second opinion for the reviewer’s decision. But, unless predictive coding is used to categorize a considerable fraction of the corpus of documents intended for review to cut back on the need for eyes-on examination, it will not result in significant cost savings.

As should be clear from this description, predictive coding does not take humans out of the review loop. It requires intensive attorney support throughout the process in order to advance machine learning. Ironically, for a technique that could substantially reduce discovery expenses, the best results will be achieved if the attorneys most closely involved in the case select the seed documents and review sampled extracts, effectively precluding the use of lower-cost contract attorneys or LPO vendors for these particular tasks. Moreover, attorney judgment continues to loom large in the process after the application has completed its work, with eyes-on review required, for example, to check documents of unknown relevance and responsiveness or look for privileged communications.

How Accurate Is Predictive Coding?

Though the body of research comparing the accuracy of predictive coding with that of traditional eyes-on review continues to evolve, we summarize four studies in some detail here to address the main concern about adopting a new approach to review of electronic documents—that is, that it will compromise the quality of traditional eyes-on review. All of these studies offer evidence that predictive coding is at least as accurate and efficient as traditional review when the matter involves large volumes of documents.

One study, already discussed in Chapter Four regarding evidence of the accuracy of human review, employed five different teams of human reviewers and a predictive-coding application to review the same set of 10,000 documents. The goal was to identify how well the predictive coding replicated each team’s decisions in terms of recall and precision. In information-retrieval science, recall is a measurement of completeness, essentially describing how well a process identifies items of specific interest, compared with the total number of such items that exist in a set of data or documents. Precision is a measurement of efficiency, describing
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5 For additional studies that examine the accuracy of various computer-categorized document-review applications, see Oard, Hedin, et al., 2009; and Hedin et al., 2010.

6 One widely cited article (Kershaw, 2005) described a test in which the decisions of six reviewers on a set of about 20,000 documents were compared with those made by an unidentified software application. After examining documents in which the software and humans disagreed and adjusting as necessary, it was reported that the software “on average, identified more than 95 percent of the relevant documents,” while the human reviewers “averaged 51.1 percent of the relevant documents.” We do not include this study in our main description of predictive-coding accuracy because the article is unclear about what type of application was being tested and does not provide sufficiently detailed information about the results.

7 Barnett et al., 2009.
how well a process identifies only those items of specific interest, by comparing the number of target items identified and the total number of documents retrieved. To describe the relationship between recall and precision, a statistic known as the *F-measure* calculates the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Larger F-measures indicate better overall results as measured by the balance between recall and precision. For additional explanation of recall, precision, and F-measures, as well as how such statistics are calculated, see Appendix B.

Using their team 5’s original decisions regarding the responsiveness of a document as the “gold standard,” the study’s authors examined how well the other four teams and the application could match those decisions. A recall rate of 100 percent would mean that the set of documents the secondary reviewer (either one of the other four teams or the application) identified as responsive included every document that team 5 had previously identified as responsive. A precision rate of 100 percent would mean that none of the documents the secondary reviewer had identified as responsive was one that team 5 had previously identified as not responsive. Each of the five human review teams had looked at the same set of documents and made responsiveness decisions based on the same criteria; in theory, there should be relatively high agreement between team 1 and team 5, team 2 and team 5, and so on. The application was trained using randomly selected samples of 1,000 documents from team 5 (500 that had been previously judged as responsive and 500 that had been previously judged as nonresponsive). The application’s categorization templates would thus be based on team 5’s reasoning.

As shown in Table 5.1, recall rates for the first four teams versus team 5 ranged from 66 to 81 percent. Using team 3 as an example, the set of documents team 3 flagged as responsive included 80 percent of all documents team 5 had originally flagged. Precision rates for the four teams ranged from 68 to 81 percent. Again using team 3 as the example, 75 percent of the set team 3 flagged were, in fact, documents that had previously been identified as responsive by team 5. F-measures for the four teams ranged from 0.72 to 0.79.

How did the predictive coding–based review compare? As indicated previously, predictive coding does not directly make a yes-no decision about whether a document is a good match; instead, it calculates a score that represents the probability that a match has been found. It is up to those managing the process to decide what score should be used as the minimum threshold for determining whether the application had identified a responsive document. As Table 5.1 indicates, increasing the threshold level from 50 percent to 75 percent to 95 percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review Comparison</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team 1 versus team 5</td>
<td>0.717347</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team 2 versus team 5</td>
<td>0.739778</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team 3 versus team 5</td>
<td>0.775841</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team 4 versus team 5</td>
<td>0.789282</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application versus team 5, 0.50 probability threshold</td>
<td>0.806228</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application versus team 5, 0.75 probability threshold</td>
<td>0.848421</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application versus team 5, 0.95 probability threshold</td>
<td>0.785912</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Barnett et al., 2009, Table 6 and Table 4.
(in other words, requiring an increasingly higher probability of a match) decreases the likelihood that most of the responsive documents will have been identified (as indicated by lower recall rates) while increasing the likelihood that the group of documents flagged by the application contain few nonresponsive documents (as indicated by higher precision rates). But no matter which threshold was used, the application generally performed as well as or better than each of the four human teams did based on the F-measure.

A second study was based on an actual production of 1.8 million documents, all of which had been reviewed by attorneys in the earlier case. Two different teams (A and B) of experienced reviewers supplied by two legal review services vendors re-reviewed a sample of 5,000 of those documents. The decisions from the two teams were then compared with those of the attorneys in the original review and with each other. In addition, two commercial applications (designated as system C and system D), provided by different vendors and described by the study’s authors as “computer-assisted categorization processes,” were used to review the full set of 1.8 million documents, again for the purpose of comparing its decisions with those of the original reviewers.

Table 5.2 shows the results of both the human re-reviewers and the two software applications in comparison to the decisions of the original reviewers. The comparison is instructive: The computerized process achieved better results by almost every measure. Overall agreement (as indicated by the Jaccard’s index) and agreement on positives were higher for both system C and system D than those reported for either team A or team B. Recall rates were roughly similar (team B had a slight edge over system D, and team A had a slight edge over system C), but precision rates were much better for the two computerized systems, which resulted in higher F-measures for the automated processes. Although predictive coding is not perfect, it is clearly no worse than what currently passes for a reasonable approach to review large-scale productions, at least based on the existing research.

Two issues must be kept in mind when interpreting these results. First, the human-reviewer analysis was performed on a set of 5,000 sampled documents, while the predictive-coding process was conducted on the far larger review set. Second, although the study used the original reviewers’ decisions as the gold standard for comparison, there is no guarantee that those decisions were correct ones.

In a third study, a vendor reported that its application had been tested on 47,650 documents that had already been subjected to eyes-on review, with 4,624 of the documents originally judged as responsive. The decisions of the predictive-coding system returned 5,579 potentially responsive documents. Both the software and original attorney review team had identified 3,048 documents as responsive and 40,495 as nonresponsive, for an overall agreement rate of 91.4 percent (see Table 5.3). Agreement on positives (see the formula in “Accuracy of
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8 In this particular study, responsive documents in the review set had already been identified by team 5, which provided a straightforward means of calculating rates of recall and precision using different threshold levels for the application. In an actual review using predictive coding, such rates would have to be estimated through sampling of the review set. The information yielded by such sampling would provide a basis for deciding on the most appropriate threshold setting. One commonly employed way to visualize how these measures would vary depending on the setting is through the use of a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, in which recall and precision are plotted against various threshold values. For additional information regarding how ROC plots are used to conduct cost-benefit analyses for search and retrieval tools, see Roitblat, 2006, pp. 4–6.

9 Roitblat, Kershaw, and Oot, 2010.

10 Equivio, 2009a.
Traditional Review” in Chapter Four) was 59.7 percent. Both scores were higher than those in three reported studies comparing decisions made by human review teams described in Chapter Four.11

A test was then performed on the 4,107 documents for which the two approaches differed in their decisions. A sample of 190 documents was drawn from that set for a human referee to judge relevance independently, without knowledge of any prior decisions. The referee agreed with the software’s determination of relevance for these mixed-result documents 77.4 percent

---


---
of the time, suggesting that the predictive-coding approach performed a higher quality of review than what took place in the original coding effort.

Finally, a fourth study used the massive Enron document set discussed in Chapter Four.¹² Five different “reviews” were conducted on the more than 800,000 emails and their separate attachments, each with a different definition of relevance (referred to as a “topic” in the study). One topic, for example, involved a request for

> [a]ll documents or communications that describe, discuss, refer to, report on, or relate to any intentions, plans, efforts, or activities involving the alteration, destruction, retention, lack of retention, deletion, or shredding of documents or other evidence, whether in hard-copy or electronic form. (p. 6, Table 4)

Each topic was tested using two different computer-categorized review applications. The relevancy decisions of these automated review techniques were then sampled and the results subsequently examined by human assessors, who, depending on the topic, might have been drawn from staff at professional review services or were volunteers (primarily law students, with some attorneys and legal professionals). When an application’s judgment of relevance conflicted with that of the assessors, there was an opportunity to appeal the disagreement to a topic authority, a person playing the role of a senior attorney who would have been overseeing the review and exercising professional legal responsibility had the test been an actual production. Thus, each test would involve a comparison between an application’s decisions and the adjusted assessor decisions (i.e., all unappealed assessor decisions plus the topic authority’s rulings for those that were appealed).

Because they had been subjected to an appeal process, the set of adjusted assessor decisions were used as a gold standard for gauging not only the technological application’s performance (see results described in the preceding paragraph) but also how well the human assessors performed originally. As can be seen in Table 5.4, recall was better for the applications in three of the five topics, precision better in all five, and the F-measure better in four of the five. In most instances, when the human review performance exceeded that of the application, the difference was a slight one.

Because human reviewers were the original source for what was ultimately used as the gold standard for comparisons, it may seem counterintuitive that the recall and precision rates presented in Table 5.4 for those reviewers not only do not approach 100 percent but are often in the 20- to 30-percent range. The explanation is that the topic authority sided with the application’s decision in 89 percent of the appeals.¹³ A subsequent review of the topic authority’s appellate decisions by a person acting as a type of supreme court agreed with the topic authority’s call nearly 90 percent of the time.¹⁴

As all these studies demonstrate, predictive coding has the capability of identifying at least as many documents of interest as an eyes-on examination in a large-scale review, though it is certainly not perfect in this regard and performance appears to vary depending on the application’s methodology and the types of documents being examined. In addition, it has been argued that the studies comparing human reviewers with predictive-coding applications

---


¹³ Grossman and Cormack, 2011b, p. 3 and Table 1.

¹⁴ Grossman and Cormack, 2011b, pp. 3–5 and Table 2.
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and concluding that an automated approach works just as well, “though suggestive, are not conclusive,” in part because the types of reviewers used during these experiments are said to be of “highly variable reliability.”\(^{15}\) But, although no experimental setting to assess the relative qualities of human or computer-categorized review can be completely free of “unrealism and artificiality,”\(^ {16}\) the empirical evidence that is currently available does suggest that similar results in large-scale reviews would be achieved with either approach.

### How Cost-Effective Is Predictive Coding?

The costs of predictive coding–based review include several elements: the costs associated with the use of relatively experienced counsel for machine-learning tasks and quality-control samples, a vendor’s charges for its predictive-coding services or licensing of its software, and the costs of traditional eyes-on review conducted on residual documents determined to be suitable for contract attorneys and the like. How do these costs compare with those of linear review? Unfortunately, the answer is not entirely clear at the moment. Predictive coding is a nascent technology in the context of legal discovery, and there simply are not many data points to use when comparing this process with the way litigants currently conduct reviews of electronic documents. It is almost certainly true that predictive coding will save money over the classic model of well-paid associates carefully reading each page in document after document in large-scale production. But it is difficult to estimate the magnitude of those savings. Any

---

\(^{15}\) Webber, 2011, p. 1, critiquing Roitblat, Kershaw, and Oot, 2010, and Grossman and Cormack, 2011b. Webber argues that, to be able to draw “firmer conclusions on the relative merits of the manual and automated review,” the same topic authority should be used for evaluating the decisions of both approaches and that the review, even in an experimental setting, “be conducted according to industry standards” similar to those found in actual discovery productions.

\(^{16}\) Webber, 2011, p. 6.
Moving Beyond Eyes-On Review: The Promise of Computer-Categorized Review

assessment of relative costs must compare predictive coding with \textit{enhanced} eyes-on review—that is, human review in a contemporary document production that is assisted by near-duplicate detection, better management of workflow with quality-control procedures, email threading, pre-review sampling, the use of experienced vendors specializing in large-scale review, clustering analysis, an increased reliance on contract attorneys and LPOs, and bulk-coding decisions. Moreover, it is also important to factor into the comparison all the various cost components of both human and computer-categorized approaches, such as licensing fees, vendor charges, the total costs of attorney services (both for developing the training set of documents and for conducting review on the residual set), and quality-assurance measures.

There are few published reports of predictive coding in actual discovery productions that provide sufficiently detailed cost comparisons with human-review approaches.\textsuperscript{17} One reason for the dearth of empirical data in this regard may be the traditional reluctance of organizations and attorneys to publicly reveal the details of their litigation expenditures. Another may be methodological difficulties involved in benchmarking the costs of computer-categorized document-review strategies against those of human approaches. And it may not be possible to talk about “typical” cost savings because the relative efficiencies are not uniform but instead vary by case. One attempt to gather at least some benchmarks in this area was the eDiscovery Institute Survey on Predictive Coding that surveyed organizations known to be active in the e-discovery marketplace.\textsuperscript{18} Nine respondents who identified themselves as offering predictive-coding services answered the following question:

As compared to a linear review of the same content after duplicate consolidation, after culling based on domain name analysis of emails (e.g. excluding emails from CNNSports.com) and after email threading, what percentage of time do you estimate is saved by predictive coding when used to select responsive records?

Four of the respondents reported average savings of 40 percent, while three provided estimates ranging from 50 to 65 percent (the other two estimates were 3 percent and 80 percent). It is difficult to interpret these results, in part because the question was posed in terms of time savings, which could refer to attorney hours or project duration. If reviewer time is what was assumed by respondents, the question may not fully address the issue of whether predictive coding saves money, especially if vendor charges or licensing fees are substantial enough to offset any reduction in the number of hours of eyes-on document examination.\textsuperscript{19} Moreover, it

\textsuperscript{17} For examples of informal reports of cost savings, see Lacey, Tanner, and Moeskops, undated (a review employing predictive coding resulted in total costs that were just a “fraction” of what a human-based approach would require); and Driver, 2011 (interviewing David J. Laing, describing a review in which part of the document set was analyzed using predictive coding while the remainder involved human reviewers; reported costs of production using computer-categorization appear to be about 20 percent of those for the traditional approach).

\textsuperscript{18} Kershaw and Howie, 2010b.

\textsuperscript{19} Given that predictive coding is still an evolving technology offered by relatively few vendors, the size of that offset is still an open question:

\textit{How predictive coding services will be priced in the future remains uncertain. As demonstrated by fees for de-duplication services, vendors tend to charge by the cost savings to the firm—not the effort it takes the vendor to provide the service. This means that even if use of predictive coding would cost significantly less than manual review, vendor fees eventually could reduce the amount of savings.} (Whittingham, Rippey, and Perryman, 2011, p. 14)
is unclear whether these savings estimates were based on careful comparative analyses of actual reviews or simply impressions of what might be possible under ideal conditions.

Nevertheless, the responses do provide insight into the potential of predictive coding, both what it can do and what it cannot. Six of the nine respondents reported observed minimum savings (however defined) of between 20 percent and 30 percent (the other three reported savings of 0 percent, 10 percent, and 50 percent), again suggesting that predictive coding may not be the solution for every type of review set.20 Indeed, one respondent noted that the effectiveness of predictive coding is not always constant and depends on the software being “successfully trained and used” and that, “[o]ccasionally, due to poorly-defined issues, inconsistent tagging by the expert, or exceptionally low richness (less than 1%), the statistical model detects and notifies the user that training is ineffective. . . .”21 In terms of maximum observed results, seven of the nine respondents reported savings of 77 percent or more, which would, assuming that vendor charges and other associated expenditures do not markedly offset those savings, meet the goal set forth at the outset of Chapter Four for reducing review costs.

Another study of interest does not directly analyze cost differences between human review and predictive coding, but it provides information about the time consumed in the two processes to allow informal estimates of the magnitude of savings. We have already reported on aspects of that study, which assessed the relative accuracy of human versus predictive-coding systems.22 The vendor tested its application against 47,650 documents that had already been subjected to review. The original review reportedly required seven weeks of effort to go through the documents one by one. As part of the software’s training for the subsequent test, 25 samples of 50 documents each were drawn from the review set periodically for relevance determination, in total requiring 18 hours of attorney review for all 1,250 items (a rate of about 70 documents per hour per reviewer). Once the training samples were incorporated into the software’s decisionmaking process, 5,579 potentially responsive documents were identified. The specific cost savings were not reported, but a rough measure of magnitude can be gleaned from the information that was supplied in the publication. If the original review had been performed at a rate similar to one for the training review, the 47,650 documents would have required 686 hours of attorney time. If only the approximately 5,600 documents identified as relevant by the application were sent to reviewers (and those that were not were dropped), and if the review team continued to perform at 70 documents per hour, then 80 hours of residual review would have been needed. Thus, the application of predictive coding would have saved an estimated 86 percent in attorney review hours (98 hours for both training and residual review versus 686 hours originally). Although these estimates do not include the costs of the vendor’s services, and the potential reduction in hours would be strongly influenced by the threshold probability scores used for determining potential matches, the total savings are nevertheless likely to be considerable.

20 One possible reason for such a wide range of answers is that what is likely to be the most expensive component of computer-categorized document review—the volume of documents requiring eyes-on examination before, during, and after machine processing—will vary depending on the nature of the data, the questions that are being asked, the estimated proportion of desired documents within the review set, the specific methodology used for predictive coding, the workflow approach chosen to utilize the predictive-coding results, and the level of confidence in the results that those overseeing the review are willing to tolerate.


22 Equivio, 2009a.
It is possible that such calculations are on the conservative side because the rate of review for residual sets may be higher than the average rate of a linear review of unorganized documents. One study, for example, described an extremely expeditious eyes-on review following a computer-categorized review application’s processing of an email-rich set of documents. The documents were organized by decreasing order of the application’s score for relevance, so the reviewers would initially be seeing document after document that was likely to be relevant. The effective rate was claimed to be 20 documents per minute as a result. In contrast, an attorney conducting an unstructured, linear review might not come across a relevant document until dozens of nonrelevant ones had been examined, perhaps requiring a shifting of mental gears to make sense of what was being displayed on the screen.

It should be noted that our interests here are solely in cost savings that have been clearly documented for the use of computer-categorization techniques in large-scale reviews. Some vendor press releases and marketing materials have claimed that predictive coding yields significant savings in the context of such reviews, but they provide little information as to how those savings were calculated. In addition, some large organizations and law firms are using applications employing analytic strategies similar to predictive coding as tools for analyzing large document sets and, reportedly, reducing labor costs as a result. However, these uses appear to be for internal analysis of ESI (such as for developing litigation strategies or locating specific documents of interest) rather than for confirming relevance, responsiveness, or privilege as part of a discovery production.

23 Cormack and Mojdeh, 2010.

24 See, e.g., Recommind, undated; Roach, 2012.
We have shown that predictive coding in large-scale discovery review has the potential to yield significant cost savings without compromising quality as compared with that provided by a human review. If this is indeed the case, it is reasonable to ask why it is not being adopted by more litigants. None of the companies participating in our data collection, for example, employed a computer-categorized review strategy, despite having firsthand knowledge of how expensive review can be. Although some reported taking aggressive steps to reduce their production expenditures, such as setting up their own review shops in-house, farming work out to less expensive law firms or LPOs in the United States, or outsourcing the job overseas, they ended up using an eyes-on examination of each page in every document. Review by human eyes is still the exclusive approach for these organizations, with the exception of instances in which unique circumstances and time pressure have led to heavy reliance on traditional keyword searches to identify documents as responsive or privileged.1

The companies participating in our data collection do not appear to be atypical of large organizational litigants in regard to the use of computer-categorized document review strategies. A search for published accounts of the use of such technologies in the legal press and popular media suggests that few litigants are comfortable with the idea of openly employing predictive coding and similar approaches for the purposes of review. The search returned a considerable volume of vendor-generated marketing materials containing claims of how well predictive coding works under controlled conditions, numerous press releases touting the adoption of vendors’ products by law firms and organizational litigants, and multiple articles discussing how some law firm clients have agreed in principle to use the methodology.2 But, with the exception of recent reports about two federal cases that were still in the discovery stage as this monograph went to press, there were no published confirmations of actual cases with identifiable parties in which predictive coding was used as the primary means of performing a real document review. The absence of such reports does not mean that predictive coding has not been utilized for such purposes, only that any litigants and their attorneys who have employed computer categorization have been reluctant to publicly disclose their use of what some might consider untested technology.3

1 In one case included in our study, the participating company employed Boolean keyword searches as the sole means of identifying potentially relevant and responsive documents in the review set (an eyes-on review for privilege took place following the searches).

2 See, e.g., Equivio, 2009a; Recommind, 2010a, 2010b; and Soder, 2010.

3 We have been told that computer-categorization techniques have, in fact, been employed in document reviews but that the use was not disclosed to opposing parties or the court. Such disclosure might be a recommended practice (see, e.g., Grimm, Bergstrom, and Kraeuter, 2011, p. 76), but there may be concerns that, with disclosure, opposing parties might
Why has the legal community resisted moving beyond linear review and gaining the potential benefits of predictive coding? We believe that there are several barriers to change, which we describe in this chapter. We also propose a possible avenue for helping to move the legal community across those barriers.

Sources of Resistance

Concerns About Recall and Precision
First is the concern about recall. If a predictive-coding approach fails to identify important responsive documents, ones that are later identified by the demanding party through some other means, the negative ramifications might run the gamut from motions to compel a new production to the seeking of sanctions based on allegations that the producing party deliberately chose a less-than-comprehensive approach in order to avoid producing damaging documents. A related concern is the issue of precision. A predictive-coding approach that found essentially all responsive documents but falsely identified a large volume of ones that were not responsive could also result in adverse outcomes ranging from an order to re-review to accusations that the producing party was engaging in “dump-truck discovery” to bury damaging documents in a sea of undifferentiated data. However, although unpleasant, the ramifications of recall and precision problems are primarily economic in nature, in which any additional expenditures required to address the shortcomings might not be markedly worse than the initial cost savings.

How would all of this play out against existing statutes and court rules? Regarding the issues of recall and precision, FRCP 26(g)(1) requires that those responding to a discovery request in a federal court case make certifications as to what is being produced:

(g) Signing Disclosures and Discovery Requests, Responses, and Objections.

(1) Signature Required; Effect of Signature. Every disclosure under Rule 26(a)(1) or (a)(3) and every discovery request, response, or objection must be signed by at least one attorney of record in the attorney’s own name—or by the party personally, if unrepresented—and must state the signer’s address, e-mail address, and telephone number. By signing, an attorney or party certifies that to the best of the person’s knowledge, information, and belief formed after a reasonable inquiry:

(A) with respect to a disclosure, it is complete and correct as of the time it is made; and

(B) with respect to a discovery request, response, or objection, it is:

(i) consistent with these rules and warranted by existing law or by a nonfrivolous argument for extending, modifying, or reversing existing law, or for establishing new law;

enlarge the scope of the demand due to a perception of lower costs, vigorous litigation over the reasonableness of the approach would ensue, or any competitive advantage enjoyed by early adopters would be negated.
(ii) not interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass, cause unnecessary delay, or needlessly increase the cost of litigation; and

(iii) neither unreasonable nor unduly burdensome or expensive, considering the needs of the case, prior discovery in the case, the amount in controversy, and the importance of the issues at stake in the action.

In other words, counsel for a producing party would have to attest that, based on a “reasonable inquiry,” the production was not made for “improper purpose” (such as to cause “unnecessary delay” or needlessly increase “the costs of litigation”), “unreasonable,” “unduly burdensome,” or unduly “expensive.” Therefore, whether or not a production results in an undercount of responsive documents or an excess of unresponsive ones is ultimately a question of whether there was a reasonable inquiry into the process.

An important aspect of FRCP 26(g)(1)(B) is that perfection is not required. Courts (at least federal courts) could still find the use of predictive-coding technologies in the review process to be appropriate even if errors, such as shortfalls in recall or shortfalls in precision, occurred. To obtain such a finding, counsel for the producing party would have to make a convincing argument that his or her inquiries into the underlying methodology and the ultimate results of the computer-categorized review were reasonable ones and that the costs required to completely eliminate any shortfalls in recall or precision would be out of proportion to any benefit of the additional information.

Review for Privileged, Confidential, or Sensitive Materials

Another barrier to overcome is that attorneys may not be confident that predictive coding will identify documents containing privileged, confidential, or sensitive information. Determining whether a document being examined is both relevant and responsive to a demand for production—a task that appears to be well within the capabilities of predictive coding—is only one aspect of review. Can a predictive-coding application take the next step and make a determination of privilege or some other aspect that might preclude disclosure? Some lawyers, even those who are open to the idea of predictive coding, are not convinced that it can, although this fear appears to be a reflection of risk aversion rather than specific concerns about the technology.

---

4 See, e.g., Pension Comm. of the Univ. of Montreal Pension Plan v. Banc of Am. Sec., LLC, 685 F.Supp.2d 456 (S.D.N.Y. 2010, at 461) (“In an era where vast amounts of electronic information is available for review, discovery in certain cases has become increasingly complex and expensive. Courts cannot and do not expect that any party can meet a standard of perfection”).

5 FRCP 26(b)(2)(C) states the following:

(C) When Required. On motion or on its own, the court must limit the frequency or extent of discovery otherwise allowed by these rules or by local rule if it determines that: . . .

(iii) the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit, considering the needs of the case, the amount in controversy, the parties’ resources, the importance of the issues at stake in the action, and the importance of the discovery in resolving the issues.

6 The idea of employing technology to assist in making privilege determinations is by no means a recent development. Keyword searches and other computerized methodologies have been used for quite some time to flag electronic information as potentially containing attorney-client communications, looking for such indications as specific email senders and recipients, variants of current and former attorneys’ names, email domains associated with legal services (such as xyzlawfirm.com), and key words (e.g., “attorney,” “counsel,” or “privileged”) (see Kubacki, Lange, and Meadows, 2011).
These concerns are not likely to be ones of overinclusion; documents identified as privileged by predicting coding, for example, could be confirmed with eyes-on review and any automatically generated privilege log amended as needed without markedly increasing the overall costs of review (the set of documents claimed to be privileged in a production is usually far smaller than the overall volume of documents found to be both relevant and responsive). Instead, the qualms are about the false negatives, the documents that were not identified by the predictive-coding application as privileged (but should have been) and were subsequently produced. A waiver triggered by releasing such privileged information could have disastrous consequences, including losing the case, adverse impacts on other litigation, and charges of malpractice. Disclosure of confidential or sensitive information, such as valuable trade secrets, because of a failure to seek protective orders could have equally negative ramifications.

Existing statutes and court rules protect parties from waiver if the disclosure was inadvertent and if reasonable steps were taken to prevent the release. FRE 502(b) describes the conditions under which a disclosure of privileged or protected materials would not be considered a waiver:

(b) Inadvertent disclosure—When made in a Federal proceeding or to a Federal office or agency, the disclosure does not operate as a waiver in a Federal or State proceeding if:

1. the disclosure is inadvertent;
2. the holder of the privilege or protection took reasonable steps to prevent disclosure; and
3. the holder promptly took reasonable steps to rectify the error, including (if applicable) following Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(5)(B).

As such, a party would be protected from waiver if the disclosure were inadvertent and if reasonable steps had been taken to prevent the release. The Advisory Committee Notes to FRE 502(b) explained that assessing whether a disclosure constituted a waiver would be based on “a set of non-determinative guidelines that vary from case to case,” but one mentioned was the “reasonableness of the precautions taken.” Could such precautions include reliance on technologies similar to predictive coding? Certainly, the advisory committee thought that it would be possible to defend such a practice:

Depending on the circumstances, a party that uses advanced analytical software applications and linguistic tools in screening for privilege and work product may be found to have taken “reasonable steps” to prevent inadvertent disclosure.\footnote{FRE 502(b) advisory comm. nn., revised November 28, 2007.}

This language clearly invites litigants to at least consider the idea of employing “advanced analytical software applications and linguistic tools,” such as predictive coding, when conducting privilege review. Whether or not a judge facing such questions in an actual case would be influenced by the nonbinding advisory notes remains to be seen. However, it is clear that, as
was true for FRCP 26, FRE 502(b) does not require an error-free process, only a reasonable one.\(^8\)

As for predictive coding’s ability to identify confidential or sensitive information other than that involving the attorney-client privilege or protections for work product, there does not seem to be much discussion on the subject. The silence is somewhat surprising because, for some litigants, the consequences of an inadvertent disclosure of proprietary or legally protected information may be more serious than any release of attorney-client communications. Presumably, the issue is of negligible importance in computer-categorized reviews in which human attorneys are still tasked with examining documents that the software has initially identified as relevant and responsive.

Evidence from the technical literature and the legal trade press is that information-retrieval scientists and vendors see no fundamental reason that predictive coding would not be effective in detecting privilege or some other concept (in their eyes, a search for privileged or confidential documents is essentially the same as any search query). But the effectiveness of predictive coding in this instance would depend on how rich the review set is in terms of documents containing such information of interest. Teaching the system to identify documents with privileged, confidential, or sensitive passages is made far more difficult when there are few examples to use as seeds and few preliminarily identified documents to use as training samples. Future research is clearly needed to demonstrate how effective predictive coding is in identifying these types of information.

**Identifying Hot Documents and Smoking Guns**

Although review is conducted primarily to make sure the document set complies with the scope of the discovery request and to identify items with privileged communications or sensitive information, a secondary benefit to the producing party is that the process can help shape the litigant’s own strategy. For example, reviewers may be asked to flag any document that seems particularly critical to the claims and defenses in the case so that it can be brought to the attention of lead counsel. One concern regarding computer-categorized document review is that, although the process might do a reasonably adequate job of deciding whether a document should be produced, it would be unlikely to determine whether that same document was one that might have a direct impact on the resolution of the case. As was true for privilege determinations, this should be less of a concern in instances in which human attorneys are used after the application has completed its analysis of the original document set. In addition, it is not clear whether particularly important documents are consistently flagged in current large-scale document reviews using contract attorneys or LPOs, in which the reviewers’ “entire knowledge” of the case might have been based on no more than a “15 minute conversation.”\(^9\)

**Review of Highly Technical or Nontext Documents**

Another barrier to the use of predictive coding is the concern that the process will not work when the document set is highly technical. Many of the studies discussed in Chapter Five examined the use of the process for emails and other informal communications—a reasonable approach, given that a great deal of discoverable information is in the form of such messages—

---

\(^8\) See, e.g., Valentin v. Bank of N.Y. Mellon Corp. 2011 WL 1466122 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 14, 2011, at *2) (“However, the steps taken to preserve privilege need not be perfect; they must only be reasonable”).

\(^9\) Ronnie, 2011.
but there is little information about how well predictive coding works on more-complex documents, such as those found in intellectual property litigation.\(^{10}\)

The types of documents subjected to review will influence the magnitude of savings realized by predictive coding. Because such coding builds heavily on semantic analysis, it would be of questionable use for documents containing images, sound, video, spreadsheets, or other nontext information. Poorly imaged versions of paper documents would share similar limitations. One option would be to subject such documents to eyes-on review even if the predictive-coding system did not identify them as potentially responsive, but doing so would have obvious cost implications if such documents made up more than a small fraction of the total review set.

**Review of Relatively Small Document Sets**

Predictive coding may also not be the answer for relatively modest review challenges, at least not at the present time. Some respondents to a survey of predictive-coding vendors noted that there were lower bounds beneath which predictive coding might not be useful: “not used on cases of less than 5,000 documents,” “under 25,000 documents,” “may be unnecessary in any case involving less than 25 GBs of ESI,” “below 5,000 documents, a person can easily perform document review themselves,” and “review of a document population involving just 10–20k documents could most likely be expedited more efficiently using other methods.”\(^{11}\) Although these thresholds differed by provider, most of the cases in our data collection appear to have been at least preliminary candidates for a predictive-coding approach: Of 38 cases in which the volume of data to be reviewed was reported, 23 exceeded 25 GB, another 11 involved reviews of 5–25 GB of information, and, of the four with less than 5 GB of reviewable data, one required examination of 190,000 documents.

**Resistance of External Counsel**

Another barrier to the widespread use of predictive coding could well be resistance to the idea of outside counsel motivated not so much by accuracy issues as by the potential loss of a historical revenue stream. Some interviewees reported grumblings from outside counsel when their companies decided to directly handle a fraction of the overall review process or to markedly reduce what was shipped out for review through the use of additional data processing.\(^{12}\) Even without economic self-interest playing any role here, though, law firms do have ethical and professional obligations to discharge, and they may well perceive traditional review strategies as the most defensible way to prevent undesirable outcomes for their clients. In the eyes of some attorneys, at least, although a technological approach “can be a useful tool, nothing can replicate or replace a manual and comprehensive review of documents for privilege prior to production to an adversary.”\(^{13}\)

\(^{10}\) Whittingham, Rippey, and Perryman, 2011, states, “It remains to be seen whether predictive coding will work well with technical documents—but it is certainly possible that predictive coding could be used here as well” (p. 13).

\(^{11}\) Kershaw and Howie, 2010b, pp. 28–29.

\(^{12}\) It should be noted that the use of computer-categorized review strategies would not necessarily be at odds with the interests of external law firms. One outside counsel with whom we communicated as part of this study suggested that “predictive coding is likely to help the law firms regain traction in the review space” and push “aside the review vendors” that have captured an increasing share of the market for review services.

\(^{13}\) Mintz et al., 2009, p. 5.
Absence of Judicial Guidance

Perhaps the most important barrier to adopting predictive coding is the absence of widespread judicial guidance on the matter. As part of this study, we searched for cases in which the use of predictive coding or similar techniques was discussed by the court as an alternative to normal review practices. In early October 2011, we examined Westlaw’s ALLCASES database of all reported state and federal judicial decisions and opinions issued since 2000 for the phrase “predictive coding,” alternative names that have sometimes been used to describe the process (such as “suggestive coding” or “predictive categorization”), and terms related to certain vendors and their products that appear to employ techniques with predictive coding–like aspects. Altogether, more than 125 terms were included. Nevertheless, only a single decision delivered prior to October 2011 could be identified in which issues were discussed in relation to the use of a computerized decisionmaking process in the context of a review.14 Though, as indicated at the outset of this chapter, judges in two cases in which discovery was still in progress as this monograph went to press have been asked to consider issues related to techniques associated with predictive coding, if litigants are looking for clear signals from the judiciary that such techniques are defensible, they will not find a wealth of authority in the case law.

The earliest of the three cases of which we are aware (and the only one that has been concluded), Victor Stanley, Inc. v. Creative Pipe, Inc., clearly opened the door for employing information-retrieval methodologies that go beyond currently accepted practices, although it did not specifically mention predictive coding.15 The issue at hand was whether possible inadequacies of keyword searches used to identify potentially privileged documents during a review

14 Our searches returned hundreds of cases in addition to the one noted, and many involved discovery-related questions about the use of alternatives to looking at each document individually. However, we excluded those that focused on traditional keyword-type searches; discussed analytical techniques, such as concept searching, that do not categorize documents directly; discussed intellectual property rights for predictive coding; were not related to discovery; or only noted that some form of automated classification system was or could be used without considering whether the approach was reasonable. See, e.g., In re Aspartame Antitrust Litig., 2011 WL 4793239 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 5, 2011; denying the award of costs for the use of “document analytics” to “separate responsive and nonresponsive documents”); Datel Holdings Ltd. v. Microsoft Corp., 2011 WL 866993 (N.D. Cal. March 11, 2011; production of attorney-client–privileged documents due to a software glitch in a computer review tool was inadvertent, and steps taken to prevent disclosure were reasonable); Mt. Hawley Ins. Co. v. Felman Prod., 271 F.R.D. 125 (S.D. W. Va. 2010; application failed to record results of keyword search for privileged terms; precautions taken to prevent inadvertent disclosure and lack of quality control were not reasonable); United States v. Sensient Colors, Inc., 2009 WL 2905474 (D.N.J. Sep. 9, 2009; errors arising out of “commendable effort to employ a sophisticated computer program to conduct its privilege review” did not lead to waiver of privilege in light of diligent efforts and safeguards taken to prevent disclosure); William A. Gross Const. Assocs. v. Am. Mfrs. Mut. Ins. Co., 256 F.R.D. 134 (S.D.N.Y. 2009; keyword searches have inherent limits requiring sampling and other quality-assurance techniques to ensure completeness); Irwin Seating Co. v. International Business Machines Corp., 2008 WL 1869055 (W.D. Mich. Apr. 24, 2008; additional costs for using automated document-coding technology could not be taxed as costs against nonprevailing party); Rhoads Indus. v. Bldg. Materials Corp. of Am., 254 F.R.D. 216 (E.D. Pa. 2008; keyword search for privileged documents was insufficient, and some steps taken to prevent disclosure were not reasonable, but there was no waiver of privilege); Equity Analytics, LLC v. Lundin, 248 F.R.D. 331 (D.D.C. 2008; a determination of whether a particular methodology, such as keyword searches, is effective would require expert testimony); United States v. O’Keeffe, 537 F. Supp. 2d 14 (D.D.C. 2008; whether search terms will yield desired information is a complicated question involving computer technology, statistics, and linguistics and requires nonlay evidence); Disability Rights Council of Greater Wash. v. Wash. Metro. Transit Auth., 242 F.R.D. 139 (D.D.C. 2007; recent scholarship argues that “concept searching” is more efficient than keyword searching and more likely to produce comprehensive results); and Am. Library Ass’n v. United States, 201 F. Supp. 2d 401 (E.D. Pa. 2002; not a discovery case but noted the limitations of “sophisticated automated classification systems for the statistical classification of texts” based on “artificial intelligence”).
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(and any shortcomings of measures taken for quality assurance following those searches) would waive attorney-client privilege for a set of items inadvertently produced.

The magistrate overseeing the discovery process in the case initially discussed potential alternatives to traditional keyword searches, such as “probabilistic search models,” “Bayesian classifiers,” “fuzzy search models,” and “concept and categorization tools,” noting that further advancements were expected in developing cost-effective and reliable methodologies for a variety of e-discovery tasks as a result of such projects as the Legal Track of TREC (see Chapter Four).

The magistrate went on to indicate that whatever methodology is used must be selected with “utmost care” because of the potential consequences of waiving attorney-client privilege or work-product protections, with “careful advance planning” by persons qualified to design search methodologies, the implementation tested for quality assurance, and an explanation prepared for the rationale for choosing a certain approach. Understanding the “literature describing the strengths and weaknesses of various methodologies” and being able to support the approach chosen based on expert evidence is critical to a judicial finding that the method was a reasonable one:

The message to be taken from O’Keefe, Equity Analytics, and this opinion is that when parties decide to use a particular ESI search and retrieval methodology, they need to be aware of literature describing the strengths and weaknesses of various methodologies, such as The Sedona Conference Best Practices...and select the one that they believe is most appropriate for its intended task. Should their selection be challenged by their adversary, and the court be called upon to make a ruling, then they should expect to support their position with affidavits or other equivalent information from persons with the requisite qualifications and experience, based on sufficient facts or data and using reliable principles or methodology.

Although this opinion might have opened the door, no one has publicly stepped through it, at least not until recently. Prior to 2012, there were simply no judicial decisions that squarely approved or disapproved of the use of predictive coding or similar machine-learning techniques for review purposes, despite a span of more than three years since the enactment of FRE 502 and the publication of the Victor Stanley decision. But, in December 2011, a discovery conference for a putative class action in the Southern District of New York was held in which the parties indicated to the court that they were exploring the idea of allowing the defendant (who was responding to the plaintiff’s demand for ESI production) to employ a predictive-coding approach with the goal of markedly reducing the volume of a collection of about 3 million documents prior to conducting an eyes-on review for relevance, responsiveness, privilege, and confidentiality. At a conference held in January 2012, the parties continued to indicate their general agreement on the use of a predictive-coding approach, though the plaintiffs expressed concerns about the details of how the technology would be trained, employed, and tested. At a status conference in early February, these issues were discussed with the magistrate to whom

---

16 250 F.R.D. at 262.
17 250 F.R.D. at 261, fn. 10.
the case had been referred for general pretrial supervision. The magistrate then requested that
the parties develop a protocol detailing various aspects of the process based on rulings he had
made during the conference.20 Subsequently, the parties jointly submitted a proposed proto-
col to the court, which was reduced to a stipulation and order by the magistrate. Despite the
joint nature of the submission, the plaintiffs objected to the protocol order in its entirety and
moved the assigned district judge to reverse the magistrate’s rulings made at the February
status conference.21 The plaintiffs argued that the use of what they claimed was untested tech-
nology would effectively prevent the defendant from being able to certify that its production
was complete and correct. Moreover, the plaintiffs argued that no formal evidence of predic-
tive coding’s scientific reliability had been submitted by the defendants and that, therefore, the
magistrate had no foundation for the ruling that approved its use.

On February 24, the magistrate issued an opinion that discussed the plaintiffs’ unresolved
issues about the predictive-coding aspects of the case.22 The magistrate noted that, although
the plaintiff’s objections were actually to be decided by the case’s assigned district judge, “a
few comments [were] in order.” As to the question of certification, the magistrate suggested
that, in “large-data cases like this, involving over three million emails, no lawyer using any
search method could honestly certify that its production is ‘complete.’” More important is the
fact that the magistrate argued that there is actually no provision in the FRCP that requires
certification of completeness by a party in response to a document-production demand. The
magistrate also stated that there was no need to conduct a formal hearing into the reliability
of predictive coding, at least not in the same way that a court might examine the reliability
of expert testimony proposed for admission at trial. Finally, the magistrate advised that the
plaintiff’s concerns about reliability and accuracy were “premature” and more “appropriate for
resolution during or after the process,” when discovery would be complete and such metrics as
recall or precision could be calculated.

The magistrate’s opinion received wide attention in the legal media not because of its
effect on the parties in the specific case before the court but instead because of the implica-
tions for the larger legal community that arise from his discussion in a section titled “Further
Analysis and Lessons for the Future.” The judge set forth a lengthy and detailed argument
that explained the basics behind predictive coding, described how computer-categorization
approaches compare in terms of recall and precision rates with traditional keyword searches
and in terms of accuracy and consistency with human reviewers. He concluded that law-
yers should understand that “computer-assisted review is an available tool and should be seri-
ously considered for use in large-data-volume cases where it may save the producing party (or
both parties) significant amounts of legal fees in document review.” Though acknowledging
that “computer-assisted review is not a magic, Staples-Easy-Button, solution appropriate for all
cases,” the use of predictive coding in the instant case would be

appropriate considering: (1) the parties’ agreement, (2) the vast amount of ESI to be reviewed

... , (3) the superiority of computer-assisted review to the available alternatives (i.e., linear

20 Doherty, 2012. See also “Transcript of Proceedings re: Conference Held on 2/8/2012 Before Magistrate Judge Andrew J.
21 “Plaintiffs’ Rule 72(A) Objection to the Magistrate’s February 8, 2012 Discovery Rulings,” Da Silva Moore v. Publicis
manual review or keyword searches), (4) the need for cost effectiveness and proportionality under Rule 26(b)(2)(C), and (5) the transparent process proposed by [the defendant].

Though the magistrate was correct in noting that the case produced the “first Opinion dealing with predictive coding,” Da Silva Moore cannot be considered a definitive statement from the bench that the results of an actual computer-categorized document review have passed judicial scrutiny or that the process constituted reasonable steps taken to prevent inadvertent disclosure of privileged or protected materials. Neither of those issues has been squarely addressed as of this writing. Indeed, in early March 2012, the parties jointly requested that the court stay the execution of the protocol pending the district judge’s decision regarding the plaintiffs’ objections—a request that, if granted, would essentially halt all activity related to predictive coding. When this monograph went to press, there had been no formal ruling on the plaintiff’s objections, pretrial discovery had not been completed, and, in fact, there were no indications that any of the collected documents had been subjected to a predictive-coding process as anticipated by the joint protocol.

And, in an ongoing antitrust class action filed in the Northern District of Illinois, plaintiffs demanding a document production have moved for an order requiring the defendants to employ a technology with features similar to predictive coding as the initial means of identifying relevant and responsive documents. The plaintiffs have argued that the use of a traditional Boolean approach would produce results that would be inferior to those yielded by a concept-oriented search. As of this writing, the judge in the case has not ruled on the motion.

Inertia
It is also true that many attorneys would be uncomfortable with the idea of being an early adopter when the potential downside risks appear to be so large. Few lawyers would want to be placed in the uncomfortable position of having to argue that a predictive-coding strategy reflects “reasonable precautions to prevent disclosure” in the words of FRE 502 when no one else seems to be using it. In addition, the effort needed to become familiar with the “literature describing the strengths and weaknesses of various methodologies,” as well as the costs of obtaining expert testimony that would be “based on sufficient facts or data and using reliable principles or methodology,” may be less than attractive to counsel already under pressure to address a client’s review needs in the most straightforward and expeditious manner.

There may come a day when experts will not be needed to defend the underlying concepts behind predictive coding—the same way that affidavits from General Electric scientists are not required every time an X-ray of a broken arm is entered into evidence today. However, at the present time, such testimony would be a likely necessity. There may also be professional ethical obligations that trump FRE 502’s mechanisms for reducing the risks of disclosing privileged communications; although a judge ruling on waiver might have no significant concerns about the use of a predictive-coding strategy, the client might not perceive any public release of information it considers to be highly sensitive in the same favorable light.

How to Overcome These Barriers

What would it take to break the current logjam and bring predictive coding and other computer-categorized review strategies into the mainstream? We believe that the most effective solution would be for forward-thinking, sophisticated organizational litigants to take a leap of faith and decide at the start of selected cases that their review obligations will be discharged using predictive-coding technology and to do so in a most public and transparent manner. The decisions would have to be made in light of the potential risks and additional expense of being on the cutting edge of legal technology, including the possibility that an inadvertent disclosure of some privileged or protected materials might be considered an unretractable waiver or that a court might subsequently order the review to be redone in the traditional way. The motivation for taking this step could not be any expectation of reducing review expenditures in the immediate case; instead, it would be the hope that a successful demonstration and subsequent judicial approval would lead to the routine use of the technology in large-scale reviews, accompanied by long-term cost savings for all litigants.

The effort required would not be trivial. At the outset of a case, a litigant willing to expend its time and money to help improve the civil pretrial process would need to identify competent experts who would be able to knowledgeably testify about the known limitations of human reviewers, the shortcomings of current approaches based solely on keyword searches, and the documented effectiveness of predictive coding in performing various review tasks. The litigant would also have to subject the results of the predictive coding to rigorous sampling and testing for quality-control purposes, with the knowledge that expert testimony would likely be needed to explain how well the approach actually worked. Although such showings of reasonableness in the underlying methodology and the specific application might not require the formality of a Daubert-type hearing under FRE 702, the litigant would nevertheless have to be prepared for a vigorous defense of predictive coding.

The anticipated use of the technology should be disclosed to the opposing party at the very outset, presumably part of negotiations for a proposed discovery plan under FRCP 26. There is, of course, a strong possibility that discovery will never take place or that, if it does, no document demand of the type that would lend itself to predictive coding will be made. But if that turns out to be true, the groundwork would have already been laid for restarting the demonstration in another suitable case.

Should the use of predictive coding be challenged by an opposing party, either at the time the discovery plan was submitted or after the production was made, an opportunity would then present itself for seeking judicial acknowledgment that this specific use of predictive coding appeared to be a reasonable method to ensure that the production was in compliance with FRCP 26(g)(1)(B) while minimizing inadvertent disclosures. A favorable decision as a result of a hearing on the matter would almost certainly not come in the form of a blanket

---

26 A formal hearing under Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993), held for the purpose of assessing the reliability of expert testimony, might consider whether a scientific theory or technique has been tested, whether it has been subjected to peer review, whether it has been published, what the known or potential error rates might be, what standards control its operation, and whether it has attracted widespread acceptance within the relevant scientific community. It is not entirely clear whether a decision regarding the appropriateness of a technological approach for conducting review would require consideration of a similarly detailed set of factors. Compare Equity Analytics, LLC v. Lundin, 248 F.R.D. at 333 (“determining whether a particular search methodology . . . will or will not be effective . . . requires expert testimony that meets the requirements of Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence.”) with Peck, 2011 (“I do not think Daubert applies”).
endorsement of predictive coding; at best, the judge might note that the approach was a reason-
able one in light of the particular facts of the case at hand and the arguments advanced by
the responding party. Although this result appears to have occurred in *Da Silva Moore*, the lack
of finality in that case’s discovery process means that the question of reasonableness has not yet
been truly addressed in any definitive manner.

Even a negative outcome might act to spur the use of predictive coding because, for the
first time, there would be documentation of the specific concerns a judicial officer might have
with the technology in a real-life setting, thus setting the stage for a revised (and presumably
improved) strategy for seeking approval in a subsequent case. It should be remembered that
judicial decisions questioning the use of keyword searches or linear review have not been held
out as evidence that either practice is fatally defective, only that the producing party in that
specific case failed to advance a convincing argument for the steps it took.

Given the financial and reputational investment required, it would obviously behoove
the organizational litigant to carefully choose the venue for this demonstration.27 One possi-
bility might be the Seventh Circuit, where an Electronic Discovery Pilot Program Committee
composed of judges and members of the bar have created a proposed standing order for use
by more than three dozen judges participating in an ongoing pilot program designed to test
whether the order might help in reducing the costs and burdens of e-discovery.28 One principle
outlined in the proposed order notes that one of the topics that should be discussed by the
parties at an FRCP 26(f) conference include not only keyword searching but also “mathemati-
cal or thesaurus-based topic or concept clustering, or other advanced culling technologies.”29
Another option might be to select cases in courthouses in which there is a good chance that
the judge overseeing the matter is one who has considered such issues in the past, who is well
versed in the nuances of advanced technological approaches to review, or who has noted in the
past that linear review or keyword searches can be flawed or expensive.30

Why not take another approach and use the rule-making process to seek more-certain
authority for litigants to employ advanced strategies? One problem with this strategy is that,
even under the best of circumstances, amending the rules of civil procedure is a glacial pro-
cess, requiring years of comment and debate. A delay of two or three years would mean that
thousands more high-volume production cases will move through the pretrial process without
the option of using currently available techniques that might be able to save litigants many
millions of dollars in the aggregate. Another problem with this approach is that rule changes
may not be the best platform for addressing specific types of technology in any detail, given
the likelihood that such technology will evolve quickly into new forms, making the present
terminology obsolete. Finally, the three-year experience with FRE 502(b) suggests that even
relatively clear pronouncements in the rules and associated comments of the drafters are simply

27 We are not advocating “forum shopping” in its usual sense because a responding party may have little control over where
the case is filed. But the large organizational litigants that we urge to openly employ predictive coding-like processes are
likely to be involved in numerous cases in jurisdictions across the country at any single moment. Their decision to use a
computer-categorization approach would likely be made for a case already in a court where it is felt that the concept would
find a receptive ear.


29 See Principle 2.05 in “[Proposed] Standing Order Relating to the Discovery of Electronically Stored Information,” Sev-
enth Circuit Electronic Discovery Pilot Program Committee, 2011, p. 7.

30 See, e.g., Peck, 2011.
not enough to overcome the aversion of many lawyers to be, as one of our interviewees put it colorfully, “the first monkey launched into space.”

There are other options for advancing the agenda, such as holding a large-scale conference of judges, academics, and vendors to discuss empirical evidence related to predictive coding, or creating independent certification bodies to create standards for predictive applications and audit compliance.31 These activities would certainly be helpful, but no alternative approach would be more effective than a series of definitive judicial decisions in various federal district courts in moving the legal community toward a general acceptance of computer-categorized review techniques.32 As discussed previously, there were indications in early 2012 that two cases may be moving in that direction. However, as this monograph went to press, discovery was still in progress in both cases. To truly open the doors to more-efficient ways of conducting large-scale reviews in the face of ever-increasing volumes of digital information, litigants that have complained in the past about the high costs of e-discovery will have to take some very bold steps.

31 See, e.g., Baron, 2011, p. 32; Oard, Baron, et al., 2010, pp. 381–382.

32 Such decisions and orders of a federal district judge are not binding precedent even on other judges within the same district, but the ruling would very likely receive immediate and widely circulated attention in the legal press.
In our initial interviews about production costs, we often heard concerns about the challenges of preserving electronic information long before a demand for production was received. These concerns went well beyond the cases included in our study: They extended to litigation that never reached the discovery stage and even to situations in which no complaint was ever filed. In fact, some in-house counsel expressed more concern about the challenges and costs of preservation than about the costs of responding to requests for document production.

To understand these issues, we conducted a separate set of interviews that focused on these questions:

- How do the costs of preservation within an organization generally compare with costs associated with production?
- How does preservation compare with production in terms of the difficulties involved, the state of controlling authority, the degree to which the process has become routinized and incorporated into the normal course of business, and the organization’s “comfort level” when facing these e-discovery challenges?
- What methodological issues would be faced in a rigorous attempt to quantify preservation costs in future research?

The observations that emerged from these interviews, which we set forth in this chapter, paint a useful picture of how preservation should be viewed within the context of e-discovery. They also have important policy implications, as we explain at the end of the chapter.

**Barriers to Collecting Preservation Cost Data**

Most interviewees did not hesitate to confess that their preservation costs had not been systematically tracked in any way and that they were unclear as to how such tracking might be accomplished, though collecting useful metrics was generally asserted as an important future goal for the company.

Part of the reason for a lack of existing information in this area appears to be that much of preservation involves expenditures incurred internally, such as the costs of IT staff time, law department attorney and paralegal time, other employees’ time (such as the effort required of custodians to comply with legal-hold notices), and purchases and licensing of applications and hardware to handle preservation. There are exceptions to this internal orientation of preservation expenses, such as when backup tapes are warehoused at a secure facility, when vendors are
used for forensic imaging of large numbers of hard drives, or when the advice of outside counsel is sought for drafting the proper language to be used in legal-hold notices. For the most part, however, preservation triggers primarily internal costs, which, as discussed previously, appear to be the least tracked source of e-discovery expenditures. Even in the small fraction of U.S. corporations that require in-house counsel to record time expenditures at the litigation level, efforts expended for preserving data generally may not always be a type of service or event covered by the task or matter codes available in the timekeeping system. Presumably, timekeeping for preservation efforts expended by other employees in an organization, such as those made by record-management staff or IT support, would have similar shortcomings.

In addition, preservation responsibilities can sometimes involve enterprise-level costs, such as would be incurred with the implementation of an automatic legal-hold tool. Such applications are certainly costly and have an observable price tag, but the expenditures are spread across all of the company’s present and future preservation needs. Some aspects of preservation may also be intertwined with other business purposes, such as regulatory compliance or record management, which may work against easily identifying those activities associated only with legal processes.

Finally, definitional issues come into play. The scope of what might constitute an expense associated with preservation is not subject to uniform interpretation. Although few would challenge an approach that included time spent issuing a legal-hold notice in any calculation of preservation costs, it is less clear whether the indirect effects on business productivity should be included as well. For example, there may be economic impacts resulting from a decision not to adopt certain IT products (such as instant messaging or social-networking platforms) that might present significant difficulties when preserving information, from not implementing more-efficient data systems due to the need to maintain older legacy platforms and processes, from slower computer-system performance caused by halting the routine deletion of obsolete information in transactional databases, or from a reduced ability to recover lost but nevertheless important data due to a shift from a long-term data backup process to a short-term disaster-recovery system primarily because of preservation concerns. This uncertainty associated with defining the type of costs clearly associated with preservation, along with the obvious difficulty in calculating what such indirect costs might be, appears to be an additional factor discouraging self-collected metrics in this area.

These reported difficulties in collecting usable information regarding preservation expenses are not unique to the companies we contacted. Despite the costs of preservation having become one of the most discussed topics in the legal press of late, we are not aware of any empirical research that has collected quantitative information about such costs across significant numbers of actual cases.1 Our assumption is that the reasons for the dearth of scholarship here are more methodological than any reflection of a lack of interest in the subject.

One large-scale, comprehensive study of discovery costs, for example, asked more than 2,000 attorneys connected with a sample of federal cases terminating in late 2008 whether their clients had implemented legal holds. About half of the attorneys representing parties responding to discovery requests in those cases reported that a hold had been initiated, and

---

1 At the time of this writing, we were informed that a survey of preservation costs in large companies was in the planning stages, with the goal of producing a report in 2012 describing preservation-related expenditures for internal staff, outside counsel, IT infrastructure, “diversion of resources from non-legal functions,” and “risk and uncertainty of legal rules governing preservation” (Hubbard, 2011, pp. 11–14).
another quarter indicated that there were no holds, but 26 percent of the attorneys could not or would not say one way or another. Presumably, the response rate would have been much lower if the focus had been on the size of expenditures associated with such legal holds instead of simply asking the relatively straightforward question of whether a hold had been in place. It is also telling that, of the more than 80 questions included in the survey—one primarily designed to shed some sorely needed light on e-discovery costs—only the question described above directly touched on preservation. The experienced researchers who led this study have pointed out elsewhere that “preservation duties with respect to ESI” are among the “particularly knotty issues” of pretrial discovery and have called for “additional, credible research on the relationship between pretrial discovery and litigation costs.” It is therefore reasonable to assume that the absence of more-focused questions on preservation costs in their large-scale, case-based survey reflected a lack of confidence that reliable information could be collected in such a manner.

Our interviews suggest that this situation may change in the near future. Most organizational litigants with whose representatives we spoke acknowledged a need to do a better job of measuring their preservation costs. One reason they cited was the need to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the company’s overall approach to preservation duties. Quality metrics would, it was said, help in making important decisions about whether to invest in expensive enterprise-level legal-hold tools. Another reason is that companies are eager to present a more persuasive argument to the court when challenging what are believed to be unusual, disproportional, or overly broad preservation demands. But though ongoing efforts by the EDRM group to develop standardized metrics for the preservation process may assist organizations in achieving these goals, the information gap in this area is currently substantial.

Differences in Views of Relative Costs of Preservation and Production

Despite the considerable difficulties currently faced in collecting case-level quantitative data regarding preservation expenses, qualitative data can help to paint a useful picture of how preservation should be viewed against the backdrop of e-discovery in general. We asked interviewees for their opinions of how overall preservation costs compare with overall costs associated with production within their organizations. The focus here was not individual cases; instead, we were interested in total costs across all of the company’s discovery efforts. The specific frame

---

4 For example, one of the participants in our data collection described the company’s recent acquisition of a legal-hold-compliance system. Although the original idea of doing so seemed to be a good one in light of what were believed to be unreasonably large costs for preservation-related tasks, the lack of “firm figures” for past expenditures meant that the decision constituted what was described as a “leap of faith,” increasing the difficulties of getting “buy-in” from the “business folks” who had to approve the purchase. Although the interviewee’s current perception is that the system has helped reduce preservation expenses to “minimal” levels, the representative was unable to state with certainty whether there have been any actual cost savings.
5 The current edition of the EDRM code set for preservation-related metrics seeks to describe, in terms of costs, count, volume, and time, the identified custodians; the systems in which ESI reside, as well as the data’s formats, purpose, and media types; the quality-assurance and quality-control tasks undertaken; and the specific activities performed to preserve the information (EDRM, undated [b]).
of reference (such as average annual costs or costs incurred within the recent past) was up to the interviewees. We chose to frame our question in this way because we felt that it would be reasonable to assume that key personnel tasked with overseeing e-discovery activities in these companies would be in a unique position to consider, for example, how the level of effort spent by IT department staff for preservation duties over the course of a year compares with the effort they spent for other e-discovery tasks during the same period, how application and hardware purchases compare, how vendor service expenditures compare, or how outside counsel billings compare, even if they would be unable to state with certainty what the totals might have been in any individual case. Until better metrics are developed and routinely utilized by litigants, such opinions constitute the best source currently available for understanding the relative costs of preservation and production, at least in the organizations participating in this study.

For some participants, overall preservation expenses, at least at the time we had these discussions, were strongly felt to overwhelm production-cycle costs. But for others, litigation-related expenses for collection, processing, and especially review in live litigation consistently dominated their total e-discovery spend. Understanding why a company representative’s opinion might fall into one group or another can provide insight into the ways organizations approach preservation challenges.

In companies in which preservation costs were reported as predominating, there were several reasons offered for the representatives’ perceptions:

- Preservation’s impact on staff throughout the organization, especially when individual employees under legal holds have to change how they manage information, such as spending time on daily basis to figure out what data within their environment and control should be retained and what could be deleted or modified.
- Another reason involved significant preservation costs that were continuing to be incurred as a result of long-term or widespread litigation exposure or ongoing investigations. These costs might arise, for example, from the continued storage of thousands of backup tapes taken off-line years ago or from the need to replace considerable numbers of otherwise business-ready computers that had been physically secured in anticipation of possible requests for forensic investigations. Long-term exposure also was said to increase the need to maintain an expensive capability to preserve data in now-unused legacy systems. The storage requirements of data preserved at any one point in time were also asserted as tipping the balance toward preservation as the primary source of e-discovery expenditures. The purchase price of individual servers needed to store preserved data may not be impressive in and of itself, it was said, but, when associated expenses for network connections, maintenance, redundancy, development, security, and backup are factored in, all resources associated with a single terabyte of preserved data were said to cost in excess of $100,000. One company reported that one-third of its IT department’s email resources were now dedicated to preserved information.
- The burdens associated with implementing and auditing legal holds in an organization of considerable size and technological complexity were said to generate ongoing expenditures, with staff dedicated to little other than managing preservation chores; such personnel costs were in addition to recent or anticipated multimillion-dollar outlays for centralized legal-hold applications that were hoped to provide a defensible way of documenting their preservation responses.
In companies in which production was said to incur greater expenses than preservation, one or more of four reasons were generally offered:

- **Investments in collection reduced costs of preservation.** In some instances, the company reportedly reaped benefits from investing in an enterprise-level collection tool that was also able to perform a parallel function as a means of routinely preserving data. The company’s standard approach was to go out and collect from identified custodians when litigation was initially anticipated or under way, rather than first preserving ESI then waiting for a formal demand for production before collecting. In such instances, the costs of preservation are essentially indistinguishable from the costs of collection.

- **Preservation was nearly always associated with discovery.** Some companies’ experiences with preservation were almost always followed up by production of electronic information in large cases that were discovery-heavy and rarely settled. There were few instances in which preservation efforts were triggered by threats of litigation that never actually materialized or by lawsuits in which discovery was never conducted. Here, the significant total costs of production, especially those for review, were larger than the cost of preserving the data at the outset of the same case.

- **Modernizing processes reduces preservation expenditures.** Some companies had worked hard to eliminate operations that created significant preservation costs. For example, traditional practices of retaining many months’ worth of backup data had been abandoned in favor of a disaster-recovery system covering a time span too short to be of use in any litigation, the volume of data under sole control of individual employees had been curtailed, a significant investment had been made into more-economical data storage, and steps had been taken to eliminate the need to include outside counsel in most routine preservation activities.

- **Practices were modified such that preservation became the norm.** Some companies had undergone a sea change from a philosophy of “when in doubt, throw it out” to a “retain-everything” policy, at least for those business units with heavy litigation pressure. These companies felt that they were able to incorporate routine preservation processes into their regular course of business, providing opportunities for efficiencies that reduced total preservation expenditures over the long run (and avoided “reacting like [they’re in] a fire drill” each time or making forensic copies of the computing resources used by the same custodians over and over again). The companies admitted, however, that the up-front and ongoing costs to place most information produced by their employees into a permanent archiving solution were “enormous.”

No matter how a company’s representative arrived at his or her opinion of relative costs, all participants reported that expenses associated with preservation now constitute a significant portion of all of the company’s discovery-related activities.6 We certainly were made aware of numerous instances in which a company’s specific decision in regard to preservation duties

---

6 An informal survey of the members of a group with the stated mission of developing “principles and best practice recommendations for electronic document retention and production in civil litigation” suggested that the “time and effort” expended to identify “potentially discoverable information to comply with preservation” and to store such “information in order to comply with preservation obligations” constituted about 19 percent of the total for both preservation and production (Sedona Conference, 2011, p. 4). It is unclear, however, what percentage of respondents answering this question were in a position to assess the full extent of internal expenditures for preservation.
resulted in surprisingly large expenditures, at least in an absolute sense. Whether those expenditures were unreasonable in light of the stakes of the case is unclear, but the reports do suggest that preservation can require significant outlays of human and financial capital.

Uncertainty Surrounding Preservation Duties

What was an essentially unanimous takeaway from all participants in our interviews was that the level of uncertainty associated with crafting a proper and appropriate preservation response was uncomfortably high at times, especially in light of rapidly shifting winds in controlling authority.

In contrast, there was little concern voiced about problems in identifying the point at which the duty to preserve is actually triggered. Participants appeared to be confident that the warning signs suggesting a reasonable likelihood of future litigation or regulatory investigation would be fairly obvious to experienced counsel. It should be noted that one interviewee at a company with a particularly aggressive preservation strategy remarked that, if the trigger point were restricted to the actual receipt of a complaint or subpoena, there would be a greatly reduced need for the organization to make the effort to archive essentially every business-related document or communication as it does now. But, in general, determining when a duty to preserve has arisen was not reported to be a problem for our participating organizations.

Although the onset of the duty might be obvious in most instances, company contacts indicated it was not always equally clear that the specific preservation choices they have made in the past or were currently making were defensible ones. This lack of certainty was asserted to result in organizations casting a “preservation net” that was either wider (e.g., inclusion of custodians or data locations with questionable connections to the facts of the litigation) or with a finer mesh (e.g., securing entire drives rather than individual active files) than what might have been utilized had they been more confident about their choices, especially when compared with the amount of information subsequently collected from the preserved data. A commonly voiced fear was that, despite good-faith efforts to comply with the current state of the law, the scope of what was preserved or the specific process chosen to implement preservation might subsequently be determined as inadequate. The potentially catastrophic ramifications of such a finding in terms of money, case outcomes, or professional reputations were said to require erring heavily on the side of caution.

There were two distinct cost-related issues that arose during our discussions about the scope and process of preservation: (1) the potential for overpreservation and (2) the awareness that compliance could never be fail-safe. The first involved ongoing concerns that not enough custodians or data might be included in their efforts to prevent inadvertent destruction or modification of ESI. An example was given in which 100 custodians were placed on legal holds even though it was never likely that data would be collected from more than five. “Never likely” was said be an insufficient assurance of negligible risk, so it was claimed that there would be unnecessary costs incurred as a result of imposing 95 other holds without any meaningful benefit in the resolution of the dispute in question. Such assertions are not unlike those made by some stakeholders who advocate for health care liability reform. Their claims that expensive and unnecessary overtesting is routinely performed in the face of uncertain risk and exposure arising out of potential medical malpractice litigation were echoed by what we heard from companies participating in this study, even from those who believed that they had
taken significant steps to minimize preservation expenditures. With few reliable benchmarks currently available for assessing the risk of employing a particular preservation strategy in each case or dispute they face, company representatives felt that the most prudent approach was to go beyond a relatively conservative assessment of custodians, data locations, and data types with potentially relevant evidence and markedly expand the volume of information subject to preservation.

Such concerns about the costs associated with overpreservation appeared to be related primarily to what were asserted to be unnecessary expenditures to lock down and store the information (e.g., the value of time spent by IT staff to mirror hard drives or the capital investment required to create adequate server capacity for preserved files). Costs arising from a corresponding need to perform collection and processing tasks on a much larger universe of data than might have been preserved under a different legal environment were not a commonly mentioned complaint.

The second cost issue involved the choices that needed to be made in order to create a preservation process that was as thorough as practically possible. It was asserted that no matter how much effort might be invested into crafting a comprehensive preservation plan, the reality is that something minor will often go wrong. Human error, a notice to preserve being overlooked or lost in the email system, a folder missed, a hard drive not inventoried—all are events that were said to have an excellent chance of occurring in organizations of the size and scope included in this study.

It was not clear to most of the representatives with whom we spoke what the ramifications of such inadvertent mistakes might be. This was less of an issue of direct costs for preservation (though one participant suggested that additional steps taken by his company to reduce the chance for error to a minimum had significant economic implications) than about the potential for a downstream hit for monetary sanctions, adverse-inference instructions, or some other undesirable and presumably costly outcome. Much of the discussion in this regard focused on the process of imposing a legal hold within the organization and making sure that employees followed both the intent and letter of the directives to preserve. Corporations with widely distributed computing assets in which control over individual files were primarily in the hands of the individual employees who created them appeared to have the greatest concerns in this area. Crafting a preservation approach that defensibly balanced the risks of giving those same employees the primary responsibility to safeguard ESI under their immediate control against the much greater costs of tasking IT or security personnel with the duty of directly seizing the data was said to be particularly difficult. An organizational litigant might believe that the steps it took were reasonable and in proportion to the stakes of the litigation and the value of the information. However, it was asserted, there are few guarantees that a judge would see the reasonability and proportionality in the same way.

It should be noted that we perceived a greater comfort level regarding the preservation process in those companies that had completed the installation of an automated legal-hold–compliance system (some other participants were in the process of implementing such a system or seriously considering the purchase of one, but, at the time we spoke, these were future goals). The manner in which these hold applications operate varies, but one commonly employed application initially notifies a custodian by email that he or she has been placed on a legal hold. Once the custodian opens that email, he or she is required to acknowledge receipt of the notification of legal hold, having read it, and understanding what he or she is obligated to do. The notice provides the custodian with the names and contact information for the key
attorneys overseeing the case, the name of the dispute, the subject matter, and a description of the data sources and types requested to be protected from deletion or modification. In addition, managers in the IT department receive a similar notification, one that requires them to take direct steps, such as suspending any routine document-destruction processes for the custodians in question or securing computing resources should the employees leave the company or upgrade their computers. Follow-up notices and requests for acknowledgment are distributed to both custodians and managers on a regular basis, and failures to affirm that requests have been received and understood are reported to the attorneys handling the matter and the custodians’ managers. The custodians themselves can review the notices and additional instructions for all active holds that affect them. They may also be prompted to respond to questionnaires that seek information about the data under their control or what other custodians or data locations should be included. But it was noted that these automatic compliance systems essentially routinize only the notification and tracking aspects of legal holds; they do not necessarily directly preserve or collect the information in question (though some tools do offer a form of this capability), nor do they confirm that the information under the control of a custodian is secure from inadvertent or intentional modification or deletion. Nevertheless, moving from an ad hoc response for legal holds that depends on individual attorneys to craft and manage both notice and compliance to a process that was more routinized and more consistently documented and auditable was felt to remove some of the danger that the approach would be challenged in the future. But even if the process had been improved, there was still uncertainty about the scope of preservation. Concerns regarding overpreservation remained important issues even for companies with automated approaches to issuing legal holds.

Interestingly, this level of uncertainty was suggested by one participant as being most acute in the context of governmental investigations. It was not that there were more-stringent requirements for complying with preservation duties in regulatory actions but that the potential downside risks for loss or corruption of ESI were far more serious, including catastrophic disruption of business activities and proposed ventures and even jail time.

An Absence of Clear Legal Authority

If there was one consistent theme in what we heard, it revolved around complaints of a lack of understandable legal authority and guidance that could be comfortably relied on when making preservation decisions. Despite the much-discussed risks of a less-than-comprehensive preservation hold or of a failure to adequately guarantee compliance, there are, in fact, few appellate court opinions that speak directly to the mechanics of preserving ESI. At the moment, the most–widely circulated decisions come from individual federal district court judges and magistrates and therefore cannot be relied on to control the law applied in the many jurisdictions in which the large organizational litigants in our study can find themselves. Such decisions may be influential, but there are no guarantees that a trial court judge in another part of the country will see the same issues in the same way (indeed, the decisions and orders of a federal district judge are not binding precedent in other judicial districts or, as a practical matter, even on different judges within the same district).

---

7 For an extensive discussion of the current technological limitations of automated approaches to preservation, see Allman, Baron, and Grossman, 2011.
Examples of conflicting holdings across and within jurisdictions include issues related to whether failure to issue a written legal hold notice constitutes gross negligence per se,\(^8\) what preservation-related duties exist regarding potentially relevant evidence in the hands of third parties,\(^9\) whether a proportionality standard should be applied in deciding what information to retain,\(^10\) whether spoliation sanctions require a showing of negligence or a more stringent bad-faith standard,\(^11\) or whether sanctions should be imposed for the failure to properly preserve data without any need to show that the lost information was relevant or helpful to the requesting party.\(^12\) As a result, preservation practices applied to computer resources located at a company’s central office may be subject to very different standards when scrutinized by courts in various federal districts and states. When facing this Balkanized authority, interviewees asserted, rational litigants would have few options available other than conforming to rulings that impose the broadest and harshest (at least from a producing party’s perspective) preservation duties.

This uncertainty about the scope of preservation duties arising out of a lack of uniform, transjurisdictional policies is exacerbated by what was described as less-than-helpful language and confusing directives sometimes found in judicial opinions and court rules that do speak to preservation issues. Complaints from lawyers and litigants regarding controlling authority that they believe was crafted to provide the widest flexibility to trial judges and appellate justices—thus lending itself to fluid interpretations and uncertainty about the most-appropriate steps to take in response—are certainly not unknown in many other aspects of the civil and criminal justice systems. But, in the context of preservation, a world in which IT, corporate policies, and

\(^8\) Compare Pension Committee of University of Montreal Pension Plan v. Banc of America Securities LLC, 685 F. Supp. 2d 456 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“the failure to issue a written litigation hold constitutes gross negligence because that failure is likely to result in the destruction of relevant information”) with Steuben Foods, Inc. v. Country Gourmet Foods, LLC, 2011 WL 1549450 (W.D.N.Y. Apr. 21, 2011) (“Nor will the court find that the failure to issue a written litigation hold justifies even a rebuttable presumption that spoliation has taken place”).


\(^10\) Compare Rimkus Consulting Group, Inc. v. Cammarata, 688 F. Supp. 2d 598 (S.D. Tex. 2010) (“Whether preservation or discovery conduct is acceptable in a case depends on what is reasonable, and that in turn depends on whether what was done—or not done—was proportional to that case and consistent with clearly established applicable standards”) with Orbit One Communications, Inc. v. Numerex Corp., 271 F.R.D. 429 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“Although some cases have suggested that the definition of what must be preserved should be guided by principles of “reasonableness and proportionality,” this standard may prove too amorphous to provide much comfort to a party deciding what files it may delete or backup tapes it may recycle. Until a more precise definition is created by rule, a party is well-advised to “retain all relevant documents (but not multiple identical copies) in existence at the time the duty to preserve attaches.””)

\(^11\) Compare Velez v. Marriott PR Management, Inc., 590 F. Supp. 2d 235 (D.P.R. 2008) (“Applicable caselaw in the First Circuit has clearly established that ‘bad faith or comparable bad motive’ is not required for the court to exclude evidence in situations involving spoliation.”) with Rimkus Consulting Group, Inc. v. Cammarata, 688 F. Supp. 2d 598 (S.D. Tex. 2010) (“As a general rule, in this circuit, the severe sanctions of granting default judgment, striking pleadings, or giving adverse inference instructions may not be imposed unless there is evidence of ‘bad faith”’).

\(^12\) Compare Pension Comm. of the Univ. of Montreal Pension Plan v. Banc of Am. Sec., LLC, 685 F. Supp. 2d 456 (S.D.N.Y. 2010 (“Relevance and prejudice may be presumed when the spoliating party acted in bad faith or in a grossly negligent manner”) with Orbit One Communis. v. Numerex Corp., 271 F.R.D. 429 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“a court considering a sanctions motion must make a threshold determination whether any material that has been destroyed was likely relevant even for purposes of discovery”).
the law all are rapidly evolving in sometimes-different directions, such complaints may have more traction than is usually the case.

Unlike other aspects of the pretrial process in which litigants’ business practices have had many decades to adapt to a rich body of legal authority, the preservation of ESI continues to be perceived as an unfathomable black box, one that seems to require litigants to radically shift gears, as one interviewee put it, whenever the “weekly law bulletins tout some obscure judge’s opinion or shout about some new sanction.” A key concern revolved around how a company’s chosen approach to preservation, which may have seemed reasonable to counsel at the time, might later find itself somewhere on the continuum between total acceptability and serious sanctions. The following comment, which paraphrases the rather hyperbolic analogy offered by one interviewee, captures the frustration of many of those with whom we spoke:

I know it’s negligence not to be paying attention and I wind up running a red light and cause an accident. I know it’s gross negligence if I get drunk, run a red light, and cause an accident. And I know it’s an intentional or willful act when I deliberately run a red light in order to cause an accident. What I don’t know is whether it is negligent, grossly negligent, or intentional misconduct if I don’t get a forensic copy of every hard drive in the company each and every time we are sued.

It is important to remember that our focus here is on litigant perceptions. Even if one could put forth a convincing argument that, in actual practice, judges across the country essentially speak with one voice when it comes to preservation, the key issue is that repeat litigants (at least the ones with whose representatives we spoke) do not believe that there is an acceptable level of uniformity and certainty in the law when it comes to interpreting what constitutes reasonable scope or reasonable practices. To the extent that litigants regularly act on those beliefs, rightly or wrongly, claims that overpreservation have triggered unnecessary costs may well be justified.

Policy Implication: Need for Guidance

Our primary takeaway from these discussions was the clear and across-the-board desire for standardized, unambiguous, transjurisdictional authority providing guidance for the proper scope of the ESI preservation duty, the manner in which that duty should be discharged, and the types of behavior that would likely be considered sanctionable. Though our original question of whether companies spend more or less on preservation than they do on the production cycle remains of interest, the answer is not likely to be much help to litigants, the courts, or policymakers. A more useful question might be, “Which of these two aspects of e-discovery is the more stable and settled?”

13 For a comprehensive description of how federal circuits differ regarding the law surrounding the imposition of sanctions for preservation shortcomings, see *Victor Stanley, Inc. v. Creative Pipe, Inc.*, 296 F.R.D. 497 (D. Md. 2010), at 542 and “Appendix A to Memorandum, Order and Recommendation: Spoliation Sanctions by Circuit”).

14 One interviewee suggested that at least some of the uncertainty about preservation is fed by the self-interested claims of vendors that are “[peddling] fear and snake oil” by “cherry picking” “little one-off” trial court decisions and give them “outsized play.”
A good argument can be made that, in the case of the production cycle, there is far more balance between the state of the law and the state of the technology than ever before. Issues regarding reasonable accessibility in collection, once the primary focus of both the rule-making process and IT system developers, seems to have reached a point of relative stability, with collection having evolved into what might be characterized as a fairly industrialized process in which litigants are generally comfortable with the choices they make. Although we argue elsewhere in this monograph that affirmative steps are needed to encourage the increased use of computerized approaches to help reduce the considerable costs of examining electronic documents for relevance, responsiveness, or privilege, the organizational litigants we contacted reported few uncertainties about what the law requires of them when it comes to review. Regarding preservation, however, a similar understanding between litigant practices and controlling authority does not appear to have been reached.

The exact nature and form for such guidance is beyond the scope of this monograph. We collected no data, quantitative or qualitative, that we believe would help shape the specific language of rules addressing ESI preservation. But it is clear that, of the e-discovery areas we examined in this study, preservation is the one most in need of concerted action on the part of the policymaking community.

15 Indeed, there have been arguments advanced that rule proposals dealing with preservation issues may run afoul of the Rules Enabling Act (see 28 U.S.C. § 2072) because they could go beyond prescribing general rules of practice and procedure and rules of evidence for cases as authorized by the act, given that preservation rules may regulate conduct never associated with actual litigation. See, e.g., West, 2011, p. 3. But see Allman, 2010, pp. 222–224:

The test of Enabling Act jurisdiction, or, for that matter, the use of inherent judicial power, is the relationship of the conduct to be regulated to the functioning of the courts. The mere fact that an action has not yet been commenced is not decisive.

Another argument against relying solely on uniform federal preservation authority is that the duty generally lies in state law, so federal solutions that would define both the duty and when sanctions are appropriate may not displace state law in federal cases brought under diversity jurisdiction (federal courts are permitted to hear cases involving citizens of different states, even if questions of federal law are not raised; in such instances, federal court rules apply to the process and state laws apply to the substantive legal questions). See generally Vail, 2011.

Finally, preservation rulemaking may conflict with existing requirements regarding the destruction, alteration, or falsification of records subject to regulatory investigations or administration. See, e.g., West, 2011, pp. 4–5.
It will come as no surprise to experienced litigants that the costs associated with large-scale document reviews dominate total production expenditures—$0.73 of every dollar spent on electronic production in our set of 57 cases was spent on review. As the volume of digital information grows every year, the problem becomes more urgent: How can the costs of review be addressed?

We found little room for improvement in these costs if litigants continue to use linear processes that require eyes-on inspection of every document. The costs of attorney services in the United States for large-scale reviews, if current practices continue, are unlikely to drop to a point at which the overall costs of review would be reduced to levels similar to those seen for processing or collection tasks. Though less expensive reviewers can be found offshore, that option may not be viable ones for many litigants. The rates at which humans are able to read documents and make thoughtful legal decisions are likely to have reached their upper bound as well, despite the use of creative technologies that help better organize documents for review. Such realities need to be viewed in light of the fact that traditional eyes-on review approaches are far from error-free, with considerable empirical evidence that troubling proportions of the decisions made in large-scale reviews would be overruled by other reviewers with similar training and experience.

The most promising alternative available today for large-scale reviews is the use of predictive coding and other computerized categorization strategies that can rank electronic documents by the likelihood that they are relevant, responsive, or privileged. Eyes-on review is still required but only for a much smaller set of documents determined to be the most-likely candidates for production. Empirical research suggests that predictive coding is at least as accurate as humans in traditional large-scale review. Moreover, there is evidence that the number of hours of attorney time that would be required in a large-scale review could be reduced by as much as three-fourths, depending on the nature of the documents and other factors, which would make predictive coding one answer to the critical need of significantly reducing review costs. It is certainly not the sole answer, and any cost savings may be negligible unless litigants first take a holistic approach to controlling expenditures from the initial signs of impending litigation through final data delivery, including reaching out to demanding parties at an early point in a spirit of cooperation and collaboration. But, assuming that best practices have been followed throughout the e-discovery life cycle, these new techniques may be the most practi-
cal way for litigants to markedly reduce costs associated with the most expensive component of ESI production.\(^1\)

Despite the apparent promise of predictive coding and other computerized categorization techniques, however, the legal world has been reluctant to embrace the new technology. There are many reasons for this reluctance, including concerns regarding under- or overinclusion of responsive documents, the ability of computerized review to identify privileged or sensitive communications, and the resistance of outside counsel to move away from an important part of their practice, but the key reason is the absence of widespread judicial approval of the methodology, specifically regarding any acknowledgment of the adequacy of the results in actual cases or whether the process was a reasonable way to prevent inadvertent privilege waiver. Without clear signs from the bench that the use of computer-categorized review tools should be considered in the same light as eyes-on review or keyword searching, litigants involved in large-scale reviews are unlikely to employ the technologies on a routine basis.

It should be noted that our conclusions about the most obvious way to reduce overall production expenditures are no doubt shaped by the cases we included in our analysis. Our data collection was one that focused on what could be characterized as large-scale discovery productions, events that FJC research has suggested take place in only a fraction of all federal litigation. It may well be true that, when pretrial discovery involves more-modest volumes, the costs of review do not play as large of a role in driving total expenditures. Tasks involving collection or processing could conceivably present a greater cost burden for the producing parties when volumes are smaller. Moreover, computer applications for conducting review are unlikely to be economically viable options when dealing with smaller document sets, in which any savings in attorney hours might be overwhelmed by vendor costs and machine-training requirements. Existing approaches, such as deduplication, cluster analysis, and email threading, may provide a more practical answer in these situations. In addition, the organizations that participated in the study, some of the largest corporations in the United States, can arguably be thought of as relatively sophisticated litigants when it comes to e-discovery. Our interviews revealed that they have already taken significant steps to address many technological and logistical issues associated with pretrial discovery of ESI, steps that may be beyond the financial capabilities and available internal resources of smaller or less experienced organizations.

Our conversations with litigants about preservation revealed that this task had evolved into a significant portion of their companies’ total e-discovery expenditures. Some of the companies in our study believed that preserving information was now costing them more in the aggregate than producing e-discovery, although all interviewees admitted that their companies do not systematically track preservation costs. The way in which organizations perceive such costs appears to be related to steps taken (or not taken) to move away from ad hoc preserva-

---

1 The question of whether costs could be reduced significantly through more-effective case management by the judge supervising the litigation, such as employing various techniques for narrowing discovery or requiring discovery to proceed in phases, is not considered in this monograph. Nor did we explore whether cooperative discovery agreements between opposing parties could routinely result in slashing pretrial litigation costs for both sides. And the use (or, in actual practice, the lack of use) of “clawback” or “quick-peek” arrangements under the provisions of FRE 502 to reduce or eliminate the need for privilege review was not considered (note that such FRE 502 agreements would have little impact on the need to review for relevant and responsive documents, presumably the most costly component of traditional review). None of these avenues for reducing litigant expenditures is without merit, and each deserves focused, empirical investigation to accurately describe how often it is currently employed and its potential for cost savings. We do remain convinced that computer-categorized document review applications offer the most immediate promise for significantly reducing costs in large-scale productions.
tion strategies, the nature of their caseloads, and ongoing impacts on computing services and business practices.

The most common theme we heard during our interviews involved litigant uncertainty about what strategies are adequate for preservation. Determining the reasonable scope for a legal hold in terms of custodians, data locations, and volume was said to be a murky process at best, with strong incentives to overpreserve in the face of the risk for significant sanctions if any potentially relevant data are advertently altered or destroyed. Similar concerns were voiced about the process itself, with few concrete guideposts said to be available to provide litigants with a comfortable level of assurance when deciding not only what to preserve, but how.

The cause for such worries is undoubtedly the absence of standardized controlling legal authority in this area. Although some judicial decisions have addressed preservation scope and process, they act as legally binding precedent only in specific jurisdictions or they conflict with decisions rendered by other courts on the same issues. As a result, litigants reported that they were greatly concerned about not making defensible decisions involving preservation and the looming potential of serious sanctions.

**Recommendations**

To address the costs of e-discovery document production and uncertainty about how best to preserve electronic information, we make the following three recommendations.

**Facilitate Predictive Coding to Reduce the Costs of Review**

The exponential growth in digital information, which shows no signs of slowing, makes a computer-categorized review strategy, such as predictive coding, not only a cost-effective choice but perhaps the *only* reasonable way to handle many large-scale productions. Despite efforts to cull data down as much as possible in the processing stage of the cycle, review sets in some cases may be impossible to examine thoroughly using humans, at least not in time frames that make sense during ongoing litigation. Predictive coding and similar approaches may be far from the “silver bullets” sometimes touted by their developers and vendors, but clinging to the traditional approaches used for review when litigants and lawyers lived in a paper-based world no longer makes sense.

The use of computerized categorization techniques, such as predictive coding, will likely become the norm for large-scale reviews in the future, given the likelihood of increasing societal acceptance of artificial intelligence technologies that might have seemed like improbable science fiction only a few decades ago. The problem is that considerable sums of money are being spent unnecessarily today while attitudes slowly change over time. New court rules might move the process forward, but the best catalyst for more-widespread use of predictive coding would be well-publicized instances of successful implementation in cases in which the process has received close judicial scrutiny. It will be up to forward-thinking litigants to make that happen.

**Improve Tracking of Costs of Preservation and Production**

During the course of this research, we were repeatedly struck by the inability of well-regarded corporations operating on an immense scale to provide information about discovery-related expenditures with aggregate values exceeding millions of dollars. In some instances, we met
with in-house lawyers who were intimately familiar with the legal nuances and factual backgrounds of the claims and defenses in cases they managed but were at a loss to describe what it cost their employers to collect, process, and review hundreds of gigabytes of data in those same cases. This lack of information might have been understandable during an era when outside counsel were usually in sole charge of the prosecution and defense of lawsuits in which the organization was involved, when great deference was given to such counsel’s strategic and operational decisions, and when the organization’s primary role was to pay the firm’s monthly invoices in a timely manner. As in-house attorneys are quick to point out, however, that model has changed radically in light of new economic realities.

One reason that companies need to track discovery expenditure data involves important choices they will have to make in the years to come. A ceaseless upward movement in the volume of information that businesses will collect in the future is all but an absolute certainty, and much of that information will be discoverable. Ad hoc responses to discovery needs in individual cases might have been reasonable solutions in the past, but the scale of the effort required to comply with the demands of opposing parties has grown markedly in recent years, making more-systematic approaches the only viable options when dealing with massive data volumes. Corporations will need to carefully consider whether it makes sense for them to purchase or license solutions, such as automated legal-hold compliance systems, enterprise-wide collection tools, dedicated servers for storing litigation-related data, or advanced analytical software for early case assessment or in-house document review. Although the costs of acquiring such tools can be spread across a company’s litigation portfolio, none of these solutions can be thought of as inexpensive, and convincing the business side of a corporation of such tools’ utility can be difficult without solid information to back up the argument. Rational and reasoned choices whether to make these investments, allow vendors or outside counsel to handle such chores, or employ different strategies are possible only if a company has good institutional memory about the all-in costs for discovery in individual cases. Costs are obviously incurred for keeping such detailed records, but the costs of buying products that are not truly needed or of spending months in personnel time doing chores that could more efficiently be handled by computers may well be much greater.

An equally important reason for paying closer attention to discovery expenditures is the need to present a credible argument to a judge that a proposed discovery plan or request would result in unreasonably large expenditures. Back-of-the-envelope calculations for estimating one’s discovery costs may be adequate for internal planning, but a court is likely to require a more persuasive level of precision, including the projected costs of alternative approaches for complying with discovery obligations.2 Moreover, as we have shown, the per-gigabyte costs of production-related tasks vary greatly across cases, making reliance on generalized rules of thumb a risky proposition.3 Those unit costs are likely to be influenced by a company’s unique mix of personnel, technological resources, and standard discovery practices, requiring historical data arising out of the company’s own experiences to accurately project costs.

---

2 See, for example, Spieker v. Quest Cherokee, LLC, 2009 WL 2168892 (D. Kan. July 21, 2009), at *3:
Clearly, there are multiple approaches to electronic discovery and alternatives for reducing costs and it appears that defendant asserts the highest estimates possible merely to support its argument that electronic discovery is unduly burdensome. Under the circumstances, the court concludes that defendant’s estimate of the cost to conduct a ‘privilege and relevance’ review is greatly exaggerated.

3 See, e.g., Degnan, 2011.
A lack of detailed information, especially regarding internal expenditures, can also present a misleading, and potentially costly, picture to the court. Most of the cases in our data collection had estimated internal expenditures of less than 10 percent, but there were some that exceeded 25 percent. To the extent that litigants continue to shoulder a greater part of the discovery load directly as they take on additional tasks once farmed out to vendors or handled by outside counsel, projected costs that do not include the effort expended by law department counsel and paralegals, IT staff, and other corporate employees will underestimate the actual burden placed on a litigant from a proposed discovery plan or discovery demand. In instances in which cost shifting is a possibility, the inability to document all costs associated with a production will result in reduced reimbursement.

Finally, the need for better e-discovery metrics may loom largest in the area of preservation. Although we are confident that the costs of review overwhelm those incurred by other tasks in the production cycle, there is considerable uncertainty involved in analyzing the financial impact that preservation can have on organizational litigants, especially in comparison to production costs. If companies are not able to predict or describe such costs with reasonable precision, it will be difficult for them to make reasoned choices in developing legal-hold strategies at the first sign of anticipated litigation. Lack of such information also frustrates rule-making efforts intended to offer effective solutions to stakeholder complaints.

None of these concerns was lost on the companies participating in this study. Many representatives spoke freely about their desires to better understand discovery-related expenditures, with some describing plans to institute new procedures to track costs for various components of the process. Although following through on those plans will require changes in how internal staff record their time, how outside counsel describe tasks performed for legal services on the company’s behalf, and how vendors report on data-processing work and other chores, we strongly urge these and similarly situated organizational litigants to do so.

**Develop Transjurisdictional Authority for Preservation**

Our research has convinced us that steps must be taken soon to address litigant concerns about preservation. Our interviewees repeatedly touched on concerns about the lack of consistent and detailed legal authority to guide their preservation efforts, resulting in uncertainty about proper scope, defensible processes, and sanctionable behavior. To the extent that this uncertainty begets overpreservation and unnecessary expenses, the continuing growth in the volume of data stored by organizations in the regular course of business suggests that the financial problems associated with preservation will increase as well.

At the time this monograph was written, there were proposals advanced to the federal judiciary’s Advisory Committee on Civil Rules that appear to be intended to address at least some of these concerns. Determining whether any of these specific proposals offers an efficient and effective answer to the lack of guidance is beyond the scope of this monograph, but it is clear that the problems noted are unlikely to go away through the traditional evolution of the common law. Without transjurisdictional authority on which to rely, lawyers will continue to find themselves unsure of whether the advice they provide to their organizational clients about IT system architecture and processes will hold up to scrutiny before the judges in whatever courts they might find themselves. The only ways to acquire such cross-border authority would

---

4 See, e.g., Judicial Conference of the United States, 2010b, as well as documents collected from U.S. Courts, 2011.
be Supreme Court decision, congressional action, or modification of existing rules of court. Of the three avenues, the latter seems to be the most practical.

Next Steps

We noted at the outset of this monograph that our data collection and analysis were narrowly focused. Our primary interests were in the costs borne by responding parties to comply with document demands, in proposing possible avenues for addressing those costs, and in understanding how such costs compared with those for preservation efforts. Such an approach does not, however, include many other important aspects of discovery, such as costs incurred by the demanding parties in acquiring and analyzing ESI, the benefit that the discovery process can have for the resolution of disputes, and the indirect impacts that e-discovery can have on organizations. All are worthy topics of research.

Our hope is that this monograph will help inform the current debate about how to adapt litigant practices and controlling authority to address concerns about the costs of production and preservation. We have been encouraged by the recent actions of the Judicial Conference’s Advisory Committee on Civil Rules in bringing together academics, judges, practitioners, vendors, and others to explore discovery-related issues in a manner informed by quantitative and qualitative data. This type of broad-based inquiry is exactly what is needed to take into account the effect that proposed e-discovery policies can have on every aspect of litigants’ costs, from initial preservation to final presentation. Focusing on only a few parts of that continuum will likely lead to controlling costs in one area only to have them increase elsewhere.
Supplemental Tables

Table A.1  
Production Costs per Gigabyte Produced, 33 Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Cost per Gigabyte Produced ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>6,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>10,603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>11,433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>12,988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>13,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>13,892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>14,211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>14,679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>17,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>18,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>19,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>21,691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>22,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>22,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>24,578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>32,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>36,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>37,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>40,176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>47,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>52,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>56,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>63,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>80,331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.1—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Cost per Gigabyte Produced ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>138,357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>163,264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>251,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>251,489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>261,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>274,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>306,352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>330,532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>906,109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2
Review Costs per Gigabyte Reviewed, 35 Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Cost per Gigabyte Reviewed ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>4,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>6,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>8,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>8,657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>10,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>10,991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>11,321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>11,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>11,885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>12,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>13,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>13,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>13,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>15,759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>15,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>17,624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>18,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>18,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>19,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>19,403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>19,505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.2—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Cost per Gigabyte Reviewed ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>19,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>20,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>21,494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>23,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>29,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>30,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>30,326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>33,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>33,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>38,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>52,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>74,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>158,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>358,439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.3

**Collection Costs as a Percentage of All Production Costs, 44 Cases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Collection Costs as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Matter</td>
<td>Collection Costs as a Percentage of Total Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.4
Per-Custodian Collection Costs, 35 Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Collection Costs per Custodian ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>1,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>1,227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>1,246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>1,496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>1,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>1,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>1,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>1,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>2,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>2,405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>2,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>3,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>3,662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>3,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>4,339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>4,623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>4,659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>5,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>5,607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>5,629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.4—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Collection Costs per Custodian ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>6,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>6,223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.5
Processing Costs as a Percentage of All Production Costs, 44 Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Processing Costs as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.5—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Processing Costs as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>42.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Review Costs as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.6—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Review Costs as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>70.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>71.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>75.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>82.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>84.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>85.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Matter</td>
<td>Internal Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.7—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Internal Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.8

**Vendor Expenditures as a Percentage of All Production Costs, $13,000 Added to All Reported Internal Expenditures, 41 Cases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Vendor Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.8—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Vendor Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>43.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>90.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.9

*Outside Counsel Expenditures as a Percentage of All Production Costs, $13,000 Added to All Reported Internal Expenditures, 41 Cases*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Outside Counsel Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contractual</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.9—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Outside Counsel Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>57.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>64.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>65.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>70.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>71.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>74.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>80.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>80.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>83.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government subpoena</td>
<td>83.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitrust</td>
<td>88.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud or false claims</td>
<td>91.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Matter</td>
<td>Outside Counsel Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product liability</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recall, Precision, and Other Performance Measures

Two important concepts to understand when assessing the effectiveness of computer-categorized review techniques, such as predictive coding, are recall and precision. In information-retrieval science, recall is a measurement of completeness, essentially describing how well a process identifies items of specific interest compared with the total number of such items that exist in a set of data or documents. Precision is a measurement of efficiency, describing how well a process identifies only those items of specific interest, by comparing the number of target items identified with the total number of documents retrieved. Alternative terms for recall and precision sometimes found in information-retrieval literature are sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV), respectively.

Assume, for example, that, in a set of 1,000 documents, exactly 200 discuss fruits while the other 800 discuss only crayon colors. A person is tasked with the job of searching through the documents to find all of those discussing fruit. A search that looked only for the terms “mulberry,” “kiwifruit,” and “orange” yielded 90 documents. However, only 60 were truly successful matches (true positives) because the word “orange” was also found in 30 documents about crayon colors, resulting in the erroneous identification of those documents as fruit-related (false positives). Table B.1 presents the results of the search. Of the 910 documents that the search essentially determined to have nothing to do with fruits (because the terms used did not identify them as being of interest), 140 were actually fruit-related (and can therefore be thought of as false negatives) while the remaining 770 documents were accurate assessments of a lack of any discussion of fruits (true negatives).

The recall rate can be calculated by dividing the number of true positives returned by the search (60) by the total number of fruit-related documents in the entire set (200), for a rate of 30 percent. The precision rate can be calculated by dividing the number of true positives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Result</th>
<th>Actual Numbers in Set</th>
<th>Documents Discussing Fruit (n = 200)</th>
<th>Documents Not Discussing Fruit (n = 800)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicated fruit discussion (n = 90)</td>
<td>60 (true positives)</td>
<td>30 (false positives)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicated no fruit discussion (n = 910)</td>
<td>140 (false negatives)</td>
<td>770 (true negatives)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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returned by the search (60) by the number of documents the search indicated as fruit related (90), for a rate of 67 percent.

Ideally, both recall and precision rates will approach 100 percent. However, in the information-retrieval context, precision and recall rates are often inversely related. When the searcher added the terms “pomegranate,” “lychee,” and “lemon” to the original three terms and then performed the search again, 600 documents were flagged, with 150 of those flagged documents actually exhibiting the desired relationship with fruit (“orange” and “lemon” were also present in 450 documents concerning crayons). Expanding the search terms thus resulted in a better recall rate (75 percent, 150 divided by 200) but a lower precision rate (25 percent, 150 divided by 600).

One way to view these measures is that lower recall rates increase the risk that the search will miss what is important, while lower precision rates indicate less efficient results. In the context of a document review intended to reduce the production set to only those documents that are both relevant and responsive, a process that reflects a low recall rate will result in a failure to provide the demanding party with a substantial portion of the information to which it is legally entitled. The ramifications of such a failure can include sanctions and other undesirable outcomes. Should the process reflect a low precision rate, the document set delivered to the demanding party will contain an abundance of irrelevant or nonresponsive documents, perhaps leading to claims of overproduction for the purpose of hiding important evidence and a judicial order to redo the review (there may also be additional costs to the producing party to process such an unnecessarily large volume of documents).

To describe this relationship between recall and precision, a statistic known as the F-measure calculates the harmonic mean of precision and recall, defined as

\[
F = \frac{2 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}.
\]

Larger F-measures indicate better overall results as measured by the balance between recall and precision. According to the F-measure, the first search that just used three terms was actually the more effective one when both recall and precision are taken into account, compared with the second, which used six terms (0.414 versus 0.375).

Because of the tendency for recall and precision to be inversely related, litigants (and judges deciding discovery issues) may be placed in a position requiring a choice as to whether it is more important to maximize the likelihood that all documents of interest will be found or minimize the percentage of documents yielded by the search that are false positives. The demanding party, for example, might be amenable to a process that results in a modest recall rate if doing so increases the precision rate to a point at which the production is of relatively manageable volume and therefore less costly to analyze. On the other hand, if it were vitally important to identify as many items of potential interest as possible regardless of cost (such as might be required during a criminal investigation), then a higher recall rate would be sought. Thus, it is not true that highest F-measures are always the most desirable.

Two other measures commonly used in the literature are specificity and negative predictive value (NPV). They can be viewed as complementary to the concepts of recall and precision (or sensitivity and PPV, to use the alternative terminology) but with a focus on true negatives rather than true positives. Although recall is a way to describe how well the process identi-
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Specificity is calculated by dividing the number of true negatives by the total number of items that do not meet the specified criteria. In the example above, there were actually 800 documents that had nothing to do with fruits, while the initial search correctly reported that 770 documents were non–fruit-related. Thus, specificity would be 96.25 percent (770 divided by 800). In a similar way, NPV complements precision by dividing the number of true negatives (770) by the total number of items the search indicated as not fruit-related (910). Thus, NPV in this example would be 84.6 percent.

1 A commonly employed example of the relationship between specificity and recall (or sensitivity) involves the threshold settings for airport metal detectors and other security scanners. Reducing the setting at which an alarm would be triggered would lower the rate of specificity because additional passengers would be subjected to a search even if they carry nothing more than a small amount of coins or jewelry. In other words, the proportion of true negatives (passengers who pose no threat) who are approved by the scanners would be reduced. On the other hand, the lower settings would pick up a greater proportion of passengers carrying metal objects that could potentially be used as weapons, thus yielding a higher rate of recall.
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